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All-College Sing

Police Believed
Girl

Driver

Held

Was

Hope

in •the

Injured Man

Car

St.

Mary’s Hospital

Be

Hope on Friday

compete Friday

Cavanaughis

(Special)

Two

persons were injured, one
critically, in a crash early Satur-day when a car missed a curve
ard uprooted a tree on Harbor
Ave. not far from Grand Haven
State Park.
Ralph Smith, 23, route 1, Grand
Haven, was not expected to survive his injurieswhich consist of
multiplefractures of both arms
and legs as well as bones all over

.
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14, 1957

eve-

Darlene Ebdnga, junior from
Chicago and Robert Vander Lugt,
Holland junior,are co - chairmen1
of the traditionalmusic event,
which Is scheduledat 8 p.m. in
Hope Memorial Chapel. Dr. Robert

Still

GRAND HAVEN

Holland Shea 1872

ning in the 18th annual All-College
Sing.

Said on Stretcher
At

A

college fratemitie.and sor-

orities will

Alone

at

to

Th* Nwwt Ho$ Beta

Comtnetin Booster for

faculty advisor for

the annual classic, sponsoredby
the Student Council.
The Cheerful Do-Bee Blue Birds
Directors and the selections to
met with their leaders,Mrs. Clarbe presented have been announced
by the participatinggroups. Alpha ence Kammeraad and Mrs. WilSigma Alpha, freshman sorority, liam Zonnebelt on Monday, March
will sing “Bushel and a Peck,” di- 4. There were nine Blue Birds
rected by Edna Hollander; Delta present They completed their Blue
Phi,

“A

Surrey with the Fringe on

Bird pins by stuffing them a nd
Top,” Carol Beuker; Kappa Beta
Phi, “Thumbelina," Ann Blood- making the buttonholestitch
his body.
good; Sigma Iota Beta, “Three around them to hold them togeth
Littel Maids,” Ruth Wright; Sigma er. The girls were treated by
However, Monday his condition
Sigma, "No Man is an Island," Sherrill V o 1 k e m a. Reported by
was reported as "satifactory”
Anne De Free.
He was a passenger In a car
scribe, CharleneBard, secretary.
The fraternities selections and
driven by Nancy Wells, 17-year-old
The Beechwood Bouncing Blue
directors are: Chi Phi Sigma, “I Birds held their meeting Tuesday.
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Kenneth
Love Life," Nathan Vander Werf; March 5. We made picture frames
M. Wells, of 411 Barber St., Spring
Phi Kappa Alpha, "Oklahoma," from can covers and yarn. Michele
Lake. Miss Wells’ injuries were
Neil Petty; Phi Tau Nu, "The Song Kolean served cup cakes. We
mostly facial, with a possible fracof the Jolly Roger," Harold Ritse- closed our meeting with the Blue
tured jaw. Both were taken toma; Omicron Kappa Epsilon, Bird song. Reported by scribe.
MunicipalHospital,but Smith was
Mr. ond Mrs. Fred Rozeboom
“With a Little Bit of Luck," Vicki Zych.
immediately transferred to St.
Gordon Meeusen and Kappa Eta The Lucky 13 Blue Birds of
started in the first floor bathroom and swept
Mary's Hospital in Grand Rapids
DIVERSION
Grad* school childrenhod
Nu, “Across the Wide Missouri," Longfellow School met March 4 at
where at 9 a.m. today he had not
along a joist across the house between the
plenty to tell their classes about this morning
Charles Lindahl.
the home of Mrs. Swartz. Our
been removed from the stretcher
first and second floors. Three trucb were
after seeing a fire and a real 'rescue on their
%
Judges for the event will be Miss president Nan Swartz opened the
because of his critical injuries.
called and firemen worked about 45 minutes.
way to school. The fire was at the home of
Margaret Van Vyven and Willard meeting. We voted for a new presMiss Wells is a nurses aide in
Damage was estimated at between $1,500 and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Leonard
Van
Wieren,
430
S. Fast of Holland and Henry ident, Linda Van Duren. We also
MunicipalHospital. She had gone
$2,000 by Fire Chief Andrew Klomparens,who
worked on our project amt then
WashingtonAve. and the rescue was in the
Hungerford,Saugatuck.
off duty at 11 p.m. Friday.
we sang songs and played games.
said the cause is' not known. Much of the
form of the family parakeet, which was brought,
Smith was so firmly wedged
Celebrating their 50th wedding
The treat was served by Mrs.
under the instrument panel of the
damage was the result of smoke and water.
cage and all, out onto the lawn. The fire
anniversarytoday are Mr. and
Swartz. Reported by Claire Morse,
’55 model Miss Wells was driving
(Sentinel photo)
Mrs. Fred Rozeboom of 298 West
scribe.
that officersat first believed Miss
The Seven Pixies of Federal
12th St. In honor of the event they
Wells was alone. A second wreckSchool met at Mrs. Tubergan’s
er had to be called to pull out the
will be entertained at a dinner tohouse on March 4 for their regucollapsed right side of the car so
night in Van Raalte’s Restaurant For St.
fish,
Prof Will
lar meeting. We are still working
that Smith could be removed.
"Fashion Notes" for spring and in Zeeland. Others present will be
on
our
day
camp
duffle
bags.
ReCity police said skid marks summer were presented at the brothers and sistersof Mr. RozeRt. Rev. Msgr. Arthur J. Le ported by Mary Ann Roosien,
measured 178 feet on the pavement Newcomers Club annual style boom including Mr. and Mrs. Joe
and 182 feet in the sand, for a show luncheonWednesday in the Rozeboom, Mr. and Mrs. John Roux, 46, of Spring Lake, has scribe.
Institute
The Busy Blue Birds of Van
Plans were made at the executotal of 310 feet before the car Tulip Room of the Warm Friend Rozeboom, Mr. and Mrs. Marinus been appointedpastor of St.
Raalte School met March 5 at the
tive
meeting of the Woman’i Auxhit the tree which was eight feet Tavern to more than 100 includ- Rozeboom, Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Francis de Sales Church to sucThe annual Holland Fish and
home of our leader, Mrs. ‘Grebel. Prof. Mettn J. Ross of the Hope
off the pavement. The car which ing members and guests. Attrac- Rozeboom of Holland and Mr. and ceed the late Msgr. J. M.
iliary of Grace Episcopal Church Game chib banquet will be held
We finishedour activity calendars. College history department went
Westdorp.
had the tree embedded in the tive decorations in blue featured Mrs. Peter Kamps of Drenthe.
The appointmentwas announc- Jackie Brown treated. Reported by to Chicago today to attend the Wednesday atfemoon for the Len- Thursday, April 11 at 6:30 p.m. hi
right side was demolished.
large musical notes on the tables
The Roze booms were married
Ninth Annual Foreign Policy Insti- ten suppers during Lent starting Clvtf Center, Mart Kk>mparen§,
Grand Haven’s last fatal acci- and programs symbolic of the in Holland in 1907 by the late Rev. ed Wednesday night by Bishop scribe,Judy Schripsema.
The Fairy Blue Birds of Washtonight at 6:30 p.m. in the parish
Allen J. Babcock of the Grand
dent occurred May 17, 1953, claim- Fashion Notes theme.
general chairman, announced totute to be held at the Chicago
Andrew Keizer, pastor of Ninth Rapids diocese.
ington School met at the home of
hall. St. Anne's Guild is in charge.
ing the life of Bette Martin.
Organ music was played Street Christian Reformed Church,
Council on Foreign Relations,FriMrs. Irwin DeWeerd, Auxiliary day.
He will assume Ms 'new duties Mrs. Wendell Miles on March 4. day and Saturday.
throughout the show and the Char- and have lived here their, entire
As a banquet Innovation this
The
meeting
was
opened
by
recitpresident,announced the schedule
here March 25. The Rev. Edwin
leston dancers, dressed in fash- married lif?. Mr. Rozeboom, who
The subject for the Institute will of other guilds serving. St Cath- year, club members may bring
Thome
will remain as assistant ing the PlMge of Allegiance and
ions of the flapper era, entertain- will be 71 years old June 26. reby singing TTie Blue Bird Wish. be "The U. S. and the USSR-A erine’sGuild will serve March 21; their eons 12 years or younger
pastor.
ed during a short Interlude.
tired about 10 years ago after
Msgr. Le Roux was born in Al- Elections were held with the fol- Battle Report from the Cold War.” St Agnes, March 28; St. Teresa,
Mrs. William Kurth was general working for many years for the
without paying the membership
The Institute will be attended by April 4; St. Monica, April 11; St.
pena and was ordainedApril 19, lowing girls i n new offices:
chairman with Mrs. Mary Emma city. Mrs. Rozeboom, the former
fee. The membership to the sport*,
Betty
Sloothaak,
president;
Susan
125
invited
guests,
representing
ll
Young as narrator. Models, all Anna Riemersma of Holland, will 1936 in Grand Rapids by the late Kastely, vice president;Carolyn states. Among the outstanding Elisabeth, April 18. The family nan’s dub is $1 and the banquet
Test
Bishop Joseph Pinten. He was
night suppers witi be smorgasmembers of the club, included the be 71 on March 28.
McCord, secretary;L or r a i n e speakerswill lx Prof. Arthur bord. Chaptersin the film series
first assigned to Assumption paris $2.25.
Mesdames Don Bell, Louis BrunA tornado alarm system will be ner, Don Cud worth, Gordon Brown, They have six children,Carl of ish in Bay City as an assistant. Miles, scribe. Games were played. Mendeh Fellow of the Russian Re- “The Life of Christ" will be shown
The
group
Started
making
Blue
*“
Ionia, John of Grand Rapjdi, He followed as assistant at St
search Center at Harvard Univer* and devotiorttin the church wtH Jvto .mr&M Sk
tested in Holland sometime after
Roy De Bolt, Herb Holt, Mildred Frank, Henry and Mrs. Henry De
selling tickets to the dinner. They
Bird
rings
out
of
Indian
beads.
sity;
Arthur
S.
Fleming,
Director
James In Muskegon and later St.
follow.
11 p.m. tonight.
Cousineau, Robert Long, Robert
Carolyn McCord treated.Reported of the Office of Defense Mobiliza- Plans also were made for the may aleo be obtained at local
Residents are urged to keep Hall, Chester Smith, Wally Me Visser of Holland and James Roze- Simon’s in Ludington.
boom of Central Park. There are
tion, and Edward L. Freers, Di- annual meeting of the Auxiliary sporting goods stores and at the
His first pastorate was at St. by LorraineMiles, scribe.
their radios on and tuned to 1450, Kay, Lawrence Mitten. Jerry HurtAt our meeting March 4, the
WHTC, after the station goes off gen, Robert Snyder, C. E. Merril- 11 grandchildrenand five great Francis in Alvemo. In 1952 he Beechwood Pixies repeated the rector of the Office of Eastern and corporate communion of the Holland Fish and Game club booth
grandchildren.
European Affairs, U. S. State De- women on April 24. The meeting at the Civic Center next week.
was named pastor of St. Mary's
the air at the regular 11 p.m. signlat and William Kurth.
Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag. partment.
in Spring Lake. He was dean of
opens with Holy Communion at 12
Don Culp of Kalamazoo will
off time.
Mrs. J. Wallace Creighton,
After that we chose new officers.
the St. James Deanery in Grand
noon, with the spring ingathering show outdoor movies and give a
Later in the night or during the
chairman of the decoratious comPresidentis Diana Peck; secreRapids and now becomes dean of
of the United Thank Offering, a demonstration of plain and fancy
early morning hours Friday an
mittee, was assisted by the Mestary, Joan Slagh; treasurer,Charthe Holland area Deanery.
luncheon and meeting and the elec- casting. The Extension Chords, a
alarm clock will be sounded over dames William Hinkle, Harry
lene Bloomfirls. Then we played
Msgr. Le Roux is diocesan
tion of officers for the coming championship quartet from the
the air waves.
some games and were dismissed.
Vehrr.eyer, James Taylor and C.
moderator of the National CounGrand Rapids SPEBSQSA, will
year.
This method, it is hoped, could Richard Gordon. In charge of
Dick B. Yskes, sophomore stuReported by scribe, Linda Lou
cil of Catholic Men and formerly
Delegates will be elected to the sing.
be used as a future alarm to warn
Welton.
dent
at
Western
Michigan
Univermodels were the Mesdames Peter
was diocesan directorof the Rule
annual convention of the Woman’s The dinner will be prepared by
residents that a tornado has been
The Princess Blue Birds of
Branders, Carl Vizithum, C. sity, Kalamazoo, recently was pro- of Life.
Auxiliary of the Diocese of West- John Kuipers of American Legion
sighted.
Beechwood
School
met
Monday,
moted
to
Cadet
Private
First
Class
Arthur Jones and Keith Dadd.
During the years 1945 to 46 he March 4 with their leaders, Mrs.
ern
Michigan to be held May 21 Country club.
The idea was first suggested in Mrs. Robert Long, club president, in the Reserre officers’Training
SOUTH HAVEN, Mich
a Letter to the Editor of The introduced the following prospec- Corps, according to a Western was active in the Christian Rural Mills and Mrs. Gorman. We had A South Haven contractor and his and May 22 at Battle Creek.
Reports were given by Mrs. Dale
Holland Evening Sentinel in 1956 tive members: The Mesdames Michigan Colleges News Service Overseas Program. He has been roll call, collected our dues and wife have pla ned a two year
City Clean-Up Week
active in establishingcredit unions said the Pledge to the Flag. We
after the many tornado alerts and
cruise aboard their 45-foot sail- Van Oosterhout, UTO custodian;
Marion Renner, C. M. Stewart, release.Yskes Ls studying in phy- in Catholic parishes.
Mrs.
Ralph'
Oldenburger,
supply
the April 3, 1956 twister that struck
To Be Held in April
then covered cigar boxes with boat— a voyage which could take
Adolph Lohse, Ralph Seymour, sical education. He is the son of
He became a monsignor last
box chairman and Mrs. Arthur
Hudsonville
Elgene Neuman, G. C. Morey, Mr. and Mrs. C. Yskes. 88 East July 8. the same time the honor wall paper for sewing boxes. Re- them into the Pacific or across Visser, parish key woman.
City engineer Laverne Seme toPersons who hear the signal are
ported by Sherry Palmer, scribe. the Atlantic.
Lvert Haverdink,Robert Desat- 21st St.
day reminded residentsthat Cleanwas bestowed on Msgr. Westdorp.
asked to call either WHTC at 9182
The
Chummy
Blue
Birds
of
St.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Chris
Kappler
Jan Van Cappellaveenof Rotnick, William Porter, Robert Abbe,
Up Week will be held sometime
or The Sentinel,3191 so some idea
Francis de Sales School met with said they have planned the cruise
Prayer Day Assemblies
John L. Beal and Joseph Lough- terdam, the Netherlands, a Dutch
in April, as in other years. Durmay be obtained as to its effectivetheir
leaders,
Mrs.
John
Hudzik,
several
times,
but
business
forced
underground worker in the last Industrial Plant to
ran.
ing that time, the street departMrs.
Louis
Farkes,
Miss
Barbara
ness.
postponement
of
the
trip.
Held
at
Two
Schools
The next luncheon meeting will war will speak at the Men's
ment will pick up refuse left along
Locate at Hudsonville
Duffy in the school auditorium.
T don't see how we can get
Meanwhile Holland police, OttaBreakfast
at
Youth
for
Christ
be held April 10 at the Warm
Special Prayer Day assemblies curbs by residents,who will be
We
opened
our
meeting
with
a out of it this year," Kappler said.
wa County deputies, Red Cross Friend Tavern.
Clubhouse Saturday at 6:30 a.m.
HUDSONVILLE - Plans have
were held Wednesday at Jefferson informed in advance of the week.
and Civil Defense agencies continVan Cappellaveenwas connected been completed for the construc- prayer, said our Blue Bird Wish, The first step of the cruise is
Seme said several telephone
and
aaswered
roll call to names slated to begin March 30 when the and WashingtonSchools.
ue to line up their plans for any
with the News Service of the untion of a million-dollarindustrial of Boy Saints. We sang our Blue Kapplers go to Toledo to sail their
At Jefferson,James Van Hoven calls have been received with the
alerts.
dergroundtyping and mimegraph- plant here by Light Metals Corporand John Busman, Western Theo- spring weather encouraging cleanBird song, then we made corsages boat here.
ing of news as it came in by radio.
ation of Grand Rapids, it was an- and played musical chairs. Jocn
After a month in port here logical Seminary students, spoke up work the past two days. BeAll men are invited.No reserva- nounced today by village presiWorld Day of Prayer
Hudzik, Jill Beelen, Judy Kowal- preparingfor the trip, the Kapp- at separate assemblies. Mr. Van cause the possibility of snow still
tions are needed.
dent, Ray Vander Laan.
ski, and Marilyn Midie are teach- lers plan to sail down the Missis- Hoven spoke to the early elemen- exists, residents will have to diCollectionAnnounced
Capt. Ruby Nicholls of Salvatary pupils and Mr. Busman to pose of their own refuse until the
An “Award Winning" concert is tion Army will speak at the regu- The firm, which expects to build ing the rest of us how to dance sippi to the West Indies.
city-widecampaign.
"After that, your guess is as the upper grades.
The offering made by the wom- planned for tonight by the Holland lar meeting of CPU Circle No. 10 within the next 18 months, has to “Little Miss Ballet." Barbara
en attendingthe World Day of Junior High Orchestraand Band Monday at 7:45 p.m. at Maple signed contractsfor water and Duffy treated.Reported by good as mine," Kappler said. Both messages were a part of
“We’ll just have to pick it up as programs which* included the
Prayer observanceFriday in Tri- at 8 p.m. in the Senior High School Avenue Christian Reformed drainage services with the village Marilyn Munro.
Zeeland Lions Club
government.Robert T. Dykstra, a
The Sunshine Blue Birds of we go along.
school orchestra directed by Carlenity Church amounted to $308.43, Auditorium. Both groups have won Church. Special music will be proMontello
Park
School
met
at
Karen
"If
we
find
we
can
handle
the
vice
president
of
the
corporation,
ton
Kelch,
a
vocal
solo
by
Miss
To Stage Annual Play
according to Mrs. Otto Schaap, acclaim in district and state festi- vided by the Salvation Army Band.
said that the company expects to Krukl’s house Feb 7. We worked boat we might either cross the Nelvie Yonker, accompanied by
president,Holland Area Council of vals and have traveled to other
Senior Lenten study class at manufacturealuminum signs, road on our embroiderysquare. We all Atlantic or head into the Pacific
Mrs. Hartger Winter; and instru- The Zeeland Lions Club will
cities for special concerts.
Church Women.
Grace Episcopal Church will meet markers,and guard rails for high- wrote a paragraphon a big piece through the Panama Canal."
mental selectionsby a trio com- stage its annual play, “Sluin’
Tonight’s concert will give
This amount, combined with
Friday at 7:30 p.m. in the parish
The sailboat has a 125 horse- posed of James. Freddie and Billy Pretty" in the Zeeland High School
of paper to Janice Boynton who
money from similar gifts collect- credit to the orchestra and band had with the Rev. William C. ways.
power auxiliary engine.
Schutmaat,sons of Mr. and Mrs. Auditoriumon March 20, 21, and
ed at the 20,000 meetings held that members who have earned medals Warner, rector/ The class usually The firm expects to build on a lives in California.The treat was
22. The entire cast is made up of
site on the east side of Balsam furnished by Janice Snyder. ReAlvin Schutmaat.
day around the world, is divided at past solo and ensemble con- meets on Monday nights.
ported by scribe. Jilane Swieringa
Drive
opposite
the
Georgetown
Lions Club members and their
At
Washington
School,
the
kintests
in
Fremont.
Carleton
Kelch
to give help in many places and
City of Holland Sued
Pfc. Wayne A. Daining, son of
The Laughing Blue Birds of
dergarten, under the direction of wives. Tbere will be a children’s
account for 50 percent of the sup- and Raymond Roth will direct. The Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Daining, townshipoffices, and will employ
from 250 to 300 persons, it was MontelloPark School met at the For Electrical Damage
Mrs. Bonnie Tregloan, and the matinee on Wednesdayafternoon
port of the National Council of public is invited.
route 3. Zeeland, is a member of
school on Tuesday, March 5. We
first grade, taught by Miss Crystal at 3:30 p.m.
Churches for interdenominational Brian Dykstra will play a piano the 24th Infantry Division in Ko- revealed.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
had roll call and paid our dues. We
Mrs. Elizabeth Van Haitsma,
Van Anrooy were in charge of the
ministries in the United States, solo "In Autumn” .by Moszkowsky. rea. He entered the Army in Deplayed a game, then Janice Reus Suit has been commenced in Ot- Prayer Day assembly.
vho has directed Lions Club plays
Sidney Tiesenga wiU announce.
Alaska and Puerto Rico.
cember, 1955, and received basic School Needs Discussed
treated us to candy bars and cook- tawa Circuit Court by Neal MadRolina Vermeer and Mark previously,is again directing this
World Day of Prayer contribu- The orchestra program includes trainingat Fort Ord, Calif. He aries. Our Blue Bird leaders, Mrs. derom of Holland agaiast the City
Bonnette,
first graders, read the play. The cast includesMelvin
By
Lakeview
Mothers
“Death
and
the
Madien,"
Schutions make migrant ministry posrived in the Far East in June,
Westerhofand Mrs. Dryer, treated of Holland, seeking $1,500 dam- scripture lesson, after which the Boonstra,Dr. Alfred Vande Wa,
sible, continue education for Chris- bert; “Mozart Fantasie,” Mozart; 1956.
Needs for the school kitchen and t :e group to suckers and balloons. ages.
kindergarten children sang a pray- John Cumick, Mrs. Lorenzo
tian leadership in nine colleges in “Chanson Triste,”' Tschadkowsky; Thomas Jefferson School PTA is
the
problem of getting children We made plastic key chains which Madderom,who formerly lived er song. Followinggroup singing Meer^s, Mrs. John Van Eden. Mrs.
Asia and medical training for In- piano solo, Brian Dykstra; "A sponsoring a family fun night Friwe could have around our necks outside of the city limits,claims
dian women and provide tramla- Stately Measure." Wood house and day from 5 to 8:30 p.m. Families home from school in event of a for our skate keys or anything else that damage was done to some of of “For the Beauty of the Earth," Donald Kooiman, Mrs. Paul Van
tornado alert were discussed at a
Rev. Jerry Veldman of Third Re- Eenenam, Alvin H. Johnson, Stan“Heigh
Ho,”
Churchill.
tions of Christian literature for
have been contactedby room meeting of the Lakeview Mothers Reported by Sue Scholten, scribe. his electricalappliances, some of formed Church gave the message. ley Berghorst, Mrs. Alvin Piers,
newly literatepeoples.
The Happy and Gay Blue Birds which were entirely ruined and
mothers and committee members Club Tuesday evening at the
The program was closed with the Dr. Paul Van Eenenaam and Mrs.
The earliest meetings on Worid 3 Grass Fires Damages
and activities are planned for all. school. Mrs. Russell Kempker. of the Van Raalte School on East some of which had to be repaired,
singing of “Thank Thee Lord.”
William Karsten.
Da., of Prayer were at Tonga IsActivitiesinclude supper starting president, was in charge of the 16th St. held a meeting last Thurs- including a television, range, dryland and the latest to be added Areas in Park Township
day afternoon. We elected new of- er, radio, vacuum sweeper and
at 5 p.m., movies, cake walks, meeting.
was at St Lawrence Island, Alasficers as folipws : Sandy Veldheer. steam iron.
fish ponds, spook house, games
Grand Rapids Might
Several Fines Paid
The program included a talk by
The second of two grass fires
ka. 'Die Holland meeting it part
president; Nancy Weenum, secreand various booths.
Madderom alleges the damage
Mrs. Julia Schaap. She spoke on
Wednesday
afternoon
in
Park
In
Municipal
foort
Call
Special Election
this continuing program.
tary; Nancy Naber scribe; Janice was due to the high voltage in the
In observance of the Lenten Seacharm, beauty and styling and
township resulted in singed hair
Sasamoto,
sergeant
at
arms;
Barson three large crosses have been demonstratedher talk by working
electric lines.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Several persons appeared in
and superficialburns on the face
bara Van Zoeren, treasurer. The
placed on the lawm of the Zion on a live model.
Couple Celebrates48th
Municipal Court the last few days. Five Grand Rapids youths who
to two firemen. The fire, accordremainder
of
the
time
was
spent
Lutheran Church located on 31st
Hostesses were Mrs. H. De Free,
They included Jerry Vander were arrested by city police Suning to township station No. 2 chief
Clerk on Panel
Wedding Anniversary
St., and Pine Ave. The crosses Mrs. R. De Vette, Mrs. H. Kole working on juice can puppets. The
Ploeg, 17. of 338 West 17th St., day pleaded guilty to various beer
HermaA Windemuller, raced were
treat
was
furnished
by
Cheryl
City
Clerk
Clarence
Grevengoed
placed by members of the and Mrs. C. Burton.
Mr. and Mrs, George Rigterink through a field of beach grass and Walther League.
Vredevelt Reported by Na n c y has been picked to serve on a pan- speeding 35 in 25, $12 suspended charges upon arraignmentin Munafter traffic school; Adrian icipal Court Wednesday afternoon.
Naber.
was
so
hot
it
melted
lead
from
a
celebratedtheir 48th wedding anel which will discuss ‘The IssuA special meeting for officers of
James Michael Wysocki, 17, of
The Cheerful Blue Birds of Van ing of City Licenses” at the mid- Geenen, 29, of 59 East 21st St.,
niversary by entertaining their large telephone cable on 160th Ave. the Eagles Auxiliary will be held Jaycees Endorse Fonger
speeding 50 in 30, $15; Bob Wyn- 1054 Second NW, paid $25 fine and
and
State
St.
Raalte
School
met
at
the
home
of
children and grandchildrenat a
winter meeting of the Michigan
Friday at
:3b p.m. followed by
For Slate Vice President
Earlier in the day about four
their assistant leader, Mrs. De Municipal Cierks Association today garden, route 3. Zeeland, dis- $5.10 costs on a charge of possesdinner party Monday. The affair
the regular meeting at 8 p.m. Oforderly-drunk, $24,70; Donald sion of beer in a motor vehicle,
John Fonger, Holland city audi- Neff Thursday afternoon.Mrs. De in Detroit.
was held at the Van Raalte Restau- acres was burned over on the Exo ficers are requested to wear white
Grotenhuis,
of 90 East 37th St., and $13 fine and $2 costs on a
Neff
took
all
the
Blue
Birds
downproperty near Riley St. after a
tor and president of the Holland
rant in Zeeland.
in celebration of Past Presidents
charge of driving the wrong way
illegallicense piate, $28.90.
Junior Chamber of Commerce, has town and let them pick out their
Others present were Mr. and brush fire went out of control. and Charter Members night.
Interest Seems
Xenia
Baldwin
Wright,
of
689 on Columbus St., a one-way street
own
colors
of
yarn
and
ribbon
for
Sunday,
the
department
was
been
endorsed
by
Jhe
local
JayMrs. George Rigterink, Mr. and
The other four each paid $25 fine
If absentee ballotscan be used Central Ave., stop sign. $7; Roger
cees as a candidate for vice presi- their next project.When they got
Mrs. Gordon Rigterink and called to the Kavathas home on
as
a
barometer,
more
than
aver- Lee Brink, 17, route 5, speeding and $5.10 costs on charges at
back
to
their
leader’s
home
they
Marriage
Licenses
dent
of
the
Michigan
Junior
Cham
152nd
Ave.
when
a
rubbish
fire
Norman and Bonnie Lou, Mr. and
played a few games, then Marsha age interest exists in the April 1 40 In 25, $30; Kenneth Jay Borg- drinking beer in a motor
ber from the Eighth District.
Ottawa County
Mrs. Howard Langelandand Lyn- destroyedan acre.
The distriet will meet April 16 Tregloan treatedeach girl to a dix- election. The city clerk’s office re- man, 18, of 176 West 14th St, They are Harry Robert
Windemuller cautioned the pubAudley Pelon, 20, route S, Holda, Duane and Diane and Mr. and
17, of 657
lic to use steei drums and wire land, and Thelma Beelen, 19, Hol- In Grandviile. Cities included are ie cup. Mrs. Vander Molen was not ported today that 17 applications speeding 35 in 25. $15 suspended
Mrs. Andrew Haverdink,
mesh rubbish burners only when land; Theodore Bevier Bosch, 22, Holland, Grandviile.Grand Haven, able to meet with the girls this for absentee ballots have been re- after traffic school: Charles Louis 18, of 2131
Lou Jean and Karl.
A gift was presented to the they are, covered and should not Holland, and Shirley Ann Schaaf- Grand Rapids, Greenvilleand week. Reported by scribe, Barbara ceived since they were obtainable Moore, Grand Rapids, speeding 45 Doran, 17, of 10
in 30, $14.
Schutt,
Wednesday. <,
sma, 21, Grand Rapid*.
fielding.
left unattended.
guestd of honor.

—

Mr. and Mrs. Rozeboom

<>

Mark 50th Anniversary
‘Fashion Notes’

Pastor Appointed

Given by Group
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Church

Hope

Women

Game Chib

Plan Meeting

Schedules Dinner
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Tornado Alarm
Tonight

‘
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Couple Planning
2-Year Cruise

Band, Orchestra

Concert Tonight
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Drenthe Church
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East Routs Coopersville

Batde Creeks

With Second Half Flurry

Rebounding Key

East Grand Rapids pulled away
In the second half Tuesday night

At Civic Center
District

Pent up feelings following the
Holland Christian basketball victory over St Joseph Tuesday night
erupted into a near riot at the

Appears

Contented; Straw
Vote Not

Asked

Ottawa County

Engaged
To 57-40 Victory

on the Civic Center court to swamp
an outmanned Coopersville quintet, 70-40. By virtue of their win,
the Pioneers will meet Kalamazoo
State High at 8:30 p.m. Thursday
in the semi-finals of class B regional play here.

PORTAGE (Special) -

Farm News
by Richard Machlele
County Agricultural Agent
March has been designated as
the Egg Check - off month. The
Poultry and Egg National Board

Holland is sponsorihg this

program in

High'i basketballteanvproved easy

which every producerin the state
prey for Battle Creek here Tues- of Michigan during the month of
day night In the opening round March tfill donate 10 cents per
of the Class A regional tournament
case of 30 dozen eggs sold during
and fell before the Bearcats, 57-40.
this month. The egg dealers will
The victory sent Battle Creek
make the deduction when they
into the regranals semis against
pick up your eggs and will send
Grand Rapids Creston Thursday
the money to the National Egg
night Creston stopped Niles, 62Promotion Committee. Money col44. A crowd of 1,100 watched the
lected is earmarked for a national
Tuesday games.
advertising program.
The loss tor the Dutch left them
Dairy farmers have found that
with a 4-12 record and provided a
the money deducted from their
tad finish for Coach Fred Weiss.
milk sales for advertising milk has
The setback marked the stepping
been advantageousand we hope
down of Weiss as Holland coach.
.

Coopersville, under Coach
Yerlon Robinson,18. a St. Joe Angelo Vassalo, was making its
high school senior, was taken to first start in regional tournament
trict, its teenagers securely tucked
the police station after a brief play in the school’s history, but
away in Zeeland High School, was
mix up on the gym floor following it didn’t seem to bother the scrapnot asked to take a straw ballot
the game.
py outfit. On the contrary, it was
on suburban school district consolAccording to reports, Robinson East, a tourney pro, which had a
idation Tuesday night
was asked to leave the floor so bad case of jitters at the start of
About 75 residentsof the district
the next game could get underway. the contest. Ini the second half,
met with the citizens’ study comHe
allegedly refused 'the request however, Coach Frank Kuta’s
mittee of Park and Holland townof the custodian.
Pioneers gained some poise to turn
• ships and were advised that their
Words were exchanged and a the contest into a rout
positionadjacent to Zeeland makes
struggle took place inside the cenAfter a slow start with many
it logical that they continue to look
that all egg producers in this counter. Police were called and quick- miscues, the Broncos started to
in that direction.
He had been coaching Holland ty will cooperate.
ly removed Robinson.When the find the range and literally swept
It was not a selling proposition.
teams for 22 years, the last seven
Jay Jansen of Zeeland has been
St. Joe group saw Robinsonbeing the dazed East Grand Rapids club
The audience was relaxed and obon the varsity. Bob Connell will
designated as county chairman in
taken away they objected.
off their feet Paced by some fine
jective,seemingly interestedmore
succeed Weiss.
this advertising program.
A cruiser took Robinson to the shooting by Tom Holmes, the
in the Holland area school probHolland, which had a lot of suepolice station followed by an es- Coopersville quint raced out to an
lems as observers than particicess with a zone defense against
Miss Pottl Kay Hamm
The Bangs Testing program in
timated 150-200 students. State- 18-12 first quarter lead.
pants.
Mrs. Irene Hamm, 330 Wert 21it Muskegon, used it agaiq TuesOttawa
County has been progresThis
was
all
that
the
East
club
ments were taken from Robinson
Walter Vander Haar, chairman
St., announces the engagement of day. But although the Bearcats
and 25 other students who saw the needed to wake them up. Using her daughter, Patti Kay, to Glenn weren’t hifting much over the sing well over the last five years
, of the townships’ study committee,
rugged 6’3” Scott Maentz at the Nyland, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ray- zone, they were contlnuly getting with the percentage of infection in
struggle.
explained that the reason for the
New Groningenmeeting was to inA dozen police officersand re- pivot, the winners knotted the mond Nyland of 705 Goldenrod th-* rebounds off both backboards. he-ds going down considerably.
However, we have reached the
form the district of what the com
serve officers were called to the count in a hurry. Maentz with an Road.
The Dutch were unable to keep point where not too much progress
mittee had done. A part of the
Civic Center to restore order as assortmentof shots connectedfor
Battle Creek away frofn the basket
is in evidence due to the fact that
six baskets to give his club a 28New Groningen district lies withRobinson was taken away.
after the shots. Bob James and
we have quite i number of herds
23
halftime
lead,
as
the
Broncos
in the Zeeland city limits and 35
Robinson said afterwards that
Marlin Me Nichols made it their that have selected plan B system
high school students from the dishe was sorry about the mixup but started to cool off.
job to filter through the zone and
and Mrs. Marvin Vredeveld
of disposing of their reactors.Tills
After the two clubs traded bastrict attend Zeeland High School
he was angry — not at the police
get on the receiving end of the re(Princephoto)
means they are retainingthese
kets to open the second half of
on a tuition basis.
—
but at the game officials.
bounds.
Palms, ferns, candelabra / and Pews were marked with white
reactors in their herds for a perVander Haar issued a warning
Malc(rtm
MacKay,
principal at play, East started throwing long
James especially was under the iod of time. There are 28 such
baskets
of white gladioli and bqws.
passes,
and
repeatedly
caught
the
to .the district, however, that it
basket and was countering with herds in Ottawa County at the
mums and pink snapdragonsdec- Traditionalorgan music was St. Joe, said he, too, was very Broncos unaware. With Chuck
might be wise for them to considsorry about the incident and felt
tipins and an occasionalhook. present time which is a small perorated Drenthe Christian Reform- played by Mrs. Richard Hunderer a more positive arrangement
it resulted from overwroughttem- Andrews, ,a clever ball handler doStanding 6’3” but possessing a lot
ed Church for the wedding of Miss man who accompanied Dale Ver
centage of the 1,500 herds that
ing the playmaking, the East crew
for high school service, citing a
pers.
of spring, James didn’t have much
Kay
Wiggers and Marvin Vrede- Meer when he sang "God Gave Me
have been tested.
bill now up in the legislature
scored
almost
at
will
to
take
a
Robinson was released after
trouble leaping above his foes and
•you’’ and "Wedding Prayer."
It was the hope of the Board
which would requjre every school veld which was solemnized March
48-33 lead going into the final
grabbing the ball and was also of Supervisors in passing Plan A
Serving 135 guests at a reception questioning. He will return here
L The double ring rites were read
districtto affiliatewith a high
quarter.
Thursday
night
when
charges
may
adept at ball stealing.
by the Rev. J. J. Kenbeek at 8 held in the church basement were
resolution a year ago that this
school. "Don’t be caught short."
Kuta left his regulars in until
He garnered25 points, eight bas- county would become a certified
the Misses Gladys Staal, Muriel be preferred.
p.m.
he said.
the last minut of play as the score
kets, tour In each half and picked Brucellosis-free
Parents of the couple are Mr. Timmer, Thelma De Weerd, Judy
county in the near
Richard Van Dorp of the New
continuedto soar, but the game
up nine out of 11 free tosses. future. It is still our hope that
and
Mrs.
Alfred Wiggers of route Van Rhee, Ruth Ann Walters and
. Groningen school board replied
had been decided long before.
James has been named to an all- these reactors will be disposed of
3, Zeeland, and Mr. and Mrs. Hen- Ethel Geerlings.- Serving at the
that the board had contacted the
Maentz added 10 points in the
state berth by one of the Detroit as soon as possible.Any reactors
punch bowl were Miss Winifred
ry A. Vredeveld, also of route 3.
Zeeland board and had been told
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Ashley have final period to run his total to 28
newspapers.
A
floor length gown featuring a Koert and Melvin Nykamp and in
retained not only infect the .herds
that, as soon as New Groningen
returned to their home after spend- for the night's work.
James and his two rebounding in which they are kept but also
fitted lace bodice, Sabrina neck- the gift room were Mr. and Mrs.
was ready, R should make overing a couple of months in Florida. Shootingwise, the Pioneers had
aides, Me Nichols and Joe Gor- herds in the surrounding
Corwin Kamps. Mr. and Mrs. Wiltures for some kind of annexation. line and short sleeves, was selectDr. and Mrs. Herman Kuiper of for the better of, the argument
don, didn’t have much trouble areas.
ed
by
the bride. The full skirt of lard Timmer assisted as master
The city would not make the first
Grand Rapids were dinner guests They connectedon 28 out of 69
controllingthe boards because HolBob Van Klompenberg, assistant
move, Van Dorp said he was told. tulle over satin was styled with and mistress of ceremonies.
George Lam pen last Sunday. The tries for 41 percent, while the losland didn’t have anyone who could county agriculturalagent, who is
For
her
daughter's wedding
an
overlay
of lace in handkerchief
Should some form of school disin the home of Mr. and Mrs. ers hit on 13 out of 71 for a poor
cope with the trio’s spring.
Mrs. Wiggers wore a mauve rose
Miss Sharon Mae Hackman
in charge of our variety demontrict consolidationgo through, or points and inserts of lace around
former was guest minister in the 18 percent.
The Bearcats did only a shade strations in the county is looking
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Oscar
Hackman
the
skirt. She wore matching lace lace dress with a red rose corshould Holland annex some porChristian Reformed Church of
Following
Maentz’s
28
points,
of White Pigeon announce the en better from the floor than the
gauntlets. A pearl bordered hat The groom’s mother wore a navy
tions of Holland township, it would
Overisel.
came Dennis Ruffin with 14 for gagement of their daughter, Shar- Dutch but got 21 more pecks at for a locationfor oats variety
sage and matching accessories.
trials ir. the northern part of Otbe well for New Groningen to real- held in place the fingertipveil of
The Women’s Missionary Society East. Holmes led the Coopersville
on Mae, to Raymond Vinstra, son the hoop. They sank 10 out of 73
The groom’s mother wore a navy
ize their position in "bedding up tulle. She carried a cascade bouoi the Reformed Church met for attack with 17. Coopersville hit 14 of Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Vinstra for a poor 26 percent while Hol- tawa County. There will be five or
six varieties tested or the same
the remaining fragments of the quet of white carnations, pink dress with a Talisman rose cor- a regular meeting last week Thurs- out of 25 from the foul lane, and
land sank only 13 in 52 tries for farm. It lakes three drill widths
of Holland.
sage and matching accessories.
roses and trailing ivy.
township,” Vander Haar said.
day afternoon with Mrs. N. Van East 12 out of 17.
Miss Hackman is a 1954 gradu- 25 percent.
for each variet) tested. If any of
The committee was asked just Miss Joyce Wiggers as maid of The couple will be at home af- Heukelom presiding. Mrs. Ray C.
East Grand Rapids (70)
ate of White Pigeon High School, The Dutch found themselves be- our farmers are interestedin havwhat the outside areas had against honor* and Miss Burnette Vrede- ter March 15 in Beaverdam, route Maatman conducted devotions and
FG
FT
PF TP and is now a junior at Hope Col hind, 10-1 with four minutes gone
ing these trial plots on their farm,
annexation to Holland. "Only the veld, as bridesmaid wore waltz 2, Zeeland, following a wedding was also chairman of the program Maentz, f ........ .. 12 4
0 28
but recovered somewhat to trail please drop l card to Bob Van
way it was handled. People don’t length pink crystalettegowns fea- trip to Florida. A navy two piece committee. Assisting her in pre- Etuffin. f ......... ... 6 2 2 14 lege.
Mr. Vinstra was graduatedfrom 14-7 at the end of the first period. Klompenberg, at the Court House,
like to be told what to do,” the turing square necklines and drop- silk shantung dress with pepper senting the work of several mis- Mulvihill,c ......... 2
0
3
4
Holland High School in 1954 and The Dutch made three out of 10 Grand Haven.
ped
waistlines
with
full
skirts.
white
accessories
was
chosen
by
committee answered.
sion stationsin the U.S. were Mrs. Andrews, g ...... ... 4
2
3 10 has completed two years at Hope besket attempts in the first quar"If Holland had waited tor the They wore sweethearthats and the bride for the honeymoon. She Lloyd Butler, Mrs. Peter Rigter* Smith, g ......... ... 3
0
3
9 College. He is now stationed at ter.
matching
pink
shoes
and
carried
wore
a
corsage
of
pink
roses
and
A mistake was made in last
districtsto ask to be annexed,
ink and Mrs. Z. Veldhuis. A busi- Molhoek, f ....... ... 1
4
1
3 Pensacola,Fla., with the Navy
In the second canto, the best for weekL column in which we listed
we’d be better off now,” Vander cascade arrangements of white white carnations.
ness session followed the program Wood, g ......... ... 0
0
0 and is in Pre-Flight School.
1
the Dutch, they were able to draw William Aukeman as having ClinA graduate of Zeeland High and roll call response was giving Douma, c ........ ... 1 0 0 2
Haar said. "And, if they let just and feathered pink carnations.
within five points, 20-15 with 5:09 ton oats .This should have been
the school districtsannex for The groom selected Junior School, the bride is employed in thoughts on Easter. The meeting
left thanks to some work by Dave Clinlland CertifiedOats Seed.
school purposes now, I believe Vredeveld as best man and Dennis the office of the Herman t Miller closed with prayers. Social hostTotals .. 29 12 13 70
Hilblnk (two baskets) and Les
Vredeveld
as
groomsman.
Aimer
Furniture
Co.
The
groom
works
at
political annexation will come
esses were Mrs. John Klein, Mrs
Coopersville (40)
Overway ( a baske* and two free Plant disease control specialists
and Allen Vredeveldwere ushers. the BeaverdamCreamery Co.
within five years,” he added.
Floyd Kempkers, Mrs. Glenn DanFG FT PF TP
shots). They trailed at halftime, at Michigan State University are
Two meetings remain on the list
nenberg and Mrs. Jacob Drenton. De Pender, ........
1 1 3
28-21. Holland managed to make looking for p 1 a n t s of the "old
of districtsto be presented with
Harry J. Lampen, who has Holmes, f .......... 5 2 17 By Willis 8. Boss, 4-H Club Agent
The New Groningen ichool

Civic Center.

dis-

Hamilton

-

1
6
Ter Avest, c ....... 1 5 3
Hastings, g .........2 1 1
Lemieu, g ..........3 2 3

Ottawa County
4-H News

f

five out of 14 attempts in the sec-

standard Premier” strawberry
been in ill health for the past few
7
A judging school will be held at ond quarter.
ariety. Premier variety plants
months, was taken to the Zee5
James was off and Dying again that have been in the garden or in
Allendale Town Hall Thursday
land
Hospital
last
Sunday
for
8
By Arnold Mulder
March 21, at 1 p.m. This training in the third quarter and put in 12 commercialplots without renewtreatmentand care.
of his team's 18 points as the
Mr. Gilmer Rigterinkhas reTotals
13 14 10 40 meeting is for leaders of clothing Bearcats pushed the game out of al for 10 to .5 years would likely
On the very day, early in March, prevent it.
'
be of the old standard variety.
who would be able to judge at reach. Holland made four of 12
when the newspapers were "cele- If the speech is to be believed, turned home from Butterworth
MSU specialists need these
Hospital where he spent several
one of the achievementdays. How- basket attempts and ended the
brating” the anniversaryof the Stalin murdered not merely a few
plants to develop virus - free
days following surgery.
ever. the meeting is open to all period behind, 46-31.
plants as a part of the strawberry
beginning of the "downgrading"of individualshere and there; he had
A number of Hamilton people
leaders who would like to come.
Neither team did much in the certification program. Althoug! viStalin, I happened to be reading thousands shot. No, that is putting attended the wedding reception
final quarter. Holland switched to
4-H will have representation at a man-for-man defense and ended rus-free plants of the Premier varth-' text of Khrushchev’sfamous ic too mildly: he had hundredsof held at the Overisel Church for
iety are now available, they are
the County Planning session to be up doing some fullcourtpressing
speech. It is now possible for any- thousands of Russian citizens wip- Miss Evelyn Dykhuis and Harold To Traffic
At Junior
held at Zeeland City Hall on but offensivelythey could do noth- not entirely identicalwith the old
G. Wassink, following their marstandard variety.
on 1 to read that speech because it ed out. And not only Russian citiMarch 14, at 10 a.m.
riage at the parsonage. Their ating. The Dutch hit jast one basket,
Four drivers were referred to
Growers who believe they lave
has
been
brought
out
in book form zen.* but the citizens of satellite tendants were Miss Dorothy DykMore than 200 parents of boys
a 30-footer two hander by Terry plants similar to the ones being
countries: in the case of Poland
traffic school at a regular session
The
Coopersville
area
style
rehuis and Gordon Wassink and the
and girls from the suburban school by a New York publisher. For
Otting, in 16 tries. Battle Creek sought are asked to bring at least
10,000 army officers at a single
ceremony was performed by The of traffic court before' Municipal vue committee met this past Mon- made only nine tallies.
area who will enter the ninth grade anybody at all interestedin learnsix plants to the county extension
lick.
Rev. ClarenceGreving.
in the E. E. Fell Junior High ing more about that famous proJudge Cornelius vander Meulen day at the home of Mrs. LaDeane Hilblnk paced Holland with 11 office located at either Court
Accordingto Khrushchev,Stalin
Sichterman. The committee made
Mr. and Mrs. D. Soetenga of
School in September,gathered in
nouncement than he has been able insisted on being worshipped as Wisconsin,parents of Mrs. Paul last Thursday night. They are Wil- plans for a style revue to be held and Overway had 10. Both are House, Grand Haven or Zeeland
the Junior High gymnasium Tuesliam Prins, of 11 West 17th St., district achievementday at Coop- seniors... Gord Hjortas and Me City Hall.
semi - devine, and thousandsof
Veenstra have been in the Veenday evening to get acquainted to glean from the newspapers and
Nicholas followed James with Give some thought to "making
magazines
the book is highly satis- his former cronies who were too
stra home to assist with household speeding 40 in 25; Adrian C. Donze, ersville High School gym on April eight each for Battle Creek.
with the school’s program and
a home for wildlife" on your farm
lukewarm in their worship were
fying.
6.
at
3
p.m.
functions.
duties since the return of Mrs. Jr., of 631 East Eighth St., driving
as you plan spring farm work.
The book is called "Krushchev ruthlessly slaughtered. And who Veenstra and infant daughter from without lights; John R. Vande Today a meeting was to be held
Supt. of Schools Walter W. Scott
Monday evening the following Marcn 17-23 is National Wildlife
and
Stalin'sGhost” and the au- should know this better than
by
the
Holland
area
style
revue
welcomed the parents and Miss
the Holland Hospital . Mrs. H. Luyster. of 144 Dartmouth Rd.,
members of the Holland Chapter Week, ano this year’s emphasis is
Khrushchev, Stalin’s most intiBernice Bishop, school principal, thor is Bertram D. Wolfe, author
Veenstra of Wisconsin spent a few failure to control car; Tom Carson committeeat Mrs. Vera Damstra’s of the American Society of Women
being placed on making people
mate
assistant?
of "Three Men Who Made a RevoSmith, of 420 West 21st St. failure home. Arrangements are to be
spoke on general school procedure.
days with them.
Accountantsvisited the local Gen- aware of the habitat or "home"
It is a terrifyingspeech, but it
lution," reported in this column a
made
for
the
style
show
In
the
She introduced Earl Borlace,boys'
The rite of Holy Baptism was to control car.
eral Electric plant: Mesdames needs of wildlife.
couple of years ago, and a number i wholesome that the people of
Ella Hall, 20, route l.was placed Holland area. This program will
counselor, and Mrs. Joan Brieve,
administeredto three infants at
Minnie Maatman, Jean Essen- You can help make a home for
the free world can now read it in
of
other
Soviet
studies.
be
held
4
p.m.,
Tuesday,
April
2
girls’ counselor.
the morning service of the local on probationfor four months afburgh, Gertrude Frans and Ger- wildlifeby maintainingor estabThe
speech
in which Khrushchev full.
at
the
Civic
Center.
The parents then adjournedto
Reformed CHurch by the Rev. Nor- ter pleadingguilty to charges of
trude Van Sypker, the Misses Stella lishing adequate cover in locations
called Stalin a murderer, a sadist,
leaving
the
scene
of
an
accident
home rooms which recently had
man Van Heukelom.They were
Karsten, Ann Brower, Bonnie where shrub and grass growth
a
political crook, a paranoic, and
The
final
date
for
entries
in
the
been assigned to the incoming rurKristi Lynn, daughterof Mr. and and failureto have car under contalent show is Friday, March 15. Stoltz, Winifred Marlink, Pearl will not interfere with farming
al ninth graders. Each home room a dozen or two other choice names
Mrs. Donald Brinks, LuAnn, daugh- trol. Conditions are that she obey
All members who plan to perform Wyngarden, Rose M. Callan, Cecile operations. Such areas would Inthat
made
the
epithets
applied
to
all
laws,
not
leave
the
state
withteacher with the assistanceof othMembers o< the North Zeeland ter of Mr. and Mrs. Laveme Van
Ver Hage, Jean Volkers, Gretchen clude woodlot borders, some fenceout permission, report to the court must be entered by this date. A
er faculty members, discussed cur- Hitler seem mild, took several
Extension
Club met at the home of Dyke and Cindy Lou, daughterof
preliminary contest is to be held Ming and Anna and Wilma Beuk- rows, marsh areas, eroded hillhours
to deliver. But even when it
once
a
month,
pay
55
monthly
suriculum, school services,policies,
Mrs. Peter Pyle the past week. Mr. and Mrs. Willard Serie.
March 18. at HudsonvilleHigh ema. The educational tour of the sides, gullies and odd areas not
rules and other activities in the is reproducedword for word in Mrs. Vernon Vanden Bosch and
The service of the Senior High persion fee, and not drive without School in the study hall room; offices and. plant operations was suited for cultivation.
English translationit would hardpermission
of
the
court.
School.
conductedby Richard B. Parker, We also caution that spring
Mrs. Henry Pyle presented the Christian Endeavor of the ReformOthers appearing were Sharon Wednesday, March 20, in Holland
Refreshments of coffee and ly fill a book of 317 pages. The
John S. Bender, Andre S. Docos fires, set to remove dead vegetalesson which was on "Curtains ed Church featured the showing of
area.
We
are
hoping
for
many
enpart
of
this
respectable
volume
not
L Deuitch, 17, route 1. no left
doughnuts were served the guests
and Drapes.” After the discussion, slides on Indian work, with Beverly turn, 55; Louis B. Williams, of 381 tries and will select the top six and H. W. Thornhill, members of tion, not only destroy humus but
taken
up
by
the
text
of
the
in the school foyer. Borlace was
a two course lunch was served by Koops in charge of devotions.The West 21st SL. red light. 512; Rex acts in each district for the district the staff of Mr. J. R. Collins.
also wildlifefood and cover. In
chairman of the committee in speech is devoted to comment by
the hostess.The next meeting will Junior High C. E. group considered Webbert, 18. of 248 West 18th St., achievementdays.
some instances, nests and young
charge of arrangements for the the writer, who is recognized as
Dr. William Masselink of the of songbirds and small game anibe held at the home of Mrs. Koene the subject "A Good Forgetter” speeding 35 in 25 (jury trial) 530one
of
the
more
important
authorispecial parents’ meeting.
with Palmer Veen, Donna Koops
Vanden Bosch on April 12.
ConservationAchievement Days Grand Rapids Reformed Bible In- mals are also destroyed.
Visiting day for the rural stu- ties on the Soviet system and hisand Calvin Lohman as leaders and .60; Delbert Morse. 43 of 255 are March 26 and 27 at Zeeland stitute will speak
"Infant
If fire must be used on a farm,
At
the
morning
worship
service
tory.
Washington,
disorderly
drunk,
dents who will enter next SeptemRonald Sterken and Marla Lugten
Baptism
in
the
Light
of
God's
City
Hall
for
clubs
located
In
the
burning
should be ti-rried on early
in Second Reformed Church, the
I
have
never
seen
another
book
524.70; Calvin James Rynbrandt,
ber is scheduled for next Tuesday
Rev. Harold Englund preached the in charge of devotions.Pianist was 18. of 133 East 24th St., improper southern half of the county; April Word,” at Central Avenue Christ- in spring before songbirds n n d
afternoonand regular classes at in organization and structure was
Marsha Kaper. The Young People's
3 and 4 at Allendale Town Hall ian Reformed Church Thursday at game animals have had a chance
quite like this one. The notorious sermon "Servant of God, Servant
junior High will be dismissed.
CE leaders were Carol Lugten and passing. 512; John Martin Clay- for clubs in the northern part of 8
I to nest
of
Men."
The
choir
sang
the
anspeech, of which every single word
pool, of 315 120th Ave., stop sign,
Kenneth Lugten.
the county.
appears,is printed on the even thems. "Listen to the Lambs
57.
Local mail carriers and wives atLocal Group AttenJs
pages of the book, that is on the Dett and "Jesu, Joy of Man's DeDonald Tien, 26. of 310 West 16th District Achievementdays for -all
tended the March meeting of the
siring,”
Bach.
left - hand pages when the volume
st., waived examinationon a non- projects other than conservation
Grand Rapids Rally
The Gilbert D. Karstcn Unit 33 Allegan County Rural Letter Car- support charge and was bound will be held March 29 and 30 at
lies open. The author’s running
About a dozen Holland persons!comment on the address is print- of the American Legion Auxiliary riers Association at the Griswold over to Circuit Court to appear HudsonvilleHigh School for the
Hudsonville area; April 1 and 2
attended a 5th district town meet- ed on the odd pages. The speech, have announced the selectionof a Memorial Building in Allegan,
April 7.
at the Holland Qvic Center for
ing Tuesday night in the new re- without the comment covers 164 delegate and alternateto Wol- cooperative supper was followed
the Holland area; April 5 and 6
creationalbuilding in Garfield pages of type; no wonder it took verine Girl’s State, held each sum- by a program session with Judge
at CoopersvilleHigh School for the
Park, Grand Rapids, honoring Re- hours to deliver.
Mrs. William Schrier was elected um of the dance in nature worship,
mer at University of Michigan in Harold Weston as guest speaker.
Coopersville area.
publican candidates in the April The speech itself is of course the Ann Arbor. The first delegate Business sessions of the Men’s
president of Chapter BW, PEO, at religion, marriage and death. Then,
1 spring election. Main talks were important part of the book. It chosen is Miss Linda Hansen, group and Ladies Auxilary closed Local band members of the Huda meeting Monday night in the tracing the dance down through
Judging of exhibits will be done
onvilleHigh School were taken by
given by Dr. Edgar L. Harden, seems to me the way to read daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Willard the meeting.
home of Mrs. Robert Vandecham. the centuries,she told of the rise
president of Northern Michigan this volume is to read the even Hansen of Rural' Route 2. Chosen Mr. and Mrs. H. D. Strabbing at- bus to Grand Haven last Saturday on an A, B, and C basis and a Mrs. Carl Ashby was co-hostess.of the ballet in the 15th and 16th
College at Marquette who is candi- pages, that is the speech, continu- as alternate was Miss Hope De tended the wedding of their grand- to play at the annua! Band and check list on well done, satisfac- Other officers named with Mrs. centuries in France, sponsored by
date tor Superintendent of Public ously without bothering with the Jonge, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. son, James Clongh and Diana Orchestra Festivalsponsored by tory, needs to improve. Things to Schrier include vice president, the nobilityof France.
Instruction, and George M. Fos- author's comment. That can come Mark De Jonge of 164 West Cen- Meyer at a one o’clock ceremony the Western Michigan School Band check tor are: L general appear- Mrs. Larry Wade; recording secThe ballet, the modern dance toance, which Includes neatness, fiter, candidate tor State Highway later, if the reader wished to have tral Ave. The Girls State convoca- in the Saugatuck Congregational and Orchestra Association.
retary, Mrs. M. G. Harte{, Cor- gether with regional and folk
Church last Saturday. The Rev T.“» festival was held in the Grand nishing, washing, Ironing, etc,; 2. respondingsecretary, Mrs. R. C. dances have reached a high form
Commissioner.
an authorityput a gloss on Krush- tion is scheduled for June 18-27 and
Robert Garrett performed the Haven High School and also the selection of materials; 3. workman- Hartlgan; treasurer, Mrs. V. J. of art today through the medium
Also introduced were Mrs. Ethel chev's words.
the program is planned to stimuship; 4. finsbng and exhibits of
double ring rites and the attend- Junior High School.
Witt, candidate for the Board of
But the words themselves are late young women to take in inBaarman;' chaplain, Mrs. L. R. of the dance theater and TV, she
artcles.
ants
were
the
tyridee
twin
sister
On
Sunday
evening
a
newly
orRegents of tip Universityof Michi- sufficiently terrifying. And remem- terest in the developmentof home
Swartz; guard, Mrs. R. W. Cava- said. Not only that, but the dance
ganized
Senior
CE
choir
directed
gan Alfred Cannable, candidate er that this is not "Western prop- and communitylife and to en- Patricia Meyer and John Diepenhas also been found to have curanaugh.
We
wish
to
thank
all
leaded
and
tor reelection to the Board of Re- aganda”: it is a speech delivered courage leadership. The girls re- horst. The soloist w-s Mrs. Robert by Dale Ver Meer, furnished spetive values In the field of therapy.
Delegate!
to
the
State
Convenmembers who participatedin makgents; Frank Merriman, candidate by the Soviet headman to what ceive instructionin government Kobemik and Mrs. Donald Sundin cial music. They were accompaMrs. Cavanaughconcluded her
ing National 4-H Club Week a tion to be held in Detroit April
for the State Board of Agriculture. corresponds to the Soviet parlia- as it operates in the state of Michi- presided at the organ. Serving as nied by Miss Mildred Walters at
15, 16 and 17 were chosen. They are talk by showing her tap and ballet
success. Speeches were given to
Other candidates are Frederick ment The greatest possible pre- gan, pn city, county and state ushers were William Bale and the organ and Miss Barbara Ver
Kiwanis,Rotary, and Grange or- Mrs. Schrier, alternate, Mrs. G. shoes she wore when she was a
Mueller, candidate for reelection cautions were taken to keep it levels, lime is also given to recei- Peter Polka. A reception In the Meer at the piano. They will sing
ganizations;
and exhibitswere dis- Stelnlnger; Mrs James White, al- member o.’ the Evans Ballet Comchurch rooms followed the cere- the second week of each month.
i the State Board of Agriculture, from the ears of the outside world;
pany in Chicago and later when she
ternate,Mrs. Carl Ashby.
ving infonqationon and discusmony for the wedding guests. Mr. Last Friday evening the Girls played by many stores in the Hol- The program for the evening was was with a belL-t company at the
g George M. Dean, candidate for It was meant exclusively for the sing vocations for women.
land,
Zeeland,
Hudsonville,
and
League
for
Service
sponsored
a
and Mrs. Clongh will reside in
State Board of Education,
ears of the Russian leaders. The
given by Mrs. Robert Cavanaugh Edgewater Beach Hotel.
On Mqrch 13 report cards win
film in the FellowshipHall. Spe- Coopersville areas.
supported candidate? state department in Washington be given out in Zeeland High Saugatuck.
who spoke on "Hats Off to Twinkl- The March 25th meeting will be
cial music was given* by Barbara
Supreme Court are Michael "cracked”the mystery: how it did school. It will mark 24 weeks of
Rays of red light have the long- and Dale Ver Meer who sang two About eight per cent more boys ing Toes." She gave a short history held at the home of Mrs. Leonard
Robert M. Childs and so has not yet been revealed, but pchool gone by, with only 12 more est wave length of the colors in the
numbers accompanied by Linda than girls own bikes In the United of "Dance," showing how man ex- Swartz with 'Mrs. G. F. Bolhuis
A. Moynihan, Jr.
the Russian leaders tried hard to weeks left.
pressed himself through the medi- as co-hostess.
visible
"
States. °
Ver Meer.
a
plans to consolidate15 school districts into a single district with
its own high school MonteUo Park
residents are scheduled to gather
March 18 and a meeting is slated
for March 21 at Waukaaoo school.
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Annexation Advantages Lost
Iii

an informal discussion on

in

Shuffle of Facts?

Board Concerned

lo-

cal annexationproblems Monday
night, the Board of Education concluded that so much emphasis to
date has been placed on finances,
taxation,school sites and boundary
lines that the general advantages
of a well integrated communi.y
school program have been lost in

Over Proposed
Tuition Formulas
Teachen Committee
Expected to Report

the shuffle.
Supt.^ Walter W. Scott in reviewing developments on alternate proposals said he believes the program as proposed by the Holland
Board of Education annexing some
11 districts to the city district plus
political annexation is a sound pol-

On

But while the board agreed that
there is no reason at present to
change basic policies,there also
was general agreementwith President Wendell A. Miles’ statement
that the board would never turn a
deaf ear to persons trying to work

He also was concernedover the
would amount to a $53,-

bill whim

gram.
Miles reiterated his statement
made at the Dec. 27 meeting of
the boa.xis of sending districts and
the Holland Board of Educationat
which time the policieswere outlined. At that time he said the dis-

tricts would likely want to meet
to study and discuss school programs, and members of the Holland board would be happy to
meet with any such groups at any
time.

grades in view of the fact that col-

leges everywhere are overcrowded. He said political and school

TWO CANDIDATES for state

office and the

Michigan; Frank. Merriman, candidate for
member of the State Board of Agriculture;
Mrs. Miles, and Larry Lindemer, state central

chairman of the Republican State Central
Committee were in Holland Monday afternoon
and met dozens of

home

of Mrs.

local folk at a coffee in the

Wendell A.

committee chairman.The visitors spoke briefly,
stating qualificationsand general facts on the
positions.General emphasis was on getting out
the vote. The election is scheduledApril 1.

Miles. Left to right

are Mrs. Riemer Van Til; Mrs. Ethel Watt,
candidate for regent of the University of

annexation could provide well or-

ganized recreation programs
throughout the entire area. The

Allegan Brochure

adult evening classes could be ex-

panded and community workshops
set up. The eventual necessity of
more junior high schools could provide even better community cen-

UrgesHospital

ters.
It was agreed that a good educational program for the children
setting forth high educational
standards is far more imixwtant
than school sites.

are not

belittling

Site Within City
Bond

anybody

for their efforts put forth in solving their own educational problems, or of finding their own answer to the board’s policy statement," Scott said. He also explained new developmentsin the
Citizens Annexation Advisory committee which has appointed a sixman steering committee to clarify
certain issues with the Board of
Education, City Council and other
groups.
Besides the questions of school
and politicalannexation, there
may be some question on the

New Principal

affected.

out a constructiveeducational pro-

"The board should not at this
time say whether one or more
schools will be built. That usually
is decided after a lot of citizens’
meetings,”Miles said.
Alvin J. Cook said a well integrated school program might even
eventually Viclude 13th and 14th

a

Supt. Walter W. Scott expressed
concern over House Bill 230 on proposed tuition calculationsat a regular meeting of the Board of Education Monday night. He said proposed formulas if applied to this
year’s tuition would reduce the
cost of tuition from $233 to $199
resulting in a loss of more than
$30,000 In revenue.He said other
districts likely would be similarly

icy.

"We

14, 1957

Up

Issue

Comes

for April

Cites

Vote;

Many Reasons

ALLEGAN

(Special)—If Allegan

county voters approve a city site
for the proposed county medical
care facility,they will get approximately 10 more beds for the*S500,000 bond issue— also up to a vote

Barbara Emmick

000 reduction in state aid for Holland, based on this year’s enrollment. The bill would decrease deductible millage w h ' c h Is the
equalizing factor in the aid. The
board took no action but will conside) proper resolutions later if
necessary.
Scott also suggested an informal
meeting soon with the professional
problems ommittoe and the welfare and salary committee to discuss the merit study which has
been in progress for two vears and
salary proposals. This meeting
may be held later this month

He

also announced that

the

teachers' committee of the board
probably will have a recommendation at the April meeting concerning a new principal for the
high school.
Scott announced that Dr. Daniel
A. Poling of Philadelphia, well
known church leader, will address
High School commencementexercises Thursday. June 6. in Civic
Center. Dr. Poling is the father
of the late Rev. Clark V. Poling,
one of the four chaplains aboard
the Dorchester who. drowned after
giving their life belts to servicemen during World War II.
The teachers’ committee recommended that Fred Weiss’ request
to be released as head basketball
coach be accepted with regret.The
committee also recommended that
Robert Connell be appointed head
basketball coach. The appointments a' ready are in effect, but
the committee took this action so
that the items could be officially
entered in the minutes of the
Board of Education. A letter was
read from Weiss who expressed
his appreciation for the cooperation shown through the years.
The uport from the Recreation

PERFECT SEASON— Zeeland Christian’sjunior
high basketball team romped through a 13-game
schedule this winter without tasting defeat and
copped their first Western Michigan Christian
Junior High league championship. All the ninth
graders on the squad are slated to enroll at
Holland Christian next fall and should give the
Maroons a big hand in years to come. Pictured

from left to right,
Koster, Alien Disselkoen,Henry
Sterken, Jim Smits, Ken Volkeri and Coach
Marvin Poppema. In the back row are, left to

in the top row are the starters,

Jerry

De

right, Wayne Van Dyke, John Hofman,
Visser, Melvin Disselkoen, Dave Bonnema,
Disselkoen and Bob Meyers.

Ar

Ron
Ken

(Sentinel photo)

Zeeland Christian Has Unbeaten Season
ZEELAND fSpecial) — Holland i gym. They also got some practice
Christian'scage fortunes stand to on their own.
Nevertheless, he said. In many
ge| a boost in ihe next couple of
of the games he was able to bench
years from a bang - up Zeeland his first stringersand let the subs
Christian junior high squad.
roll to victory.
All five starters on the Zeeland

Holland Christian Coach Art
Tuls h occupied with his team’a
progress in the state tournament
right now, but it’s a aure bet he'll

be keeping his eye on these youngsters.

quintet, undefeatedchampions of

the

We. tern Michigan - Christian
Junior High league, will migrate

HSU Professor

Scoots Prepare

And Wife Killed

For Valley

to Holland Christian for their high

school educations

—

and

athletics.

The Zeeland team scrimmages
the Maroon junior high outfit next
Thursday afternoon at the Holland

In Lansing

Forge Jamboree

Crash

gym. They will bring
with
them
a squad that won all
committeerecommending that

April 1— than they would if they

Christian

Funeral services were held Holland Scouts and Explorers
13 of its games this year, includ- In Holland Wednesday for Prof. planning to attend the National
ing two decisions over the Holland John M. De Haan, 59, and his wife, Jamboree at Valley Forge this
present county farm site.
Ella, 57. East Lansing, who were
junior
high eighth graders.
This is the main argument of
summer have been assigned to
Zeeland
waltzed through it* fatallyinjured in a two-car crash
a brochure to be published and Klein
board's annexation deadline of
Troop
1 of Camp Section 21, of
league schedule by bumping off shortly before midnight Sunday
distributedby representative AlleMarch 1, 1958. At its Dec. 27 meetat
the
intersection
of
M-78
and
which
Ben
Mulder will be Scoutjunior
high
teams
from
Fremont,
Council last week.
ing, the board’s policy set forth:
gan county civic groups, which
Claims for the month amounted Grand Jiaven and Muskegon twice Abbott Rd., near the East Lansing master, it was learned at a special
"Districts recommended for anstemmed from recent meetings
to $107,994.78.Treasurer Dorothy each, belted Grand Rapids Chris- city limits
meeting of Grand Valley Council
nexation to the school district are
with the board of supervisors’
Hombaker reviewed the general tian once and took two league Dr. De Haan. professor in the Jamboree leaders Friday night in
advised that no additionalstudents
medical care facility study comDepartment of Philosophy at
for
Hope College's basketball team operating fund report and the playoff decisions.
will be accepted on or after Sept.
mittee.
Coach Marvin Poppema's club Michigan State University, died Grand Rapids.
co-champion
of
the
MIAA,
will building and site funds.
Alfred Kane, Troop One assist1, 1958, unless such annexation
Members of the civic group inBarbara Ann Emmick, 19. was
President Wendell A. Miles pre- was led by five ninth graders about 12:15 a.m. Monday in Sparhave its annual dinner next Monant scoutmaster, will be in charge
takes place prior to March 1,
cluded representativesof the Farm
row
Hospital.
His
wife
died
induring
the
year.
Tallest
man
on
sided at the meeting which
named as Holland Community Amday night. March 18 at 6:30
______ ad__
of the program and activities and
1958.” The policy also provides
Bureau, Grange, Farmers’ Union,
bassador for 1957, it was anin the Juliana Room of Durfee ! joumed at 10:15 p.m. Absent mem- the team is center Henry Sterken. stantly in the impact.
Roger Bair will handle ail phythat high school students from
Rotary and Lions Clubs and Junior
East
Lansing
police
Monday
were
who
stands
6T".
He
Is
flanked
nounced by Dr. Donald Brown,
Hall on the
| bers were James Hallan. Carl C.
sical arrangements.The troop,
districts not recommended f o r
Chambers of Commerce.
holding
John
S.
Kerry,
18.
East
president of the CommunityAmSeveral area high school basket- , Andreasen and Btvnard Arend- at the forwards by 6’ Jim Smits
annexation may be admitted on
However, according to ChairLansing, for investigationof man- which will include at least 33 local
and STl'a” Allen Disselkoen.
ball coaches and some of their shorst.
bassador Association Monday.
Scouts, will travel by chartered
payment of tuition on a year-toman Joseph VanderVeen, of AlleNot quite so tall, hut smooth slaughter in the traffic deaths of
Miss Emmick, a freshman at gan. only the Farm Bureau and senior students interested in atbus. It appears likely that four
year basis only as facilities of the
the
two
persons.
Police
said
the
ball - handlers, are the guards,
Hope College win be the seventh Allegan and Plainwell JCC's have tending college will be special
Explorers from Hastings will comHolland district will permit.
De
Haan
car
was
hit
broadside
by
Ken
Volkers
and
Jerry
De
Koster.
guests at the dinner.
plete the 40-man troop of 37 boys
There was general agreement Community Ambassador to repre- thus far voted to help finance dis- Everett (Etsi Klein jans. cap a
car
driven
by
Kerry.
Both
De
Except for ninth-grader Wayne
sent the Holland area in a foreign
tribution of the brochure.
that co-terminus boundaries of city
Van Dyke, who is also slated for Haans were thrown out of their and three adult leaders.
tain of the 1942-13 Hope basketcountry. She has selected Chile as
Facts contained in the brochure
Outstandingboys of the group
and school district would be the
the Maroons, all the rest of the car into a field.
ball team, will he the. main speakthe country to visit. She will be
were prepared by the J and G
are
being recruited for the Jobs of
most desirable answer, a feeling
The Dellaan's only son. Robert
boys are either in the seventh or
er. The 42-43 team, termed "the
the first ambassadorto visit a
Company. Grand blitz kids” won eight straight
which is confirmedby some lawMark,
died
in 1925. Prof. De Haan junior assistant scoutmaster, senior
eighth
grades.
South American country.
Rapids engineers, for the board's
patrol leader, quartermasterand
yers.
Zeeland's easiest win was a 63- had been with MichiganState UniMIAA games and the league
Althoughonly a freshman.Miss special study committee.
scribe. At least four patrol leaders
With many situationsstill to be
Lambert
Ekster
has
opened
a 34 coast over Fremont. Their versity for 25 years.
championship.
Emmick already has achieved hon- In a forward, the brochurewill
worked out, it Is entirely possible
Dr.
De
Haan
was
born
in Zee- and four assistants will also be
Paced
by
Kleinjans
with
long
: shop at 13 West
Eighth
St.,
and
hardest
tilts
were
agaiast
the
Holors at college. She was an all "A” point out that the present county
that some changes will be made,
arching two-handedshots, the will deal with Dutch Boy Paint land eighth graders. One game was land area and attended Hope Col- picked. Adult leaders and junior
leaders will receive advanced
but Supt. Scott preferred an atti- student during the first semester. hospital has been condemned 7)y Dutch were the only league team
She is active in Band and Orches- the state fire marshall,although
products. Having been in the build- won by two points and the other lege and Western Michigan Col- training May 10 and 11, and the
tude of new creative approaches
lege.
He
taught
at
Iowa
State
Coltra, a member of the freshman it is being used for from 26 to 35 to sweep through the league with- ing business for some time, he has was decided by a single tally.
entire Grand Valley contingent of
to the word "compromise" which
After taking the league cham- lege at Ames, la., before going to
sorority, Alpha
Alpha, patients;that payment of state aid out defeat. Hope coach Russ De had a great deal of experience
148 boys will participatein a final
has been bandied about A great
Michigan
State
25
years
ago.
Mrs.
Vette
was
a
member
of
the
42-43
with paints and recently received pionsh p with a 6-0 record. Zeemember of the Woman's Athletic on those patientsremainingin the
trainingcourse June 7 and 8.
deal the last few weeks. "In the
specialized training from National land disposed of Muskegon and De Haan is a former Holland girl.
Association, a m e m b e r of the hospitalhas been stopped at a cost team.
Before their departure for the
long run, we must remember what
Dr.
De
Haan
is
survived
by
four
Kleinjans
is
presentiy
working
Grand
Haven
to
cop
the
playoff
Lead Co.
Spanish Club and the Internationalto the county of about J75.000 a
Jamboree
July 5, the group will
is best for all the people,” he
on his Ph. D at the University of
sisters. Mrs. Ralph Ten Have and
Ekster who for the past S’i championship, too.
Club.
year; that some 58 other patients
construct gateways, build chuck
said.
Mrs.
John
Wyma
of Grand Haven,
Michigan.
Kleinjans
and
his
wife
Poppema
said
his
team
was
years
was
a
missionary
in
Africa,
At Holland High school she also are being "farmed out" to nursboxes and storage chests, and
President Miles said once the
. captain talks to champs
retired recently because of his able to practice only one hour a Mrs. John Mulder of Chicago and
advisory committee has recom- was an outstanding student and ac- ing homes, general hospitals at the former Edith Klaaren. form- physical condition. He began week in the Zeeland High School Mrs. Paul Wolterink of Zeeland; gather hundredsof itms of equipmended boundary lines, the school tive in school circles.She grad- other county facilitiesat a net erly served as missionariesin work as a missionary in 1952 una brother,William De Haan of Ann ment which will be needed. It is
uated as salutatorianof her class; cost of about $30,000a year more
«
board will be in a positionto give
China
and
Japan.
Arbor. Another sister. Mrs. Wil- expected that the Council will send
der the Board of Foreign Missions
was on the Honor Roll, received than it would cost to care for them
all the needed information to the
Kleinjans graduated from Hope of the Reformed Church in Ameriliam Reus, died recently in Grand a trailertruck to the Jamboree
with all of (he heavy equipment.
people. Until
definite the prized "Service”award, was here.
in 1943 and served 34 months dur- ca and was placed in charge of
Rapids.
Lawrence A. Wade, leadership
program is determined, prelimin- a member of the Pan - American Cost to the taxpayer for the ing World War II in the Army. construction work. The 1 ast six
Mrs.
De
Haan
is survived by her
Club. She also was a member of $500,000bond issue would
of
chairman, and Winston Schellfrt,
ary information might prove conHe
taught mathematics and was months he did deputationwork
mother,
Mrs.
Rennie
Van
Putten
the exhibition team of the Klom- a mill for a maximum of 20 years,
fusing.
assistantbasketball coach at Hol- among the churches. While on the
who had been living with the De assistantexecutive, conductedthe
pen
(Wooden) Shoe dancers. She although officials estimate it would
Supt. Scott said industries in
land Christian before taking the field the Eksters received partial
Haans in East Lansing for the last meeting and announced that there
won the Englsh trophy, was a be retired in from 12 to 13 years. mission post.
outlying areas are concernedover
support from Fourth and Trinity
two years; a sister, Mrs. John C. may be a few additionalJamboree
member of the Band and Orches- To the average taxpayer, with an
proposed programs,and industries
Milton
(Bud)
Hinga.
Klein- Reformed Churches.
Jander. and a brother. John W. reservationsavailable should there
tra for four years, student director assessment of $3,000, the cost
by any cancellations within the
in the Beechwood area are meetjans’ college coach, will be master
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ekster
and
three
Van Pulton, both of Holland.
In
of the senior play. She was also would be nbt more than $2.25 per
next month.
ing with school leaders at Beechof ceremonies and De Vette will children who formerly lived in the
year.
wood Wednesday night while other a member of the Board of Review
i n t r o d u ce the Hope basket- mission house on 15th St. recently
Thomas James Zwerner. 18. who
Major cost differences between
industries are meeting later with for the Band and Orchestra.
ball players.
moved to 325 Washington Ave. started at tackle in the final Hope
Barbara also was a member of urban and rural sites, according
the industrial committee of the
College football game last fall,
to
the
brochure,
would
be
found
the Camp Fire Horizen Girls and
Chamber of Commerce.
died at 6 a.m. Monday at his Northe Girls AthleticAssociation.She in the need for sewage treatment, Cecile Marie Gaillard
Albert
W.
Bierma,
62,
Supt. Scott and Vern Schipper,
folk. Va., home of cancer.
water
supply,
standby
electric
director of the adult evening was also active as secretary of
Zwerner was the son of Mr. and
Diet at Local Hoipital
power plant, oil burner and un- Feted at Birthday Party
Still Critical
school, reported on a visit to Flint the High school bowling league.
Mrs. James Zwerner, former Holderground
steam
lines.
These
i
While at Hope College she is takto study the community - school
Cecile Marie Gaillard who was
Albert W. Bierma, 62. of 2024 land residents,and earned a varGRAND
(Special)
ing
a
Spanish
course,
with
the items, needed if the rural site is
workshop program operating in 35
nine years old on March 7 cele- Lakeway, Jenison Park, died Mon- sity football letter as a freshman.
chosen, would total $55,500. A high
Ralph Smith, 23, route 1, Grand
Holland, Macatawa, and Zeeland
out of the 41 schools in Flint Un- present plans of becoming a teachbrated the event Saturday after- day afternoon in Holland Hospital He became ill here in January
pressure
boiler
and
the
cost
of
Haven, who was seriously injured residentswill start using new teleer. As a member of Trinity Renoon
with
a
party
at
her
home,
der this program, schools open at
where he was taken earlier in the and returned to his home. ’
land, totaling $16,000. would be rewhen a car crashed into a tree phone numbers Sunday, March 17,
7 a.m. for various functions and formed church she is a Sunday quired if the hospital is built in 439 Columbia Ave., given by her day. He had been ill for some time Coach Russ De Vette termed
early Saturdaymorning, remained at 2:01 a.m.
School teacher.
mother,
Mrs.
G.
R
Gaillard.
classes which continue all day inwith a heart condition.
Zwerner "one of the most willing in critical condition in St. Mary’s The new numbering system is In
Barbara is the daughter of Mr. or adjacent to a city. The differ- Games were played and favors
to the evening. This adult and
Born in Chicago in 1895, he was and coachahleboys on the team.
Hospital Monday, althoughatten- preparation for the introductionof
and
Mrs.
John
Emmick
of
124 ential.$39,500, would pay for an presented to each guest. A decoryouth program operates six days
employed as an engineer with He was a fine gentleman and a dants said his conditionwas satis- direct long distance dialing,Manadditionalten beds, the engineers
East Ninth St.
ated
birthday
cake
featured
rea week. Courses of all kinds are
Western Electric until his retire- boy most coaches like to have factory.
point out.
ager Andrew G. Sail said.
freshments.
offered to all age levels besides"
ment three years ago. He was a on a team."
It was also emphasized that opSmith received multiple fractures All telephonenumbers in Holland
Guests
invited
were
Susan
Towna good share of athleticactivity. T.L Van Dotten Elected
summer resident of Jenison Park "He had a lot of desire, worked of both arms and legs, plus other will begin with the name "Exerating costs would be lower in or
send, Linda Van Duren, Gail Koop- for several years prior to retirehard and played fair and clean.”
near a city than in the country.
President of Fennville
man, Gene Koopman and Bruce ment and after that moved with his De Vette said. "He showed ter- bones in the body. His right leg port," followed by five numerals.
Sanfatuck Dumps Caucus;
was almost severed, but no ampu- For Macatawa, the name will be
and Beth Ann Plasman.
wife to Jenison Park.
FENNVILLE (Special) - Three
rific promise as a footballplayer tation was made to date. Smith "EDgewater" and in Zeeland,
He was a World War I veteran and student and possesseda tre- was moved from the stretcher to "PRospect.”
Hoffman New President
new officerswere elected and Allegan County Gets
and also a member of the Ameri- mendous spirit."
four others were re-elected in an Disaster Relief Check
Marvin D. Woolf, 62,
a bed the same height at St. On the effective date telephone
SAUGATUCK (Special)
The uncontestedelection
can Legion Post.
the
Zwerner was taking a pre-engi- Mary’s Saturday afternoon.He users in these three communities
Citizens’ Ticket carried and Sau- People’s Ticket in Fennville MonDiet
at
Cheshire
Surviving are the wife, Myrtle; neering course at Hope and was a
ALLEGAN (Special) — A welunderwent emergency surgery on will be able to call each other by
gatuck will henceforth have a pri- day.
of B student. He was a mupber of
come reminder of last year's ALLEGAN (Special)
Marvin one brother, Gyde
his windpipe to assist breathing. dialing the first two letters and
mary electionfor nominatii*can- T. E. Van Dussen, local publish- April 3 tornado was entered into D. Woolf, 62, who retired in 1955 Riverside, 111.; three sisters, Mrs. the Fraternal Society.
Nancy Wells, 17-yeaiM)lddaugh- fi/e numeralsof the correct phooe
didates as a result of Monday's er, was elected president, replac- the accounts of the Allegan county after 37 years as an employe of Harriet Johnstoneof Chicago,
An outstanding prep football ter of Dr. and Mrs. Kenneth M. number.
election.
ing A. H. Hogue who did not run treasurer’s department last week. the Allegan count road commis- Mrs. Ann Hubbard of Indianap- player at Maury High School in Wells of Spring Lake, driver of the
Special codes will no longer be
Richard G. Hoffman is the new for reelection.Mrs. Ruth Atkina It was a check for $8,500, rep- sion. died at his Cheshire township olis, Ind., and Mrs. Gladys Fisch- Norfolk, Zwerner was captain and
telephone
car, received severe facial lacera- necessary. The
village president, succeeding Ros- was elected treasurer to replace resenting payment of the county home early Monday morning.
er of South Carolina.
most valuable player on his high tions and a possiblefractured jaw books are now being distributed
ooe Funk, who did not seek re- the late William Billings and highway department’sclaim un- Survivors include the wife, Milschool team.
in the crash. She was to be re- but residents are warned not to
election.
James Hartsuiker was picked as der the federal disaster law.
He is survived by his parents, moved to Mercy HospitaJin Muske- use them until March 17.
dred; two daughters, Mis. Altora Motorist Hits Pole
Clerk A.. 0. Bainbridge, treas- a trostee
The claim was for the many Davidsmyer,
one brother.Andrew. 13, and a sis- gon this afternoon.
Mrs. Doris
Sail said that direct distance
urer Mrs. Cornelia Qotham and Returningto office will be clerk hours erf overtime worked by high- Ochampaugh of Allegan; a son
Orvis Smith, 35, Kalamazoo. ter, Jan. 5, at home; his granddialing will be here early in April
assessor Carl Walter were all re- Harry Cady, who succeeded the way commissioncrews clearing
Cleo of Hopkins; two brothers, Monday was treated at Holland parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. P. Andorra is a republic in a val- when the necessary switching cenelected. Elected to two-year terms late Edward Knowles, assessor roads erf tornado debris.
Robert J. Rankins, and Erie Hospital for cuts and bruises af- Zwerner of Holland and an aunt ley of the Pyrenees under the ter at Grand Rapids la
as trustees were W. B. (Bud) Henry Johnson
trustees The disaster law is administered Woolf, of Allegan, and seven ter his car went off M-40 three and uncle, Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence suzerainty of France and the
Residents then will be
Edgecomb, Michael Kenney and Chester Keag and William Bushee. by the Civil Defense department grandchildren.
miles south of Holland and struck Zwerner of Holland.
Spanish Bishop of Urge). It has dial their own long
John J. Knipper.
and Herbert W. Lees, field rea power pole. Allegan County dep- Tom's father was an outstand- enjoyed undistributed sovereignty throughout the country
By a 271-32 vote, the primary Hair grows faster in warm presentativeof the department, Star sapphires were considered uty Andy Vander Vliet estimated ing footall player at Hope and since 1278 and was granted a con- assistance of an
system of nominationwas selec- weather .than it does in cold presentedthe check to Deputy a great love charm by the ancient damage to the '50 model car at Holland High School. Funeral ser- stitution as a republic by N&poleaa to person calls
ted to replace the caucus method. weather.
Treasurer Dorothy Truax,
$150.
in 1806.
need the help
vices are pending.
Romans.
vote to erect the hospital at the

Barbara

Everett (Ets) Klein jans

Emmick

jans Speaks

City Council appropriate$20,000
and the Board of Education $10,
000 for a city and school sponsored
program was presented. It was the
same report submittedto C i t y
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Christian

Van

Lesson

Endeavor

'Wait and Seer About Consolidation

Sunday, March 17
The Authority of Jesus
Matthew 21:23-32
by C. P. Dame
(Based on copyrightedoutlines
produced by the Division of Chris-

Become A Tme Disciple
Mark 8:34-38; II Corinthians 5:17

HEWS Sunday School

Celebrate Golden Anniversary

About

Raalte District Residents Will
200 residents of Van

Raalte school district(East 16th
Dor ell Frank en
St) adopted a "wait and see” atSunday, March 17
To become a True Disciple of titude Monday night and declined
Jesus Christ requires more than to cast a straw vote on their feeltian Education, National Council of
mere ethical behavior. Ethical be- ings about a 15-district consolidathe Churches of Christ in the U.
havior is a characteristic of a tfon with Its own high school.
The motion not to vote came
S.A. and used by permission.)
Christian, but it is not the total
Dr. and Mrs. Irwin Lubbers en- very little money Is spent on
The question of authority is imsubstance of Christianity.A Chris- at the close of a meeting with the
portant. It makes much differtian displays loving devotion to citizens’committee of Park and tertained members of the Century laboratoriesor libraries.
ence what authority and whose
The Berne ef the
God’s will for his life, made pos- Holland townshipsat Federal Club in their home on Monday Law is the profession of presHolland City hew*
authority people recognize in their
tige, and many who study law
sible through Christ.In the “case- school. It was made by.Lt^uls
Publishedevery Thureevening.
daily lives. The world would greatknow they will never have a chance
study” and "discussion” which fol- Brunner, who asked that the disJday by The Sentinel
Hewitt Johnston, son of Mr. and to use it, but a law education is
trict take no steps until it has suffprmtlna Co. Office M-56 ly change and that right soon if it
lows, try to get your group to disWeet Elrhth Street Hoi- would recognize the authority of
Mrs. Miltoh Johnston, was guest almost an obsession. Although the
cover
True Discipleship ficient information.
land. Mfchlfan.
The
motion
was
inline
with
re- pianist and the audienecwas de- literacy rate has risen from 5 to
Christ.
means.
Entered as second claas matter at
marks made from the floor during lighted with his artistry.Hewitt, 10 percent in 1901 to 60 to 70 perI. Jesus still confronts us with
the post office at Holland, Mich,
A Case-Study
under the Act of Congress,March 3. his divine authority. Our Lord
"A certain pastor had taken his the meeting by George Lemrtien, senior at Holland High School, cent in 1955, educationhas . not
1879.
__
who urged “sober thought” on chose to play Sonata Pathetlque been a cure-all.
clashed with the religiousleaders
daughter, Roberta, to a middleby Beethoven, Sonata No. 3 by Dr. Hunt surveyed the work of
W. A. BUTLER, Editor and Publisher of his day. Theirs was the authorwestern state tj have her regis- both possibilities that face the people-consolidation or annexation to Kabalevsky,and Govotte by d’ Al- President Magsaysayand told of
ity of tradition. The religious leadTelephone— Newa Item* SIM
tered as a student in a Christian
bert. Hewitt is a student of An- his great personal appeal to the
Holland.
Advertisingand Subscriptions 3191 ers, the priests and the scribes,
college. The young lady had been
Lemmen
called attention to the thony Kooiker and is a young mu- Filipino common man. He is the
were the appointed guardians of
a professing Christian for a numThe publisher shall not be liable
water situation in the area and sician of real ability and great first president who has even gone
for any error or errors In printing Judaism. They had responsibilities.
ber of years, and had been active
warned that "pollutionis coming." personal charm.
any advertising unless a proof of They were in order when they
to the grass roots of the Islands.
among
the
young
people
of
her
such advertisementshall have been asked Jesus. “By what authority
He added that the Holland Heights
Dr. Chester Hunt, professed of He praised Magsaysay for his conobtained by advertiser and returned
father's church and in the wider
area "has to have services soon" Sociology,at Western Michigan cern for the common man, his psrby him in time for corrections with doest thou these things? and who
circle of the denominational assosuch errors or correctionsnoted gave thee this authority?The
and that "no one can furnish wa- University, spoke to the group on sonal honesty, and his great inciation. But, said the father, the
plainly thereon;and in such case If
question asked referred to the
ter more easily or economically “The Philippines: An Outpoet of tegrity. He is a fearless leader,
any error so noted Is not corrected
president of the school had taken
than the city of Holland.”
Democracy in Asia.” Dr. Hunt but there is so much to do in the
publishersliabilityshall not exceed deeds of Jesus— his Triumphal enthe girl and her father into his pri
such a proportion of the entire space try and the cleansing of the temDeep wells often produce hard, was a Fulbright teacher in The Philippinesthat great changes will
occupied by the error bears to the
vate office and had an intimate
salty or rusty water, he pointed PhiUppinesfrom 1952-1954. A spe- be slow.
whole space occupied by such adver- ple which took place on the followtalk with her about spiritual
ing day. The question was asked
out. and said that, as far as he cial guest at the meeting was Ortisement
Magsaysay’s great problem is to
things. . The college president
on Tuesday of the last week of the
knew, "lake water is good tasting lando Reimold who was one of a raise the average income which
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
said
to
this
girl;
"Now,
Roberta,
Mr. and Mrs. Martin A. Nienhuis
and soft.”
shipload of 600 teachers who went is only $170 a year in the Islands.
One year. 13.00; six months, 12.00; Lord’s life while Jesus was teachMr. and Mrs. Martin Nienhuis parents,Mr. and Mrs. Marinus you have had a Christian upbring- Another alternativeto the water to the Philippines in 1901.
three months, IL00; single copy. 10c. ing in the temple. Jesus was no
The Philippines Is anxious for the
Subscription* payable In advance and
ordained rabbi. The Sanhedrin was of Overisel are observing thedr 50th Dalman of Beaverdam. by the ing. haven’t you? Your father is problem is to join the Greater In speaking of education, Dr. investment of foreign capital,and
will be promptly discontinuedIf not
a
minister,
you
have
gone
to
offended by the action of Jesus in wedding anniversary with an open Rev. J. J. Van Zanten. They have
Grand Rapids Water Authority, as Hunt said that one of the first It is a field with great promse.
renewed.
church all your life, and have been has been suggested in some quarSubscriberswill confer a favor by cleansing the temple of traders house for friends and neighbors lived in Overisel for 34 years.
moves in the Philippines was the It Is one way that we Americans
reporting promptly any Irregularity
and moneychangers.In doing this today, March 14. The open Three of their five children are active in the church almost as far ters. Lemmen said if the area promotionof universal public edu- could help this infant democracy
in delivery.Write or Phone 319L
Jesus defied the priestly system house will be held in the basement living. They are Maurice Nienhuis back as you can remember. You joined the authoirty,"we would cation, and the Filipinoshad been to develop.Mr. Magsaysay will
which controlledthe finances con- of the Overisel Reformed Church “of Overisel. Earl Nienhuis of Hol- have never known any other life, then become a part of the corpor- most eager to receive It.
be up for reelectionin November
A ROYAL COOK EMIGRATES
nected with the temple and hurt from 2 to 4 and 7 to 9:30 p.m.
land and Robert Nienhuis of Cadil- have you?" And she said. "No,
ation and have to pay for the costs
In fact, tody. Manila, a city of 1957, and there seems to be
The London branch of the United the income of many officials.
Mr. and Mrs. Nienhuis were lac. They also have 10 grandchil- haven't." Then he said, “Has it of drawing water from Lake Mich- of 2 million people, has more than every reason to believe that he
Press paid cable tolls on the story
ever occurred to you that one could igan to Wyoming township. In ad- 100 colleges of 'various types, and
The question of the religious married at the home of the latter's dren.
will be retained for^the people of
of the emigration to Canada of the leaders was not asked in sincerity.
go through with all you have, done dition. there is also the cost of the Philippines now rates second
the barrios love Magsaysay.
“favorite cook of Queen Mother They were determined to destroy
and yet not be born again?”
booster pumps, the capital expen- high in the percentageof people
J. J. Riemersma, Mrs. Vernon
Elizabeth and Princess Margaret. Jesus. Anything they could do to
This young girl was faced with diture and upkeep."
who have had a college education. TenCate, and Mrs. J. Dyke Van
Hie U. P. even added that "no bring discredit to Jesus they would
a situation which happens in the Lemmen read from the conclu- It was interesting to learn that Putten were appointed to the
obstacles had been placed in his do. The motive of these leaders
lives of many young people. They sion of the Holland Area School although there are some govern
nominatingcommittee to draw up
way” when he decided to make his was wrong. And when a person's
grow up in Christian homes, yet Study, which says tuition payments ment schools and some church sup- a slate of officersto be presented
future home in Canada.
motive is wrong he is not trustthey have never really committed from sending districts "do not suf- ported schools, the great majority for approval at the next meeting
At first glance the story looked worthy.
Dies
themselvesto Christ.
ficiently relieve capital outlays of educational Institutions are busi- which will be held on April 15.
like the record of a trivial incident,
Jesus asked the leaders a quesDiscussion of Case-Study
and the entire tuition system ap- ness enterprises. In fact, educa- This will be a dinner meeting
a
of royal gossip about a royal tion. "The
of John, GRAND
1 What do you think Roberta pears to be facing extinction in tion is the fourth largest business at which time Dr. John A. Hannah,
(Special!
flunky. But an internationalpress whence was it? from heaven, or
Wallace Schilstra and wife to might have said to the college the
*
in the Philippines and pays its President of Michigan State Uni service does not usually pay the of men?” The question caught the Barney K. Boelens, 56. of 379 South
inter- versity,
Peter Aaruema and wife. Pt. president after he said this to her? The conclusion also advocates stockholders a high rate of uatvi
vctanj,
iu address
auuicaa the club on
will
Lake
St.,
Spring
Lake,
died
unexrather high cable tolls on a piece leaders in a dilemma. The leaders
(Read the last couple of sentences the organization of at least 30 dis- est. Classes are usually Urge and I "Signs of the Future
of news that is merely trivial.Tme recognized the dilemma. If they pectedly at 3:45 a.m. Monday in NE'i 25-5-15 Twp. Holland.
of the case-study again.)
tricts outside Holland with the city
William F. Winstrom and wife
we Americans,who are supposed admitted that the authority of John the Barbier Ambulance while en2.
What
was
the
college
presi- as
"comprehensive and far
to be democrats at heart, can be was from heaven, then they would route to Municipal Hospital. Mr. to Haney Henry Kleis and wife. dent trying to point out to Roberta, sighted answer to the present probBoelens
has
been
ill for the past Lot 41 Pine Hills Sub. Twp. Park.
dependedupon to show an interest be compelled to admit that the
lem.”
four months with a heart condition. James J. Kapenga and wife to the minister’sdaughter? (That
Jail
in even the minor affairs of
authority of Jesus was also from
Christianity
is
not
the
result
of
To this, Walter Vander Haar, Admitted to Holland Hospital
He was born in Spring Lake May George Ten Have and wife. Pt.
European royal family, but on heaven. If, however, they denied
learning
a
religious
way
of
life, chairman of the citizens' commit- Monday were Mrs. Clara Groters,
27, 1900. son of Mr. and Mrs. Klaas E'i SWU SE*4 27-5-15 Twp. Holcloser examinationthere is more the authority of John then they
but it is a result of God’s activi- tee. responded that i f the City route 4; Anthony, Camevale, 979
Boelens and married Mi r i a m land.
substance to this royal cook's emi- would get in trouble with the peoty in changing a person's way of Council and Holland Board of Paw Paw Dr; Burt M. Thomas.
Gardner
in Spring Lake Sept. 2,
Philip
G.
Singleton
and
wife
to
gration than surface indicationsple lyho looked upon John as a
Education had followed such r?c 438 Howard Ave.; Barbara and
1920. He was a member of the Charles W. Fauquher and wife. life... See H Corinthians 5:17)
would suggest.
prophet sent from God who had
ommendation,
there would be no Gene Zoerhof, route 6; Mrs. Ben3.
Do
you
think
Roberta
knew
(Special)
Spring Lake Presbyterian Church Lot 56 and pt. 55 Wildwood Sub.
For that royal cook was only one blessed his ministry. In order to
what the college president was need for his committee.But. he jamin Plasman, 255 West 10th St. ; Sheriff Jerry Vanderbeek received
of which he was a past elder. He City of Holland.
of the hordes that are leaving the avoid trouble the leaders said,
added, since the Holland board has Don Jacobs. 109 West 30th St.; a letter from Federal Jail Inspectalking about?
also was a member of the Spring
John Bartels and wife to Bert
British motherland or would like "We cannot tell,” and then Jesus
4. How many of you who are lis- appfoved the annexationof only Merton Stover, Jr., route L Fenn- tor William H. Nestle Monday,
Lake Blue Lodge, Grand Haven Koning and wife. Pt. Lot 10 A. C.
to do so. One "social authority” told them he would not answer
Chapter. He had been on the Van Raalte's Add. No 2. Holland tening to me know what the col- 11 districts, it was felt that some viUe; Mrs. Maggie Brinkman. 732 stating that the Ottawa county jail
even has claimed that two out of their question.
lege president was trying to say? districts might not be provided for Myrtle Ave. ; Barbara Vanden is below state standards and that
Spring Lake council for 20 years
Jennie Maatman to Ben Veltevery three Britons would like to
n. The Lord wants more than
Would you try to retell it in your in terms of secondary education Bosch. 367 West 22nd St.
and was a highway commissioner
it does not have availablefacilities
house and wife Lot 2 and pt. 3 own words?
emigrate if they could. Hiat figure lip service. The Parable of the
and that was the reason for his
in the township. For the past 24
Discharged Monday were Mrs. to discriminate between persons
Two
Sons
is
found
only
in
MatVanDen
Berg's
Plat,
City
of
Holseems unreasonably high, but the
5. If Roberta really wanted to be committee'sexistence.
years he was employed by the OtAnthony Ver Hoeven, \ 282 Elm awaiting trial and those serving
land.
fact of almost wholesale emigra- thew. It was uttered by Jesus for
a True Disciple of Christ what Lemmen congratulated the com- Ave.; Mrs.
tawa County Highway Commission
Voetburg, time, or between first offenders
the benefitof those who had quesJay E. Marlink and wife to Gertion is validated by statistics.
several things would she have to mittee on its work and said "If 1764 West 17th St.; Mrs. Leon and hardened criminals.
Besides the wife he is survived
tioned
him.
The
father
in
the
parrit H. Bos and wife. lot 65
England would appear to be too
b. three daughters. Mrs. William
do? (Confess her sins, ask for for- we can't get along with the city, Streur and baby, route 6; Mrs.
Nestle pointed out that the need
"tight a little island” to give elbow able represents God. The father
(Kathryn)Tripp of Grand Haven, Schilleman's Add. Twp. Holland. giveness, read her Bible, pray for then we must know where we can Mauri Wierda and baby, 649 Lake L- Ottawa county is serious and1
told
one
son
to
work
in
the
vineroom to all its citizens. For three
Mrs. Duane (Emma Jean) Barney Glenn Charles Sprik and wife to herself and others, attend church go. The facts this committee has St.; Mrs. Riekes Mulder. 249 West falls into the category of jails in
centuries or more this island was yard. He refused to go, saying so of East Lansing and Miss Francile August Post and wife. N’i El,%
regularly.. .and "Whosoever will brought out are what we need. 17th St.; Mrs Lawrence Picotte. the state most in need of repairs
the center of a vast web of com plainly, but after thinkingthe mat- Boelens at home: three brothers SE!i 2-*-5-14 Twp. Zeeland.
The Holland area study was alcome
after me. let him take up
or replacement. It is expected the
merce and industry whose threads ter over he repented and went to Garry of Spring Lake who is en- Charles Tubergen Jr. and wife his cross and follow me." (Mark 8: so quoted by Lemmen as saying 468 Plamsan Ave; Drew/ Lane
Board of Supervisors will be asked
Deters. 352 James St.
extended to all parts of the globe. work. This son represented the tax route home from Florida; Jack of to Walter Veersma. Pt. SEU SE*4 34)
the Michigan Department of PubHospital births include a daugh- how it intends to handle the jail
collectors
and
harlots.
The
father
The British ruling class could draw
lic Instructionhas pointed out the
Opelousas, La., and Henry of 12-516 Twp. Park.
ter, Cynthia Kay, bom Monday to problem and there is no question
in along those lines the wealth of told the second son also to work Grand Rapids; also two grandchil- Johe E. Visser and wife to Robdifficultyin operating a 12-grade
Mr. and Mrs. CorneliusNyhoff, that unless some action is taken,
the "lesserbreeds within the law. in the vineyard. He promised to dren.
school
system
as
the
state
equalert Phillip Borgman and wife Pt.
Jr., 298 West 22nd St.; a daugh- the state will take court action to
go
but
he
did
not
do
so.
This
son
That fact made England a true
ized valuation behind each child
Funeral arrangements will be S'a N!a NWU SWU NWU 32-5-15
ter, Anna Mary, bom Monday to close the jail. This subject likely
represents the Pharisees and
falls below 313.000 and becomes
world power.
announced later by the Barbier Cty of Holland.
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Kortekaas, will come up for discussionduring
scribes,
the
religious
leaders,
who
But when the British Empire
prohibitive when it drops below
Julius Gore and wife to Bernard
Funeral Home in Spring Lake
route 2, Spring Lake; a daughter, the April session.
$10,000.
broke up, the center of the web professed much but did nothing. where the body reposes.
Dick and wife. Pt. S'2 NWU SWU
The letter, which followed an inJulie Anne, bom Alonday to Mr.
A
high
school
evolving
from
the
began to lose its importance. Quite Jesus asked his critics about the
32-5-15 City of Holland.
spection
March 4 pointed to a seriand
Mrs.
Raymond
Dj
Boer,
647
conduct
of
these
sons
saying,
consolidationo f the 15 districts
understandably, the peoples in the
Alvin J. Cook and wife to Harold
Bay Ave.; a son, Jerold Lloyd, ous need for more storage room.
would
have
an
equalized
tax
base
far reaches of the earth insisted "Whether of them twain did the
ALLEGAN (Special) P^alph
longejans and wife. Lot 157 DiekJr., bom Monday to Mr. and Mrs. The inspection revealedthat the
on exploitingtheir own resources will of his father?” The religious
ema's Homestead Add. Twp. Hol- McDonald, 54. Grand Haven, who behind each student of $9,000.
Jerold Strabbing, route 2; a son, walls of the jail are in poor condiVander
Haar
pointed
out
that
and labor, and England increasing leaders answered, "The first.”
land.
turned on an Allegan city police
William Edward, bom today to tion as the result of several atThen
the
Lord
spoke
stern
words
there
is
no
legal
requirement
that
ly became a minor power, politic
Lawrence DeWitt and wife to officer and slashed his face and
to the leaders. He told them that
the tax base must be $13,000 oe Mr. and Mrs. Lester Van Ry, 832 tempted and some successful jail
ally and commercially.
Alvin J. Cook. Lot 157 D;ekema's hands after the officer arrested
breaks.
hind each student, quoting Wilfred Harvard Dr.
Now the overflow of population the "publians and the harlots go
Homestead Add. Twp. Holland.
him on s drunk driving charge F. Clapp, state assistantof public
The jail's one office has had to
into
the
kingdom
of
God
before
is becoming a drug on the market
Emil Heinrichs and wife to El- Friday night, was sentenced Monserve many purposes. These ininstruction.
and it has to find elbow room else- them” for they heard and aocpt- The second annual Holland area zinga and Volkers. Inr. Pt. Lots
day in Municipal Court to serve
clude issuing drivers’ licenses,
At the end of the question perwhere. There are still vast open ed the preaching of John the Bap- soil testing day will be held on 100-110 Inc. River Hills Sub. No.
60 days in jail on the drunk drivbooking and releasing prisoners,
tist, but they, the religious leaders, March 27 in the Civic Center. The
iod, committee member
spaces in Canada and Australia
4. Twp. Holland.
ing offense.
as well as a consultationroom for
Sybesma expressed his views that
is sponsoredby the
and New Zealand,and it is na- saw what was taking place, noted
Edward J. Holkeboer and wife
Meanwhile. ProsecutorDwight no matter what the outcome of the
transacting personal business with
tural that British subjects should how sinners were converted, but Chamber of Commerce assisted by to School Dist. City of Holland.
Cheever authorized a warrent study is, two high schools should
the public, attorneys and prisoners.
seek new homes in former British they refused to repent and believe. the Agriculture classes of Holland
to
Lots 10, 17, 18. 19 Southwest charging felonious assault which be built, as he feared the conse
The letter also pointed out that
They
heard
the
truths
but
did
nothHigh
school
and
Ottawa
County
“possessions.” The reshufflingof
Heights Add. City of Holland.
will be processedlater.
Muskegon county last week let a
quences of a single large plant.
populationis uncomfortablefor ing with them-just as we so often AgriculturalAgent.
(Special)
Henry J. Heetderks and wife to
The incident occurred Friday The committee will present its
contract for new building deludThe announcement was made tothose involved in it; but so is the do. The sinners put to shame the
Herman Heetderksand wife. Lots night when Officer Carl Simmons study to members of the New Damages for Dake Engine Co. in ing a jail. Kent county launched
respectable
people.
Lip
service
is day by Harry Wieskamp, chairman
reshapingof rock masses in an
31, 32 Kymen-ElhartSub. Twp. stopped McDonald on M-40 about Groningen school district tonight,
the highway right-of-waycondem- a building program last year.
earthquake. Both are in the nature not enough. The Lord demands far of the Rural Relations Committee
4‘i miles west of Allegan on the is tentatively set to appear at
more
than
that.
The
lesson
teah- of the Holland Chamber of Com- Pa rk.
of things, and in the end they make
nation case were appraised TuesDonald H. Suva to Arthur J. drunk driving charge. Simmons Montello Park, March 18 and at
es us to reognize the authority of merce. under whose committeethe
for a more wholesome balance of
day at $393,296by a three • man West Olive Reminded
Cook and wife. Lot 11 and pt. 10 managed to get McDonald into the Waukazoo, March 21.
Jesus.
program
is
being
staged.
forces.
Oak
Lawn
Park
Add. Twp. Hol- cruiser, but then the 210-pound
commission which heard testimony To Get Fire Permits
Results
of
the
meetings
thus
far:
The testingwill he done by stuland.
McDonald turned on the officer, Beechwood, Lakewood. Ventura, on the case from Feb. 26 to March
dents
of
the
Holland
class
under
Walt Van Dien Speaks
Bertha Alofs to Nicholas Van attacki nihm gemfw cmfw mmfm Apple Ave.. Federal,Pine Creek 6. Serving on the commission were
Conservation officer Marion Van
the direction of Garrell A. Adler,
Z;.lk and wife. Pt. W»2 NW!4 attacking him with a broken bladed and Waverly have indicated they George A. Pelgrim, Sr., Stuart E. Slooten today reminded West Olive
At Kiwanis Club Meet
instructorin the local schools. The
NE1* 32-5-15 City of Holland.
jackknife. Seven stitcheswere re- overwhelmingly favor consolida- Boyd and Carl Harrington, ^11 of residents that a permit* is needed
testing will be done during the
"Conserving the Things Th_. entire day. Containers to bring soil NicholasVan Zaik and wife to quired to close the wounds after tion.
Holland, who had been appointed to burn refuse and brush after a
Noordeloos and North Holland by Circuit Judge Raymond L. rash of five fires during the past
God Left Us” was the title of a for testing will lie furnished free. Russell Klaason and wife. Pt. Lot McDonald was safely in jail.
are undecided, according to straw Smith.
talk presented Monday evening at These can be obtainedfrom the 3 Village of Cedar Swamp, Twp.
week.
votes.
a regular meeting of ’the Kiwanis member merchants of the Cham- Holland.
The
state previously had offerVan Slooten issues permits daily
Rev. Hogenboom Speaks
Harrington. Lakevifw and Van ed the Dake Corp $200,000for the from 8 L.m. to 5 p.m. at his office
Ben Velthou.se ef al to School
MIAA college basketball teams Club by Walt Van Dien of the bev of Commerce listed:
Raalte have shunned a straw property which consists of more free of charge. He said the perMichigan ConservationDepart i are voting this week on the most
Gambles, Nelis Nurseries. Reli- Dist. City of Holland. Pt. Lot To Gleaners Class
ballot.
mem. The meeting was held in able Cycle Shop. Smith Agricultur- 6 Blk 3 West Add City of Holland.
than three acre* located on the mit does not relievethe person of
valuable player in the conference
The Gleaners Class of Third Rethe Tulip Room of the Warm al and Chemical, Stanton Com- John A. Naber and wife to Viola
northwest corner of US-31 and responsiblityfor damage from fire,
and the recipient of the Randall C. Friend Tavern
Monroe. The company has pur- but it is necessary to have one to
pany Teerman Hardware. Van Mae Vander Kolk. Lot 22 Beverly formed Church met in the church Douglas Votes
Bosch of Holland trophy.
parlors Friday evening. Mrs. J.
The guest speaker discussed the Bragt Tulip Farms, Van's Garden Hills Sub. City of Holland.
chased about 10 acres south of avoid a fine.
Stanley P. DeVries and wife to Hogenboom. who had charge of de- Trustees; Keeps Quade
Blazes last week burned a small
Grand Haven for a new plant.
The Bosch trophy, awarded for role the public schools are play- Center, Vogelzang Hard w are,
ing
in
conservation and he also Warm Friend Flowers, Weller Walter R. Finck and wife. Lot 84 votions gave an Easter message.
building
owned by ClarenceJohnThe
•'eport
was
deposited
Monthe past several years, is awarded
DOUGLAS (Special) — Two new day and was opened today.
She emphasized the meaning and
told of workshopssponsored by his
son and did lesser damage at the
Nurseries. Z w i e p' s Seed Store, Steketee Bros. Add. City of Holto the player the opposing plkyers
department.
effect of the important day on the trustees were elected and the rest
Lukes farm and the local church
Sears Roebuck Co., Montgomery land.
feel was the best they faced. The
individualand the life of the church of the village slate was returned
President Inin De Weerd and Ward Co., Steketee Pulmbing and
Raymond
Lee
Vander
Veer
and
yard. An acre and a half of everteams do not vote on their own
greens were destroyed on the John
wife to Eugene I. Sprick and wife. and also in relation to the exten- to office in the Douglas election Alumni A Cappella Choir
•election.The winner will be an- Board Members Robert G. Hall Hardware and Nies Hardware.
Nykamp property and 10,000 more
Lot 93 Bouws Sub. No. 1, Twp. sion program of the Reformed Monday.
Meets at Junior High
nounced by DeGay Ernst, MIAA were chosen to represent the local
Village president L. E. Quade
Church.
club
at ‘he annual Kiwanis convenHolland.
were lost at Vans Pines.
judge advocate.
The
Rev. J. Hogenboom, guest defeatedhis only opponent,Sam
tion to be held in Atlantic City All-Day Institute Is
Reka
Por
to
James
D.
Barkel
The
Holland
High
School
Alumni
Sophomore Paul Benes, was
June 23 to 27.
and wife. SE'/i NE«4 14-5-16 Twp. speaker, gave an incite into the Mancuso, for that position.Clerk
Cappella' Choir which meeta
Hope's nominee for the coveted
Scheduled for
Myra Boeve
C. Schultz, treasurer every Monday, with the exception
working of the domesticboard in
Special guests for the evening
Park.
award. Alma selected junior Ron
Mrs.
Bessie
Rininger
and.
assessLude while Albion named senior were Edgar Harden of Marquette An all-day WCTU institute will Jacob Essenburg and wife to helping to start new fields as well or Herman Bekken were reelected of the first Monday of the month, Feted at Shower
in room 8 of
E. Fell Junior
George Vivlamore. Lee Jones, University, Frank Merriman of be held in Third Reformed Church GeraldineJ. Tanls. Lot 86 Rose as incidencesin the growth of without opposition.
individuals and churches which
Miss Myra Boeve was honored
High
School,
preiented
its first
MSU
at Lansing. Ken Leggett of Friday with main sessions at 10 Park Sub. Twp. Holland
Hillsdale senior, was nominated
The new trustees are Fred Scott public program Sunday evening at at a shower given last Friday eveBeach Milling Co. to Harold C. have come under jurisdictionin
along with Maynard Stafford, Oli- Holland and two Circle K mem- a.m. and 1:30 p.m.
bers from Hope College, Bill The main theme will be "What's White and wife. Lot 31 Pine Hills his work as field secretary for this and William Schumacher. Incum- Central Park Reformed Church, ning at the home of Mrs. William
vet senior.
Swartz and Cal Prince.
area. He served the Particular bent Rudy Schreiber was return- and is making extensive plana for Boimafc. Games were played with
Wrong With TemperanceEduca- Sub. Twp. Park
Junior Tan Newhof was Calvin’s
ed, but incumbent Robert Wicks future engagements.
duplicate prizes going to Mrs. AlRobert S. DeBruyn and wife to Synod of Michigan.
tion?" This question was asked in
choice and Bob Fletcher, a sophoMrs. Roger Rletberg sang two was defeatw. Two other trustee The next public appearancewill bert Voss, Mrs. Barney Zuidema,
Harold
Gordon
Kleinheksel
and
a
recent
article
by
Dr.
Winton
more, receivedKalamazoo's nod Women of Moose Attend
candidates. Theodore Engel and be a singipiration at Bethel Re- Delores Ramaker, Mrs. Louis RaBeayen of Washington,D. C, in- wife. Lots 83-86 Inc. Heneveld’s solos. "There Is a Green Hill Far
while Henry Hughes, Adrian sophoFrancis Showers, were turned formed Church at 9 p.m. on March ni aker. Refreshmentswere served
Away,”
by
Gounod
and
’’Calvary”
ternational director of the School Plat No. 9 Eagle Crest Park.
more, was re-named. Hughes won Special Session Sunday
3L
by Rodney. She was accompanied down.
by the hostesses,Mrs. William
Twp.
Park.
of
Scientific
Studies
for
the
Prethe award two years ago.
Tom Weller, 214 West 12th St., Bolman and Miss Joan Bolman.'
Several members of the Women vention of Alcoholism.
William M. Bosma and wife to by Miss Barbara Lampen.
president of the organization is exHostesses were Miss Jennie Kars- Marriage Licenses
of the Moose attended a special Among guest speakers will be Russell W. Jorgensen and wife.
Invited were the Meadames Bert
tending an invitationto all alumni Nienhuis, Albert Voss. James
Report Filed
session on Sunday in Coldwater, Mrs. L. G. Rowley, state vice • Lot 57 Chamber of Commerce ten and Miss Nell Ver Meulen.
Ottawa County
A Capella members to join the
sponsoredby the College of Re- jfresident - at - large; Mrs. Harry Sub. City of Holland.
Gunnard W. O aland, 22. and group. With a present membership Lampen, Bernie Nyhof. Barney
GRAND
(Special)
gents. A class of candidates was Streeter, fifth district president,
Carol Ann Marshall,19, both of of 45, a goal has been set for 100. Zuidema, Dora Lampen, Andrew
Judgment Sought
George A. Pelgrim, Sr., Stuart E. initiated in honor of Kay Cancie,
and Mrs. Olla K. Marshall, editor
Grand Haven. Henry Baker, 25 Willard Fast of the High School Boeve, Justin Lampen, Louis RaGRAND
(Special)
Suspect Arrested
Boyd and Carl Harrington of Hol- honored guest from Mooseheart.
of the state WCTU paper, “The
route 1, Byron Center, and Ruth Music department is the director. maker, and the Misses Delores
Suit
has
been
filed
In
Ottawa
Cir*
land were in Grand Haven MonMembers of the Holland Chapter Michigan Union.”
Ramaker and Joan Bolman.
Ottawa
County
deputies
Monday
cult Court by the A. J. Cook Lum- Osenga 21, Byron Center; Tim
day to deposit their sealed te- participated in the closing cere- Members and friends attending
as commissioners in con- mony. Taking part were Mrs. are asked to bring a dish for the reported the arrest of James E. ber Co. of Holland against John Modderman, Jr., 44, route t. Another False Alarm
Candidate Visits
proceedings Involving Gladys Gordon, Mrs. Marie Bot- table, their own sandwiches and Buggie, 33. former Port Sheldon Vander Meulen or under the as- Marne, and Grace Stroven, 39,
Cooperation between-school offimorals sumed name of the Cozy Cottage route 1, Coopersville; William A.
Dake Corp. and the Michigan sis, Mrs. Doris McCall um and table service for lunch at noon. resident, wanted on
Jan B. Vanderploeg of North 1
cials
and
police
resulted
in
the
charge by Chicago police. Depu- Tavern, seeking judgment of $3,- Whitley. 26, Conklin, and Ruby
Department. Testimony Mrs. Ellen Chrispell.
Coffee will be provided.
quick apprenhension of a nine- Muskegon, Democratic,candidate
ties said Buggie was picked up 000 for goods sold and delivered Weaver, 27, Grand Rapids.
Feb. 26 and concluded About 226 attendedthe special
year-oldHolland youth who ad- for the State Board of Agriculture,
late Monday after a two • day by plaintiffto defendant. As of
6. The commissionershad sessionwith 29 chapters representPenguins are a primitive form search of the Port Sheldon and March 4, 1957, the amount due is
After middle age the eyes begfti mitted turning in a false alarm was in Hottand Tuesday callingon
ordered to make their re- ed including Indiana, Ohio and of bird not far removed from their
West Olive areas. He was arrest- alleged to be $2,444.45 including in- to change in their structure.Most from 12th St. and Maple Ave., at friends and visitingvarious busiby April!
Canada*
reptile ancestors.
1:15 p.m. Tuesday.
ed in a downtown restaurant
terest of $158.67.
ness establishments.
peoole get far-sighted after 45.

By
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Wins B Title
Over Hudsonville

by a nose.
The margin was four points, 6056, and the prize was the district
Gass C championshipand an opportunity to advance into the regional tournament at Ionia this

swished jumping center Bob James.
The Dutch also turned in some
point
good defensive rebounding with
effort of his three-year career. He
made 12 baskets, eight in the sec- Tom Aye and Dave Hilbink specially effective on the defensive
ond half.
Jim Kerber picked up Hopkins board and Bill Tornovishrecoverfinal basket and it was quickly ing a number of long rebounds.

The

kin switched to a man to man defense, which also proved no problem for the Dutch.
Meanwhile Christian was using
a switching man to man defense
of their own which almost completely bottled up the Eagles deliberate 1-3-1 offense. Hudsonville
managed to hit on only nine baskets out of just 43 tries, but many
of these were from well outcourt
and of the hurried variety. Christian, meanwhile, collected on 26
out of 75 attemptsfrom the field.
The individual defensive star of
the ryght was Christian’s Herm
Tuls who held the leading scorer

DISTRICT CHAMPIONS _

Herm

Gathered around

Tuls, Warren Otte and Ron Weener. In the
back row are Bob Klingenberg, Jim Meurer, Jim
Hulst, Dave Klaver, Ned Joldersma, Gordon
Mouw. Arlyn Ranting, Cal Klaasen and Jim Kool.

the B district trophy are members of the Holland
Christianbasketball team, 55-28 victors over
Hudsonville Saturday night in Civic Center. First
row, left to right, are Rog Mulder, Dan Bos,

(Sentinel photo)

made

A HAPPY LOT —
to aid the cause of his slipping
teammates, but by halftimethe
Dutch had built their margin to

31-17.

#

v

Here are the six Hopkins lads who brought
home the C district championshipSaturdaynight at Civic Center
after a thrilling 60-56 win over Hudsonville Unity Christian.Left
to right are: Ken Riksen, Jim Kerber, Don Doorlag, Bill Weick,
John Miner, Coach Don Little and Dick Brown. (Sentinelphoto)

Hudsonville came back fighting
start the third srtanza and Grand Haven Citizens
managed to narrow the count
twice to 11 points. Finally with Group Opposes Charter
the score 43-23, Roger Mulder took
GRAND HAVEN (Special) - A
advantage of the Eagles switch group of citizens have organized
to a man to man defense, and to oppose the new charter that
April
drove through for two quick lay- goes before the people of Grand
ups. From this point on, it was Haven for a vote on April 1.
GRAND
(Special)
strictlyno contest as the Dutch
Major objection to the proposed A list of jurors has been selected
built up a 44-25 mark going into city charter centered in the abolto serve during the April term of
the final stanza.
ishment of city boards and comPlay in the fourth quarter re- missions and having advisory com- Ottawa Circuit Court which opens
verted back to the slow pace of the mittees appointed by the city man- April 2. The jury is usually called
the following week.
first as the Maroons were content ager, instead of council-appointed
From HoUand are G. J. Van
to hang on to the ball as much as boards as the present charter proZoeren, Lida Rogers. Janet Knooipossible with the game well in vides.
huizen, William Rooks, Hazel
hand. Finally with about three
Another chief objection was the
minutes left in the tilt and the setting up of the Board of Public Hanson and Arthur Schaap. Others
count reading 51-27. Tuls inserted Works as an autonomous body, not in the Holland area are Henry

to

Jurors Selected

Term

For

HAVEN

ACROSS FROM POSTOFFICE

ZEELAND
CLOSED SUNDAYS

Ca/i

You Qualify?

the members of the squad who under the jurisdiction of City Counhadn’t seen action to finish the cil.
game.
An odd feature of the game was
that the Hollandershit on only Klaasen, f .............. 5 1 1 11
three foul shots out of 16 tries. Otte. c .................... 6 1 1 13
0
2 10
Hudsonville collected 10 out of 17 Mulder, g .............. 5
Weener.
g
................
. 3
0
2
6
attempts.
Tuls,

g

................

.

3

‘ Once again the locals got some
Klingenberg.f
. 1
balanced scoring with Otte leadMeurer, f ........... 0
ing with 13 followed by Klaasen
........

with 11 and Mulder with

Mouw, J

10.

....................
. 0

Bos, g .....................
. 0
Gerald Visser. collecting seven
Joldersma,c ............
. 0
foul shots, led his team with 11
Kool, f ......................
. 0
markers, followed by Schut’s 10.
HoUand Chr.

(55)

FO FT PF TP
Klaver, f

...

3 0 2

................

6

..

Visser.

all traffic

signs...

you can qualify aa a 9uta
Fans "CarefulDriver" .
you may be able to aava
money with State Farm auto
insurance. Careful drivers
.

.

and tbs sevinfi
passed on to you.
Find out if you can
qualify as a State

The Bier Kelder offers mony

are

Farm

"Cartful

Driver".

Itpplikav
jw STATE FARM Apt

services for

your

pleasure.

The best in premium bottled
beers ond wines. All served

by trained employees. Airconditionedond open noon
until midnight.

,

vs.

Phone 7139

WARM FRIEND

and

Chester L Baumann, Agent
135

L

35th St

Phone

M2I4

Authorised Representatives

2

0

1

0
0
0
0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0
0

11

55

........... 2

2
0
1

1

10

3

0

1

3

0

0
4
1

2

7

.3.

0

3

Kerber, f ...........
.. 3

0
0

Kragt of Holland township,Tom
FG FT PF TP
Reimink, Sr., of Park township.
Vande Bunte f ..... 0
0
Jack Boonstra of Zeeland city and
Van Regenmorter,f 2
4
Oliver Meeuwsen of Zeeland townVonk. c .............
6
ship.
Glasshower.g ......
0
19
From Grand Haven city are
Dekkinga. g ........
4 15
Robert Radeke. Mrs. Henry KooiVisser. f ............
2 12
man. Thomas Straatsma, Mrs.
Gerrit Boiten, Ward Fulsher and
Mrs. Robert Kammeraad. Others
are Richard Bouwman of AUendale, Pearl Bohl of Blendon, John
Ritz of Chester. Scott Holmes of
Crockery. WiUiam Vender Laan of
Georgetown. Albert Strasburg of
Grand Haven township, Bert Van
Oss of Jamestown, Bernard J. Set for
Bremer of Polkton,William Taylor
Final plans for the 1957 Scout
of Port Sheldon, Anna Lewis of
Robinson. Seibolt Stegenga of Fair will be announced Tuesday
Spring Lake, Fred Ellis, Sr., of evening, at the monthly roundtable
Tallmadge,Fred Armock of meeting of Chippewa District
Scout leaders at Beechwood ReWright.
formed Church. The Fair wiU be

2
7
4
5

Tuesday

1

0

11

2

Planning Commission

TAVERN

4
2
0
1
1
1
0
0
2

0

0
0
0

15

25
2
1
4

0
2
0
0
9
0
43

Stewart again put Muskegon

Rubber Stomps
24

HOUR
SERVICE
Fhont

64252
RUB6IR
STAMPS

BEN'S
170

Um>

HdhlM

ARE YOU

BEYOND
thi

WATER
MAIN?

Holland moved the ball sharply
in the last half and waited for
good shots against the zone. Hilbink and Aye benefited from
Muskegon'saggressive play as
they were fouled frequently. Slim
Dave made nine of 10 chairty
tosses In the game, seven in the
second half and Aye tallied six
of eight, five in the second half.
The Dutch outs cored Muakegon,

It is prudent to drill

the well befora the
dry weather. Phono

us today. Water

it

our business.

17 to 13 in the third period depsite

only four baskets, two each by Hilbink and Plagenhoef. The rest of
the points were attained on free

HAMILTON
MFC.

shots.

Muskegon, aided by Bud Bowen’s
seven points, outscored Holland 12
to nine in the fourth period.
Plagcnhoef's two baskets were the

& SUPPLY CO.

f.O.

PHONI

4-45

BOX

S4

m

ON

M.2!

Scrappy toys:

—

oround the next corner

—

may

be alert."

Brigade Trophy

always buying

Holland walked off with the East
Central regional trophy of Christian Sendee Brigade Saturday

SCRAP

materials

Louis Padnos Iron & Metal Co.
120 Rivw

HoUand, Mkk.

Ava.

WE SPECIALIZE IN ALL MAKES

Automatic Transmission
Service

and Repair

The championshipgame between
Grand Rapids Calvary church and
Holland Immanuel was close all
the way. Holland won after an
overtime period, 30-26.
Referees for the games were
Stewart Post, Terry Gentry. Floyd
Jousma and Carl Gunn.
Christian Service Brigade is a
Christian organization with more
than 600 clubs that meet weekly in
30 states. Canada and represent
25 denominations. The Holland
Brigade is sponsored by Immanuel
( hurch and has from 30 to 40 boys
from 12 to 18 attending each week.
Carl Gunn is the field director
of this area and was present during the two-day tournament.Don
Brink is the local leader.
The Holland basketball team will
travel to the East Central Division tournament in Wheaton, 111.
Friday and Saturday.
The traveling team is made up|
of Ron Nienhuis, captain, Ken
Vander Veen, Lanny Zylman, Dave
Drooger Dale De Ridder, Russell
Kleinheksel, Roger Brink, Larry
Johnson, Don Overway and
Kenneth Rabbers.

ST.

FENDT'S AUTO SERVICE
344

WEST 16TH

PHONE

6-6660

BAKED GOODS
OUR SPECIALTY

RAISIN BREAD
CAKES

—

PIES

COOKIES
ROLLS — CUP CAKES
BREAD OF ALL KINDS

French Postry Shoppe
58 EAST 8Hi

ST.

PHONE 2542

-

LOW COST

BREMER
A

W.

-

£*n\j

5
0
0

Hastings, 47-20.

6

Totals ... 25 10 13 60
Hudsonville Unity (56)

0 0
0 0
2 3
5
7
2

4

3
2

0

be the world's prize idiot

held March 30 at the Holland Civic Center.
Robert G. R e s c 0 r 1 a, District
Totals
9 10- 10 28 Reviews Home Zoning
Commissioner will preside at the
Attys. George Sidwell and James leaders’ meeting, and conduct a
E. Townsend reviewed the A-l res- preliminarysession of announce- Juvenile Held
COMFORTABLE
idential single family zoning with ments at ,7:15 p.m. Leaders of
GRAND
(Special)
emphasis on legal technicalities
at Beechwood Cub Pack 3052, under A 13-year-old Robinson township
AUTOMATIC MUTING
the
direction
of
Warren
Van
Kama meeting of the HoUand Planboy who was caught in the home
it
ning Commission Thursday night pen, will provide a supper meal of a neighbor when they returned
for the Scout group 6:30 p.m.
in City Hall.
home . t 7:30 p.m. Sunday has been
ARMSTRONG
Russell Hornbaker, Scoutmaster
, The commission also decided to
turned over to the juvenile departadopt its former plan of three com- of Troop 12, will conduct a spec- ment of Probate Court. The boy
ial
session
on
nature
and
forestry
mercial zones instead of two. The
admittedentering the same house
M-40 relocationwas discussed, but work at the Boy Scout leaders ses- previouslyand taking a small
no new developmentswere report- sion of the Rorndtable. Chester amount of change. He was rumSmith will preside at the session,
ed.
maging around the house by the
Willard C. Wichers presided. which wiU feature the presentation light of a flashlight when the ownof
an
"Eagle
trophy"
for
tho
Troop
Others present were Mayor Robert
ers returned.
Visscher, L. A. Wade, Wait! Han- with the best advancement record
sen,
A. Butler. Laverne during January and February.
Rudolph. Stuart Boyd, Laveme Zeeland Pack 3020, directed by Grass Fire Pat Oat
Heating • Air Conditioning Serne, Mrs. W, G. Winter. WiUiam Cubmaster Ted Vredeveld, will SAUGATUCK (Special)
Th#
Layman, City Manager Herb Holt present the April Cub theme, Saugatuck fire departmentput out
Eaves Trough ing
and Bob Boatman, an assistantto "Swiss Family Robinson.”Ivan a minor grass fire on the Ned
PlanningConsultant Scott Bagby. DeNeff will lead the session for Roberts propertyon the Allegan
Hiom 6-7716 & 8353
Cub leaders, and the Den Mothers road in Saugatuck township in
The Library of Congress
wiU conduct the craft instructionabout 15 minutes Sunday. There
founded April 24, 1800.
period.
was no serious damage.
.............
.

BOUMAN

Ben Von Lenfe, Agent
1T7 College A

0

1

2

2
5
2
3
6
0

10

Holland Takes

Miner and Dick Brown pushed the
margin to five points. U n i t y’ s
Glasshowerand other guard Marv with four wins in the two-day tourDekkinga, came back and plunked ney. Grand Rapids finished second,
Kalamazoo third, Hastings fourth
two-pointersto make It 56-54 with
and Benton Harbor fifth.
1.44 to go.
The Holland team boat Hastings,
Hopkins (60)
50-35, Friday night and then came
FG FT PF TP
hack with two wins Saturday, 49.
0
4
45 over Benton Harbor and 57-36
.. 3 0
6
. 12 10
1 34 over Kalamazoo.
A consolationgame between Kal..
0
4
amazoo
and Hastings was won by
. 3 0
6

2

11

0
2
0
1
0

...

"Drivers

HAVEN

lower insurance
costs

g

Woodwyk, f

If

6

FG FT PF TP

...

A careful driver obeys

2

Totals
26
3
Hudsonville (28)

Schut, f ...................4
Van Noord, f ....... . 0
Hoezee, c
............
. 1
Vander Holen, g . 1

^mcciv'

0
0

-

0

(43)

quarter, and Aye hit a free shot Wade, f ....... .
before Plagenhoef connected again Helneman. . ......
with 1:51 left to make the count Bowen, g .........
44-11. The Big Reds had picked Steward, g ....... ..
0
up three more points in the interim.
Totlas
18 7

collapsed and he broke open fre- Wehmeyer, Hubby Harringtonanl
quently. If he didn’t manage to Bob Chambers, each 5; Jack Hulst.
break away, Doorlag drew a foul 4; and Chuck Riters, Dave Klcis
and Russ Prins, 2 apiece.
and counteredthat way.

Such was the case in the hectic
fourth quarter. Unity, down 44-41
at the end of the third period,
sprinted back and wtih two quick
baskets by 5'8" guard Jerry Glasshower with 2:38 to go, took the
lead 51-50.
But Doorlag drew a foul, sank
two free shots to take the final
lead. Baskets by Hopkins' John

6
12

3
0
0

0

Cooke, f .........
Tlmmer, c ........
Randall, g ..........
Hoover, g .......
Locke, f ......... .

Rog Plagenhoef
makes key baskets

Unity was clamping on Doorlag The Holland reserves thus
In the first half and he was held closed their 1956-57campaign with
to 13 points. Playing the pivot, t a 9-6 mark.
For Coach Bob Connell’s team,
Hopkins players, practiced in getting the ball into the big man, had Wehmeyer, Hubby Harrington and
Jim Overbeek took point honors
trouble doing so.
But in the second half, the de- with 13. Other scorers were; Ted
fense around Doorlag somewhat Walters, 8; Ron Dorgelo, 6; Dave

TWO PLACES TO

TOUR HOSTSj
PAUL AND EDNA VAN RAALTE

Muskegon

• . .

4

14 20 10 48
FG FT PF TP

Slewart, f ......... .

final horn.

all of Hopkins' foul shots.

0

....... .

Totals

Hopkins ended with 25 bas- day night.
kets in 76 shots for 33 percent. After trailing most of the game,
Unity did better and made 20 out Holland had a three - point lead
with two minutes remaining. The
of 55 shots for 36 percent.
Glasshower pumped seven bas- Little Reds took two shots from
kets and five free shots for 19 the floor in that time and clicked
on both of them.
points.
His final two foul shots, scored Muskegon held quarter leads of
in the final 25 seconds, put the 1M1, 27-22 and 37-36 before the
game out of reach for the Crusad- Little Dutch caught up near the
ers and gave him a total of 10 end of the fourth quarter. Then
charity tosses in 11 tries. He came Graves' 18 • footer and the

the period before connectingfor

RESTAURANT

Teusink, g

5-16.

tneir first and only basket after
seven minutes of play. It was 12-7
at the period's end.
Paced by Dave Klaver and Ron
Weener with their outcourt shooting, the Dutch soon jumpea to
19-9 lead after three minutes of
play. Sohut hit two of his patented
jump shots in the second period

Uaib fiaalisiL

center

3

2
6

Plagenhoef. g .....
Tornovish. g ......
Rice, f ..........

Nipped, 53-52

league, Norm

home and

2
3

Holland Reserves

Schut, to just 10 points.
Another big facto, in the Dutch
victory was their domination of
both backboards. Christian's Warren Otte and Cal Klaasen had little difficulty in sweeping the
boards for the Dutch and also set
up several easy layup shots.
The first quarter was a slow
moving affair with' the count knotted at 4-1 midway in the period.
The Dutch started to find the
range at this point and took
lead which they never relinquished. Hudsonville hit five fouls in

at

FG FT PF TP
3 9 0 15

HUbink, f .......
Overway, f ..........
Aye. c ...........

with-in one-point 44-43 with a' hasket with 1:31 left. Holland began to
stall ami the Big Reds moving out
of the zone in an attempt to get
the ball fouled Les Overway and
Although Hilbink led HoUand Tornovish, who both missed free
followed with 40 seconds to go by
Dekkinga’to make it 58-56 before with 15 and Aye added 12. it was shots.
Log Plagenhoef who sparked HolDoorlag's last two free shots.
But with 10 seconds left, PlagcnIn the first quarter neither team land in the late stages of the hoef stepped to the line and put
cjuld hit as the winner tried 25 game. Muskegon, behind 39-31 at the Dutch out of reach with a
times and sank four and Unity 21 the start of the fourth quarter, pair of chanty tosses. Muskegon
times with two buckets. Hopkins pumped seven points and drew got in one more shot and Hilbink
within a point, 39-38 with 5:01 to
led 10-8 at the quarter.
was fouled taking the baU down
Aided by seven out of eight free go.
and scored the final two free shots
Plagenhoefpopped a bucket at after the game ended.
shots and six of 13 shots in the
second period. HudsonvilleUnity 4:37, HoUand's first point of the
Muskegon started with a mangrabbed a 27-23 halftime lead.
for-man defense but changed to a
But the Blue Devils took over
zone when Holland went through
in the third period, making 10 out
them in the first quarter for a
of 22 shots, including five out of
15-5 lead.
seven by Doorlag and ended with
Overway had six points in the
21 points while Unity lads were
first quarter and Hilbink four
just as hot but didn't get as many
while Stewart had all of Muskechances (15) and made seven to
gon’s tallies. Muskegon crept up
make the third period score 44-41.
in the second quarter as Holland
MUSKEGON
(Special)
A
oneThe pattern for the canto was set
made several bad passes and
In the first 20 seconds as both hand push shot with eight seconds made mechanical errors and the
left
by
Bob
Graves
gave
the
Musteams scored.
Big Reds outscorcd the Dutch, 13
In the final quarter the winners kegon reserves a 53 - 52 decision to seven to whittle the lead to 22sank six for 19 and Hudsonville, over Holland's Little Dutch Satur- 12 at halftime.

Tuls'

ENJOY GOOD FOOD

big 6'5"

out of 27

The win was Holland's fourth
against 11 defeats.
Box score:
Holland (43)

through 34 points, the best

Maroons were called upon to crack
a zone defense, and it was done
handily on both occasions. Hudsonvilleused a 2-1-2 defense, and
the locals completely puncturedit
by working through as well as
shooting over it. By midway in
the third stanza, Coach Roy Ger-

Kenewa

The Dutch made 20
free shots.

week.

Combining a superb defense with
some good shooting,Holland Christa n's cage squad breezed to the
class B district championshipSaturday night by downing Hucteonville, 55-28. A sellout crowd of
2,600 fans watched the Dutch
make easy work of the Eagles to
advance to the regionals which begin here Tuesday night.
The championshipwas the first
the Dutch had taken in the last
three years, although they had
won five straight previous to that
time. Christian's wan also came
by w$y of revenge for a defeat
penned on them by Hudsonville in
the district finals two years ago.
For the second successive tour-

in the

cautious basketball.

Never before in Weiss’ 22 years

of coaching Holland teams hgd he
ever used a zone defense through
the entire game. And the defense,
well-executed by his team determined to win this last contest for
t
For the other, Hudsonville Unity Weiss, stopped the Muskegon driving game cold.
Christian,it was only the satisfacThe Big Reds were forced to
tion of knowing that in defeat,
shoot
over the zone and didn't
they had'Vlayedtheir best ball of
get too many good chances. Only
the season.
Bob Stewart, who was hitting
It was, a corker of a ball game,
probably onq of the fastest seen everythinghe threw, made any
here all season and with the spice kind of a dent in the Holland deof the tournament added, it was fense. He ended with 11 baskets
and- three free shots for 25 points.
full of thrills.
The biggest thrill was watching Weiss expects to use the same
a well-coordinated big blond who defense against Baltic Creek Tuesmay come to Hope College, Don day night in the regionals at
Doorlag, manipulate around the Portage. He figuresthis is the only
way to stop the Bearcats and their
basket.

To 55-28 Victory

nament game. Coach Art

only field goals Holland made fn
the last quarter aa they played

Coach

Fred Weiss, concluding his final
regular season's game as Holland
High mentor, reached deep into
In 60-56 HiriUer
a bag of basketball tricks and
Both teams took off like a coucame out with one which stopped
ple of race horses and tore up
and down the Civic Center court Muskegon here Saturday, 48-13 at
for four quarters Saturday night Central Campus gym.
before one of them, Hopkins, won
Tlie trick was a zone defense.

Prance

to

MUSKEGON (Special) -

C District Title

Maroons Crack
Zone

Dutch Zone Stops Muskegon

Hopkms Grabs

Christian
Easily

CITY fjEWS, THURSDAY, MARCH 14, 1957
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Maroons Break

StJoesPress
To Win,

65-53

Holland Christian’s fired • up
cage outfit moved into the second
round of regional play on the Civic

Center court Tuesday night by
whipping the St Joe Bears, 65-53
before 2,300 screaming fans.
Christian now takes on potent
Allegan in the 7 p.m. game on
Thursday in another
tourney

B

doubleheader.

VISITS HOLLAND

—

CHURCH SCHOOL WING NEARING COM-

congregation, the new wing provides an "over-

PLETION — Almost overshadowingthe original
church building to which it is attached in this
new educationalwing nearing completion at
the Overisel Reformed Church. Being financed
through special offerings from members of the

flow room" for the main sanctuary, a pastor's
'

Joseph A. Moynlhon, Jr, of Detroit,

Beaverdam

the fourth period,and Holland iced
the win in a hujry.
The Hollanders were leading 4741 when the Bears went into their
pressing tactics.They narrowed
the count to 48-45. before the Dutch
started driving through the press
for easy layups. Within three
minutes' time, the count stood 62SporU Splinters
49, and it was all over but the
»•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••»
shouting.

and Sunday

School classrooms.The
building was started about a year ago and dedication ceremonies are tentativelyset for early
May. The Rev. Charles Greving is pastor.

study,

candidate for state supreme court justicein the April 1 election,

was in the Holland area tt> meet folks Tuesday after appearing
at the noon Lions Club meeting. Moynihan stopped at The
Sentinel and found time to look over the new press (above)
that is beina installed. Later he went to Grand Haven and then
on to Grand
(Sentinel photo)

Christian'swin was a convincing
one as they opened up a 15-point
lead in the final minutes of the
contest The Dutch actually turned the game Into a near runaway
in the closing portion of the tilt
as they broke through the Bears’
favorite weapon — the full court
press,. St. Joe found the Maroons
ready and waiting for the press in

GRANDSTANDING

•

i

Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Huyser attended the funeral rites of their
The Maroon’s key to the hard
By Randy Vande* Water
brother-in-law.William Lewis, of
Memo to Joe Moran: Why not
fought win had to be in their tremendous desire for a win and the
Chicago.Services were held in add wrestling to the Holland High
REASON TO BE HAPFY — Chuck Looman, one of Holland’s alldefense designed by Coach Art
Grand Rapids at the Van’t Hof athleticprogram?
time star bowlers who rolled his last 300 game six years ago, just
Tuls for Jason Harness and Dave
It is the fastest growing sport In
Funeral Home last Wednesday afmissed another perfect game last week by one pin. Looman, who
Michigan and several schools in
Dase, the two big guns for the
once rolled an 800 series, has bowled seven perfect games in his
ternoon.
the area have successful teams inBea.'s. Although Warren Otte and
career. He had nine strikes in a row in his latest effort and the
The ladies aid served dinner last cluding Allegan, East Grand
Ned Joldersma on Harness and
first ball of the 10th frame was a good "Brooklyn”but the six pin
week Tuesday in Allendale Town Rapids. Kalamazoo. Portage and
Cal Klaasen on Dase did great inremainedstanding. Looman picked up the six pin for a spare and
Hal] to about 60 members of the Niles. Grand Haven is considering
dividual jobs, it was the team effollowed it with a strike for a 279 game, highest single game rolled
Holstein - Friesian Association.
fort which really turned the trick.
it for next fall’s sports program.
this season. This game, plus games of 201 and 228 gave Looman a
Mrs. Jake Hop is staying with
Particularly effective for the
Harness always had a man in
The little fellow gets a chance
708 series. This Is the top mark of the year. Walt Wlodarczyk,
her grandchildren, the sons of Mr.
Lenten season was the program
to meet someone of comparable
front and behind him to keep him
and Mrs. Bill Kok in Grand Rapids size in wrestling and some of those
Floyd Johnson and Jake Boersema topped the total during the past
from getting the ball for a decent
presented before the Woman’s Litfor ten days while they are making
two
(Sentinel photo)
Lions
Club
out of proportion guys also get an
shot
The
defense was so designerary Club Tuesday afternoon by
a trip to Texas.
opportunity to compefe.
ed also that the Dutch invariably
the Rev. and Mrs. John 0. Hagans
The Mission Society met WedWrestling coaches point out the
had a rebounderin front of HarEtatamma Chapter
nesday
afternoon
in
the
chapel.
who visitedthe Holy Land during
ness to keep him from tipping.
sport teaches the importance of
Mrs.
John
Bohl was in charge of
a five-week tour of the Mideast
When it was all over. Harness had Has Pizza Party
self-confidenceand self-reliability
mission topic and the devotions.
perhaps more than some of the
13 and Dase just four.
just a year ago arranged by First
Mrs.
Frank
De
Boer,
Sr.,
conductA panel discussion on the topic
The Eta Gamma Chapter of Beta
team
sports, where if one boy fails
Christian also had control of the
Methodist Church.
"What Is the Current Farm Situa- ed the Bible study. Mrs. Jake somebody else can pick up.
boards with Klaasen, Otte, Dave Sigma Phi held a pizza party Sat- Will
Softer,
Hop served refreshments.
Mrs. .Hagans, accompanied by
tion” highlighted the program at
High school and college wrestKlaver and Joldersma doing yoe- urday evening at the home of Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Len De Jonge acAnn Bloodgoodof Hope College,
men work. In the back court it
the regular meeting of the Lions companied some friends from St. ling is a strictly follow the rules
and Mrs. John R. Du Mez. The
set the scene for the program by
was the fine work of Herm Tuls
Club
Tuesday
noon
in the Warm Joseph to Florida. They left Fri- deal and its notHing like the monsinging the beautiful “I Walked
City
and Roger Mulder that kept the decorations were carried out in
BUI Bocks
day and expect to visit with Mrs. key-b u s i n e s s of professional
Today Where Jesus W a 1 k e d,” Friend Tavern.
rassling."
Bears in plenty of trouble. Again the Italian theme with lanterns,
• . . lets team select starters
On
the panel were Neil Andre, De Jonge’s sisters near JacksonO'Hara, after which her husband
Bill Bocks, former Holland High Tuls substitutedfreely, and It candles and crepe paper. Games
Lake Michigan water, soon to
gave the commentary on color dairy farmer from Jenison; Henry ville.
John Clevenger of Niles, who has and Hope College athlete, who won paid off for the Maroons in the were played with prizes going to flow exclusively from Holland
Geerlings,
poultryman
from
ZeeA
large
number
of
women
met
slides which the couple had taken
land; Hilbert Holleman, Farm Friday afternoon in the Reformed been officiatingfor 34 years in- the Al-Van League championship stretch drive. Jim Meurer en- Marty Barth, Mrs. Alvin Van faucets. Is a lot softer tnan what
on their tour.
cluding many treks to Holland, in his first year of basketball tered in the second quarter and
Besides pictures of the Holy Bureau representativefrom church. Mrs. LawTence De Vries
adds this story about Ed Burton, coaching,lets the team vote on threw in two timely baskets to Dyke, Mrs. Donald Hogue. Mrs. the city has been used to, but
was
in
charge
of
devotions.
Mrs.
Jamestown
and
Peter
Van
Eyck.
Land which included the Mount of
the Muskegon Heights star.
aid the Dutch cause.
Howard Poll, Mrs. Hugh Overholt still falls in the "medium hard”
who should start each game.
A.
De
Young
was
the
speaker.
Farmer’s
Union
representative
Olives, tombs, gardens, the Dead
"Burton took a rebound and pinThe first quarter was pretty and Mrs. Bernard Decker.
Bocks reports the choice of the
category, Board of Public Works
Sea, Jericho,Nazareth, the Sea of from Holland. Richard Machiele, She chase for her theme "Securned the ball on the right side of players has always coincided with much all St. Joe as the Bears
Galilee, the J o r d a n river, and Ottawa County AgriculturalAgent, ity in Christ Jesus.” Mrs. Harold
Homemade pizza was served by Superintendent Guy E. Bell said
Heihn and Mrs. Cyrene Huyser the backboardwith his right hand, his ideas and feels the method has broke a 6-6 tie and held a 14-6
what is believed to be the Mount was moderator.
Tuesday.
lead at one stxge in the period. oo-hostessesMrs. Charles Armsang "Dear to the Heart of the took the ball off the board with hfs brought
,
Panelists
discussed
the
farm
proof Transfiguration, Rev. Hagans
The well water previously used
strong, Mrs. Louis Brunner, Mrs.
Shepherd."
The
special
music
from
left
and
passed
off,"
Clevenger
The
only
boy
who
didn’t
score
was
Martin
has
a
12-2
conference
realso showed pictures of the ruins blems as each saw them and preHarness. Klaver started to con- Franklin Bronson and Mrs. Du by the city was "so hard it goes
cord and 13-4 overall.
of Rome and Athens, the pyramids sented apparent solutionsafter the Vriesland church was by Mrs. said.
Clevengeris slated for work in
nect and the Dutch whittled the Mez. Special guests for the even- beyond the scale,” Bell said, so
and Sphinx in Cairo, Lourdes and which questions on national,state Bazuin and Mrs. Van Bronkhorst
ing were new rushees and hus- by comparisonthe lake water will
Warren Spragg. all-MIAA guard margin to 16-11 at the horn.
and local agricultural problems who sang "Have You Been in the the state prep tourney finals again
other attractions.
Garden With Jesus.” Mrs. De this year.
at HillsdaleCollege, has signed to
St Joe, with the help of some bands, Mr. and Mrs. Bernard seem quite soft.
He compared the exact mathe- were explained.
On the scale, lake water rates K
play professionalfootballwith the fine shooting by sophomore Bob fiecker, Mr. and Mrs. Morris Wittematics of the pyramids with the Rudolph Mattson, Lion presi- Jonge closed the meeting with
Stan Albeck, Adrian College Las Angeles Rams. Spragg was Koch, managed to hold a four veen, Mr. and Mrs. Conrad Boeve. 8% grains of hardnessas opposed
temple ruins in Athens where there dent, was in charge of the meet- prayer. The offering was divided
to the whopping 25 to 28 grains
is no uniformity of pillars, yet ap- ing. Announcement was made of between the Children’s Retreat basketball coach, is a 1955 grad- the 15th draft choice of the Rams. point lead throughout much ofc the Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Raess and
chalked up to the well water, acpears as perfect symmetricalbal- the annual banquet on March 26 program and the World Home uate of Bradley University. He
period, but the Bears never got Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Severson.
Others attending were Mr. and cording to Bell.
was named to the all-NCAA westance from a distance. "In God's which w’ill honor basketball play- Bible League.
Herk Buter and Lee Telfer of out of reach. Christian had seven
Water doesn't get into th^ really
Mr. and Mrs. Shourd Elenbaas ern regional team in the 1955 tour- Kalamazoo. Nels Volz of Muske- men scoring in the period to trail Mrs. Louis Brunner, Mr. and rMs.
great wisdom, he created a world ers from Hope College, Holland
from Coopersvilie callec. on Mr. nament
Charles Armstrong, Mr. and Mrs. "soft" category until it reaches
of infinite variety in which no two High and Holland Christian.
gon and Danny Nameth of Grand at halftime 29-28.
and Mrs. Leslie Bekins on Thursblades of grass are alike, plus a
Albeck, who coached the fresh- Rapids will officiatethe regional
After Harness connected on a Marty Barth, Mr. and Mrs. Frank- five grains or less, a figure npt
R. O De Weerd reported on the ,
. . r>
lin Bronson. Mr. and Mrs. Donald usually found in the Holland area
spirit which gives life and eternal
man
at
Michigan
State
a
year
ago,
basketball
tournament
here
next
layup
to start the second half, the
coming Lions Sport Show
beauty.” He added he much pre- said that ticket sales are well of Caledonia caleld on them on will have his Adrian five in the week. Buter. ex-Hope College bas- Dutch began to move and grabbed Hogue, Mr. and Mrs. William Kie- without a commercial water softferred the temple ruins at Athens ahead of last year. Harvey Barkel Wednesday.
NAIA team in Kansas City next ketball center, formerly lived in a 33-31 lead in a hurry. The count fer, Mr. and Mrs. George Lievense, ener.
Peter Mondeel, a middler
to the cold calculated mathemat- announced the Lions State Bowlweek.
Holland.
was tied three more times,, but it Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Overholt, Mr. Out in the suburbs, where water
W e st e r n Theological Seminary,
ics of the pyramids.
was obvious that the tempo of and Mrs. Howard Poll, Mr. and comes from individualwells, Bell
ing Tournament to be held April
conducted the service in the ReMrs. O. M. Roith, Mr. and Mrs. says it ranges all the way from
A highlight of their visit to 27 in Port Huron.
the tilt was swinging to the Dutch.
formed church Sunday. The choir Junior League Presents
five to 28 grains,depending on the
Cairo was a visit with Dr. and
Finally the locals opened up a Robert Turschman, Mr. and Mrs.
.Several Lions were presented
Robert Van Dyke and Mr. and well.
Mrs. John Hollenbach of Hope awards for obtaining new mem- sang "Follow. I Will Follow Thee,
four point bulge and, by the quarMy Lord." Rev. Harold Lenters, Apparatus to Hospital
Commercial softeners will bring
College who were on a two-year
Mrs. Alvin Van Dyke.
Ben Petrolje of East Holland ter. led 45-39.
bers for the organization. Ray the pastor, was unable to take
leave at the American University
The .next cultural meeting will the hardness down to 0-5 grains,
Christian
went
out
ahead
47-39
Dangremond
led
devotions and charge of the services because of
Junior Welfare League, through : was a visitor at the home of Mr.
in Cairo. Rev. Hagans characterbe held Monday at the home of resulting in "soft” water which
Frank Fleischer,Lion Tamer, con- illness.
the hospital’s Gifts and Bequests and Mrs. Harry Schamper last before Coach Ray Haak gave the Mrs. William Kiefer.
ized the Hollenbachs as the finest
can be felt, accordingto distriducted group singing with John
word
on
the
long
awaited
press.
Dr. Miner Stegenga of Holland fund, has donated a Van Slyke week.
of "ambassadors” America could
butors.
Swieringaat the organ.
It caught the Dutch just momenwill be in charge of the service
send to another continent
One thing the lake water doesn't
The Home Economics club met tarily as the Bears narrowed the Mother’s Club Hears Talk
Visitors at the meeting included tonight at 8 for Prayer Day for Apparatus to Holland Hospital in
In the Holy Land, Rev. Hagans
have that the well water had
memory of Mrs. George E. Smith, at the home of Mrs. Richard gap to just three points. But from
spoke feelingly of the suffering in A1 GeerlingsJim Valkema. Bill Crops and Industry.
plenty of is iron content, Bell said.
On Beauty and Charm
Marvin Huyser was the sponsor Jr., the former Lela Vandenberg. Diemer Tuesday evening. The les- this point on, the locals caught
the refugee camps in Jordan where Wanrooy of Kalamazoo. George
"The iron content in lake water
Haverdink,
Gordon
Brown,
Elhel
fire
and
won
going
away
in the Christian Endeavor and Mrs. Smith, prior to her death in son topic was "Drapes and Curpersons are kept alive on 13%
The Montello Park Mothers’ Gub won’t be so high," Bell noted, "and
Shooting percentageswere not
tains” and was brought to the
cents a day provided by the UN. Watt, Republican candidate for catechism meeting held Sunday
held its monthly meeting in the there was a lot of iron in the
1956, was an active member of the
He spoke highly of the Arabs and Regent Univefcityof Michigan, afternoon for the young people.
class by Mrs. Horace Maatman good for either team. The locals school gym Monday night. Mrs. well water."
The consistory meeting which local organization.
devoted a good share of his talk Frank Merriman, Republican canand Mrs. Bill Brady. They de- hit 22 out of*72 tries for a 30 per- Alice Riksen, president,opened the
Calcium and calcium products
to his pleasant associationswith didate for member of the State was to be held Monday night is
A Van Slyke Apparatus is a scribed differentwindow treat- cent mark and St Joe had 21 out meeting and Mrs. Thelma Terps- are the main contributors to the
Board of Agriculture and Joseph postponedfor a week until Monof 76 for a 27 percent average. At
those people.
ma gave devotions.
hardnessof the lake water, Bell
device used to determine the ments and gave many practical
the foul lane, the Maroons collecRev. Hagans closed with a brief A. Moynihan, candidate for Jus- day night. March 18.
Committees were named for the said.
severity of diabeticcoma. In keep- suggestions for the right drapes
tic'*
of
the
Supreme
Court
A
song
fest
will
be
held
Friday
ted
on
21
out
of
36
and
St
Joe
had
Linten message. "If you have seen
fashion show to be held in April
ing with Junior League’s policy and curtains for the differentsize
evening. March 15, in the South
11 out of 20.
the place where Jesus was bom
in the Montello Park School gym.
Holland residents may have to
to
further child welfare, the windows, and stated that an overBlendon Reformed church. This is
Three boys hit double figures General chairman.Mrs. Alice Rik- put up with some rusty water
lived, died and rose victorious
Eagle Scout Presented
machine can also be used to deter- all picture of the entire room
a Hope College League project of
over the grave, then you know that
for the Dutch with Klaver and sen; co-chairman. Mrs. Caroline
again this week
mine the amount of dehydration should be visualized before purthe Zeeland classis and is held anJesus loves you very much. Wheth Court of Honor Award
chasing curtains and drapes. Roll Tuls tied with 14 apiece, follow- Schrotenboer;decorations, Mrs.
Board of Public Works Superinthat
has
occurred
in
young
nually. The program features a
er you are Moslem or American,
call was answered by "A place I ed by Klaasen with 13. Don Burton Pauline Tague; tickets, Mrs. tendent Guy E. Bell said the
patients.
you cannot help but feel the spirit A Good Citizenship medal from musical home - talent number by
led the losers with 14, followed by Betty Neff; refreshments.Mrs.
pipeline will be shut down for a
A regular meeting of Junior Wel- would like to visit.” Hostesses
and love of Christianity in your the National Headquartersof the each of the churches of the classGeorgiana Garvelink;posters. week starting Friday and well
were
Mrs.
Ed.
Styf, Jr., and Mrs. Harness with 13.
fare league was held Tuesday eveheart.”
Veterans of Foreign Wars was is.
So Christian, which had lost Mrs. Thelma Terpsma; advertis- water will again be used.
Diemer.
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Van Nieu- ning in the Woman’s Literary Club
Mrs. Alivn D. Bos. president, an- presentedto Eagle Scout Dick
twice during the season to the ing. Mrs. Betty Van Liere; cleanWord
was
received
here
by
Bell said that it is possible the
nounced a public affairs meeting Vukin Troop 42 at the Co u r t of wenhuizen from Pipestone. Minn., house.
friends of the death of Herbert G. Bears, again proved how tough it up, Mrs. Darlene Bowen; seating switch over will result in some
Tuesday, March 19. at 1 p.m. with Honor meeting in L a k e v i e w were visitors with Rev. and Mrs.
Mingo, better known as "Big Elk”, is to beat a team three times in a Mrs. Fran Hoek; and wardrobe rusty water from the wells.
Harold Lenters and children last
Mrs. Albert Koeze of Grand School Monday evening.
Mrs. Louise Lugers.
an Indian herb doctor who died at single season.
During the change the remainRapids, vice chairman of the ReThe medal was presented to week.
After the business meeting two
his home near Stanwood at the
ing paint work will be done on the
Special music in the Sunday evepublican State Central Committee, Vukin by Commander Martin Hole
numbers
were
sung
by
the
Harage of 106 years. He was the last
pipes at the filtration plant near
$100 Fine and 30 Days
speaking on "Women in Govern- of the local VFW Post 2144 and ning service was presented by
manotes. the Misses Sandy
o f 12 generationsof herbalists
Tunnel Park.
Mrs.
William
Roeters
and
Mrs.
ment.” The ’regularmeeting next Senior Vice Commandei Ben
Schaap. Betty Lieuwen. Sally
and was the son of a Pequot On Drank Driving Count
Bell said once this work is comweek will feature a book review Cuperus. Following the presenta- Petroelje.They sang "He Paid the
Houtman, and Phyllis Smith.
Chief. He had practiced medicine
pleted the city will go back to
by Mrs. Leroy V. Walcott of Grand tion, specialguests and new scouts Debt for Me." and "With My SavGRAND HAVEN (Special) - Mrs. Julie Schaap gave a talk using all lake water. All the mains
since his youth and gathered and
and their familieswere introduced ior in the Shadows.”
. lUiPMs*
prepared his own herbs. He tra- Grand Haven township Justice on charm and make-up and dem- will be flushed out this spring and
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey De Boer
by ScoutmasterJim Wojahn. He
veled widely and was an interest- Lawrence DeWitt Tuesday morn- onstrated various hair styles.
that should put a finish to msty
also awarded the rank of Tender- and son from Forest Grove and
ing conversationalist.
He was bur- ing sentencedJames Edward The program was in charge of water, Bell said.
Hearing on Estate Case
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ray
Knap
and
chilfoot to Mike Tabler, Rusty KempMrs.
Bertha
Alfiere,
Mrs.
Alice
Buggie, 33, 9372 Lake Shore Drive,
ied at White Cloud.
dren from Holland were Sunday
ker and Max Wiersma.
Set in Grand Haven
Mrs. Andrew Lohman and Arlene West Olive, to pay 1100 fine, J4.90 Bakker, and Mrs. Helen Bosma.
Committeeman Lee Doolittle visitors with Mr. and Mrs. Marvin
Refreshments were served by
of Hamilton and Mrs. Bob Ver costs plus 30 days in jail after he
GRAND HAVEN (Special) - presentedthe second class rank Knap. Harvey and Donna.
pleaded guilty to a charge of reck- Mrs. Bea Shashaguay.Mrs. CaroPlank
and
Karen
and
Kevin
of
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Berghorst of
Circuit Judge Raymond L. Smith to Bruce De Free. First class rank
Zeeland visited Mrs. Jack Nieboer less driving. It the fine and costa line Schrotenboerand Mrs. Alice The Zeeland Area Centennial
hu signed an order appointingOld was given to John Schmidt by Zeeland and Mrs. Ann Lookerse
Wednesday afternoon.
are not paid, Buggie will be re- Riksen.
Rally will be at the First Christion
and Jennie Brink were Wednesday
Kent Bank and Michigan Trust Co., Committeeman Charles Wojahn.
A
grdup
of
relatives
gathered
at
quired to serve an additional 45
Reformed Church of Zeeland
afternoon
visitors
with
Mr.
and
Troop
Committee
chairman
of Grand Rapids guardian ad
the town hall Wednesday evening days.
TTiursday evening. Rev. Arnold
Police Request Help
litem for eight grandchildren in Henry L e m s o n introducedthe Mrs. Lawrence De Vries.
to hold a shower for Mr. and Mrs.
Buggie was arrested by state
Brink will be speaker.
The CentennialRally will be
the estate of Paul A. Johnson, Sr., Scout officials of the troop after
Howard Bauwman, who recently police in Port Sheldon township In Stoppini Thefts
The Melody Four wiU present r
held
Thursday
evening
March
14
the
opening
flag
ceremony.
Relocal industrialist who died Nov.
lost their bam and contents in a March 10 after he turned off the
sacred concert in the local church
ports were read and projects out- in the First Christian Reformed
27, 19d6.
A
rash of stolen hubcaps and
Lake Shore Road onto Stanton
fir:.
on March 22.
church at 7:45. Rev. Arnold Brink
A hearing is scheduled March 18 lined.
tires from oars today brought a
Road in an attempt to get away
Mrs. Lawrence Klynstra enterwill
speak
on
the
topic
"In
the
Explorer
advisor
Nick
Vukin
In Probate Court on a compromise
request from Police Chief Jacob
from the officers. In the process,
tained
at a surpriseshower on
Httfcment or adjustment which presented merit badges to Chuck Midst of the Years." Special muVan Hoff for assistance from local
Allegan Democratic
he failed to make the cipve and
February 27 at her home, for Miss
has been agreed to by all persons Menning, Bob Bonnette, Alan sic will be presented.
citizens.
AVIATION
CADET
David L.
knocked down four mail boxes
The annual Prayer day service
Women Plan Event
having interests or claims. This Brinkman. Harold K r u i t h o f,
In the last few day* more than Elte Kars ten, bride • elect of JohnBoerighter,son of Mr. and
alongside
the
road.
Richard
Vukin,
Billy
N
y
1 a n d, for Crops and Industry will be
agreement lists 40 percent of the
a dozen hubcaps and at least four Jr., Klynstra.
Mrs. Edward Boerighter, 823
ALLEGAN (Special)— - All womestate outright to the widow. After Stephen Egger and Larry Wiers- held tonight at 7:30. The pastor
complete tires and wheels have A large number attended the
Bertsch Drn is presently enen of Allegan County are Invited
wedding in the church on March
payment of all inheritancetax and ma. A Scout Lifeguard award was will speak on the theme "The
been stolen from cars.
rolled in the Primary Basic
to attend a Democratic Women’s Fined on Two Counts
prayer of Agur.”
other taxes, the balance is to be presented to young Vukin by the
The
oars were parked near 1, of Miss Alice Zuverink, daughGRAND
HAVEN
(Special)
Navigator
Course
at Harlingen
Day. Saturday. March 16, in KalaScoutmasterand the rank of Exter of Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Zuvedistributed in equal shares to the
Air Force Base, Harlingen,
mazoo at the Knights of Columbus Eugene H. Torrance,20, route 1, schools,downtown garages and at rink and Roger Stowie of Drenthe.
plorer Apprentice presented by
The Hope College Chapter of the
six children.
Industrialplants. No one specific
Grand
Haven,
pleaded
guilty
to
Tex.
Upon
completion
of
this
Building, beginning at 10 a.m.
Rev Van Gronigen performed the
Johnson’s will dated April 18, Gerald Witteveen, assistant honorary fraternity of National
training he will be commisMarie Louise Boos, 4th district two charges before Justice Law- area was hit more 'than another, ceremony.
Scoutmaster.
1927, appointed Michigan Trust Co
Collegiate Players has announced
sioned a second lieutenant, state central committeewoman rence De Witt Tuesday night. On Van Hoff said.
(now Old Kent Bank and MichiHe asked residentsto immediate- Mrs. Louise Gahan and daughthe acceptanceof five new memawarded his silver wings snd
.irom Saugatuck,chairman of the a charge of speeding 90' miles an
gan Trust Co., of Grand Rapids) Marriage Licenses
ly
call the police station if they ters, Ginny and Diane, and Mrs.
bers: Marianne Hageman, junior
be assigned to the new all-jet
day, announced that an extensive hour, he paid 890 fine and 84.90
Gerrit Ten Broeke moved to their
and Alvin E. Jacobson,trustees
Ottawa County
from Millstone,N. J.; Aileen McAir Force. The Navigator political and social program is costs plus three days in jail, am spot any suspicious can in their new home in Grand Rapid* last
and executors of his estate.
neighborhoods
or
loitering
persons.
Charles RoricJc, 24, Kalamazoo, Goldrick,junior, Fennville;Zoe
on
a
charge
of
driving
with
no
planned.
Course takes 42 weeks.
Van Hoff urged persons not to week. Mr. and Mrs. Peter Kalzer
and Nancy Moran, 19, HoBand; Gideon, junior from Kalamazoo;
Discussionsof state education, operator’s license,he paid 85 fine
world’a largest dam is Fort James Nelson Stuit, 21, and Suz- Adelbert Farnsworth,junior.Wayinvestigatefirst but to call police and family moved into the home
and
84.30
costs.
He
was
arrested
highway
and
financial
problems
A hippopotamus may weigfi up
the state of Montana. It anne Curtis, 26, both of Spring land and Myron Brummel, senior, to three tons and have skin two and getting - out • the • vote by state police at 2:35 a.m. March headquartersand let the officers which they purchased of Mrs.
Louise Gahan.
123,628,288cubic yards.
7 on US-31 in Holland township, do the checking.
Lake.
will be highlights.
Grand Rapids.
inches thick.
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Harrington, Lakeview Districts Shun Straw
Vhe

*

North Holland,

proposed consolidationof 15

school districts outside Holland in*
single districtwith its own
high school facilitiesreceived a
severe jolt Thursday night when
residents of Harringtonand Lakeview school districts refused even
to cast a straw vote on their feelto

Vote

14, 1957

a

DAR Has

Buursma Stuck

Illustrated Talk

On Michigan Resources

Noordeloos Cast
Undecisive Vote

With Hope Varsity

Choosing as his subject, "This sources not only include animals
Both Debt-Free;
Michigan."Walter F. Van Dien for hunting which today is 'recreaJun
over a start- addressed the Elizabeth Schuyler tion, but also insects.
This is in direct contrast to utoat
Hesitate Paying
Human conservation, Mr. Van
transpired at previous meetings ing berth on the Hope College Hamilton chapter, Daughters of
For Others’ Schools
with school districts north and varsity basketballteam in the mid- the American Revolution, Thurs- Dien stated, has brought a sharp
east of the city at which residents dle of his freshman year, refused day afternoon in the home of Mrs. decline in hunting fatalities
voted overwhelmingly on straw to be budged from it this year Martha Robbins.
through the Hunter Safety Train- Noordeloos and North Holland,
ballots in favor of consolidation.
ing program. Michigan is the only a couple of unique school districts
Mr.
Van
Dien
defined
conservaand appears pretty solid as a
An address by Clarence Jalving Dutch starter for the next couple tion as the “wise management and state to sponsor teacher training in that they don’t owe a dime,
and comments from the floor by
use of our natural resources.’’In in conservation.
of years.
demonstrated Friday night they
Peter Boter highlighted the meetIn closing, the speaker said
Buursma, featuring the long one speaking of water resources, the
aren't so sure they care to join the
ing, which was called to present
hand jump shot, fit right Into speaker said that Michigan has Michigan is the most popular
to the people the resultsof a citimore miles of inland lake shore state for the outdoors — her out- ranks of the indebted.
The majority of both school diszens's study committee from Park
line than any other state. With door facilities make her the lead• and Holland townships.
abundant water, the problem is ing state. After his talk, he show- tricts cast straw ballots marked
Jalving, a representative on the
ed color films on the natural "undecided’’ when their feelings
management.
32 - member Citizens'Annexation
were polled on consolidatingwith
Detroit is the largest single beauty of the state.
Advisory Committee and chairmanufacturerin the United States The meeting opened with the 13 other districts into a single disman of its newly - formed steerand her salt mines the largest customary Pledge of Allegiance trict with its own high school faing committee, asked the audience
single deposit anywhere, he said. and singing of the National cilities.
of more than 250 if they, “because
Noordelooscast 29 ballots —13
It was upper Michigan’s copper Anthem. Devotions were led by
of pride,’’want to “turn away
resource that started the industry. Mrs. B. Van Lente who used the undecided, 12 yes and four no.
someone who wants to help us?
Of the norwnetaLlicresources, outdoors as her theme. Mrs. Earl North Holland cast 58 ballots —
He pointed to the present bondMichiganis blessed with sand and Price, regent, presided and Intro- 41 undecided, 13 yes and four no.
ed indebtedness of 51.400,000 in the
Gerrit Van Kampen. presidentof
giavel for the making of cement, duced the speaker.
15 districts and the 1.000
stu
Hostesses for the social hodr North Holland school board,
and
the speaker added that limedent, 51,600,000 high school that is
stone (dolomite) has 767 present were Mrs. Eldon Dick, Mrs. Harry brought up the debt - free situaCREATIVE ART - Work in creative art li being
pupils from Don Rohlck’s room pictured (left to
being discussedin terms of the
Wetter. Mrs. R. Oldenburgerand tion, sayine both districts were inuses.
demonstratedby students of Thomas Jefferson
right) are Ann Van Eenenaam, Chardette
consolidation.Such a school would
terested
in
the
consolidation,
but
On plant resources.Michigan Mrs. C. J. Hand. Pouring at the
Elementa-y
School, the aim of which is to
Stephens, Patricia Vander Kolk, Judy Van Liere
probably not be adequateby 1965
has farming and food, fish life tea table were Mrs. W. F. Kend- were hesitant abut helping some
work in three-dimensionalforms. Seventh grade
and Mary Klaasen.
he said, and he expresesd conof
the
other
districts
pay
for
and forest industries.Animal re- rick and Mrs. T. P. Noble.
cern over the financialsituation of
'their tile floors and gymnathe outlying areas if an addition
siums."
or another school had to be built
The meeting was held in the oldby them then.
fashioned.three - room North HolJalving also assured the people
Give
The Woman's Study Club met in,
Followingthe business meeting
land school Which. Van Kampen
, that, as a banker, he would not
of Bethel chapter, O.E.S. Tuesday
The Rev. Harry Buis preached said, would probably serve for 20 regular session last week Tuesday
buy school bonds from a district
on the following subjects on Sun- more years with only minor addi- evening at the home of Mrs. Dies at
the put matrons and past patrons
with such valuation and such inJun Buursma
day, March 3, "Father, Forgive" tion or improvement changes.
were given special recognition by
At
George
Lam
pen.
Presiding
was
debtedness.
. . . solid starter
and
“Walking With God." The
the worthy matron Mrs. Keith
Walter
Vander
Haar,
chairman
Mrs.
Harvey
Koop
who
also
conHe also urged the audience to Coach Russ De Vette's plans this
John Emil Gutknecht, 44, of 511
Forty - one persons donated Wyngarden and De Witt sisters of the Park and Holland township ducted the business. Mrs. Dorothy Lincoln Ave., died Thursday eve- Landsburg and each was presentthink in terms of the people and
winter after winning the starting
ed a gift. An originalpoem in honsang at the evening service.
study committee which has stud- Wolbcrt. program leader, gave an
living as a community instead of
ning at ButterworthHospital folberth under Coach John Visser blood at a regular clinic in the
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Gerrit
Boss
of ied the consolidation possibilities, informativeand interesting talk
or of the past officerswu comholding animosity toward the City
new Red Cross headquartersat Forest Jrove left on last week told the audience of more than 100 on “Trends in Education,"illu- lowing an extendedillness.
last season.
posed by Mrs. Landsburg and
Council or the Holland Board of
Surviving are the wife, Marian;
The
former Holland Christian 10. and Central' Monday.
Tuesday
for a vacation in Florida. persons that North Holland and stratinga portion of it with slides.
Mrs. Richard Jonthas. Guests
Education.
two sons, Glenn Dale, and Raystar, who was a member of the
Jalving said he personally had
Donors were Donald Japinga. On Thursday,March 14 at 1:30 Noordelooswere two of the dis- Mrs. Leo Locatis conducted a few mond John, both at home; hit were present from Chicago. Restate finalist team in 19M averagp.m. the Ladies' Missionaryand tricts who would have to sacrifice games for the closing numbers of
freshmentswere served by Mrs.
been in favor of complete annexaed
10 points a game this year. Theodore Engel, Vernon Vande Aid Society will hold their 61st in consolidating, but that they the program. Mrs. Koop reminded father,Jacob Gutknechtof Ocala, Richard Barron, Mrs. Nelson Wartion to the city for 20 years, and
Fla.;
two
brothera,
Andrew
of
He started the season with a bang Water, M. Bouwman, Kenneth annual meeting in the church base- would then share in the industrial members of their committee apren and Mrs. Glenn Repp.
pointed out the lack of industry
by hitting seven straight baskets Cook, Joyce Nevenzel, Marinus ment. Mrs. Richard Flaherty of and commercial taxes collectedin pointments for entertaining the Holland and William of Ocala, The Rev. and Mrs. Charlei
in Park township. Township taxes
Fla.; one sister, Mrs. Margaret
Busekros of Kewanee, III, were
Allegan County Federation of Wo- Westcott of Tawas City, Mich.
must bp raised entirely from home in the home opener against Olivet, Donze, Mrs. Edward Oosterbaan, Zeeland will tell about the Bible the rest of the districts.
but then becanr? somewhat erratic
weekend
guests of their daughter
Simon Sybesma, treasurerof men's Gubs which convenes in
and cottage owners, he said. A
Berlin Bosman, Jerry Winter, Rog-' v/ork she and Mr. Flahertydid
Mr. Gutknecht was a member
and ion-in-law Mr. and Mrs. Roy
bond issue for another school or but leveled off to be consistentin er K o h i n g, Donald Schaafsma, during the time they were engag- Park township, lashed out at poli- Hamilton, sometime in May.
of Zion Lutheran Church and has
an addition which would bring the every game in the stretch drive Mrs. Myrtle Spierenberg,Lyle ed in missionary activities in Gray cies of the city of Holland in hospiAt the Heath Township Republi- served in the consistory for sever- Sche uneraan. Rev. Busekros fttltd
indebtedness over 54,000,000 for an to the MIAA co-championship.
can cacus a couple of new names al year.. He worked with
»tth* MettiodUt church
Stein, Harvey Loedeman, Paul Hawk, Kentucky. Mrs. Flaherty tal and water situations.
Buursma'sone - handers are Koets, George Riemersma, James will also show slides. Both the men “Two years ago. when the city were placed as candidates for the
area with a valuation of 527.000,000
Hokman Biscuit Co. for 28 years. Sunday rooming..
would be an “onerousburden," he particularly a threat against a Luff, Jerry Redeker, Henry Van- and women are invited to attend was building their water system spring election ballot. Harvey Im- He was bom in Bolivia, South Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Davis
zone. His popping kept Hope right
this meeting.
said.
to Lake Michigan, the township mink was placed in nomination America to Mr. and Mrs. Jacob of Battle Creek and their daughder Wal, Alvin Dozeman.
Boter said he found a contradic- in the thick of several games, ester, Delores of Kalamazoo were
George Keen, George Wesseling, The King’s Daughters met on worked with the city in , giving for supervisor, replacingHarry Gutknecht.
tion in the eight - page township pecially the Kalamazoo contest Kenneth Robber t, Andrew Boerig- Monday, Feb. 25 at 7:30 p.m. in them permission to cross our air- Hulsman who recently resigned
entertained Sunday by Mr. and
report At one place, he said, the here.
Mrs. Arthur Sanford. Miss Davis
ter, Henry Holtgeerts, Louis Rob- the church basement with Judy port. We could have held them up that position. Ben Rankeus and
Often times this year BuursNorth Holland Farm
report advises bonding in excess
and Norman Sanford art planning
bert, Harvey Geerlings, Don R. Nagelkirkand Arloa Brinks serv- by six months to a year by re- Gilbert Lug-ten were renamed as
of 12-13 percent of the equalized ma’s duties included screening Vos, Carl Ver Seek, Bill Brook- ing as co-hostesses.
on being married Easter Sunday
fusing to do so.
clerk and treasurer. Trustees Bureau Changes Name
valuation “is not considered good," for another outcourt ace, Warren stra, Robert Horner, John BinkMr. and Mrs. Harold Ter Haar
“The Board of Public Works as- chosen arc Fred Billet and Harry
at 4 p.m. at the Bedford Methobut at another place it advises in- Vander Hill.
The North H o 1 and Farm dist Church.
man, Claude Lamoreaux,Lewis were recent Sunday evening call- sured us that water mains would Hulsman.
creasing the indebtedness to 53,Mr. and Mrs. Laveme Aalder- Bureau, a discussion group which Mr. and Mrs. Ben Marfia and
Stein, Watson P. Lundie, Bernard ers on Mr. and Mrs. Bernard be placed at every crossroad on
000,000 with a valuation of
meets periodically,officiallyits family spent Sunday evening near
Velthouse,Robert M a a t m a n, Schreur and daughterof Drenthe the pipeline.As far as we know, ink announced the birth of
527,000,000.
Workers for the Red Cross are the mains are there now. So, the daughter,LaNel, on Feb. 22.
name to Arbeider ( Dutch Work' Allegan with her mother. Mrs.
George Althuis, Barbara Klein,
It was on Boter’s motion that
calling at homes in this vicinity city has its water plant and now
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Haverdink ers) at a meeting Wednesday Angelina Kindlarsld.
Jerold Hulst.
the meeting adjourned without a
they won't sell us any water.”
returned home from a two-month night in the home of Mr. and Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Donald Moehler
Physicians on duty were Dr. G. for contributionsthis week.
straw ballot, although Park town- There was lots of excitement
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Boss of Turning to the Holland Hospital trip to Florida, last Friday. They Harold Slagh.
are parents of an eight pound, 12
J. Kemme and Dr. M. Hamelink.
ship supervisorDick Nieuwsma last Tuesday afternoonwhen a Nurses were Mrs. Richard Martin, Vrieslandin company with Dick Sybesma said, "The townships lived for most of the time at
Dave Bosch was leader for the ounce boy bom March 5 at Allerequested a show of hands on car parked on Mason St. by the Mrs. W. C. Wickers, Gertude Do Witt of Holland motored to have agreed to assume their share Bradenton and New Port Richey evening’s discussion on “Educa- gan Health Center. The family
whether the vote should be cast. bank was reported stolen. About
now comprisesthree boys and one
Steketee,Mrs. Loren Howard, Mrs. Chicago, 111. on Thursday afternoon of the operating deficit. We have and met several local area people. tion and Research.'^
Only a smattering of hands favor- an hour later it was found in poswhere they were guests of the Rev received bills for this for the past
On the question of whether the girl
Mr
and Mrs. Burton Lubbers,
A. H. Vinstra.
ed balloting.
session of one of tne bank employes
Nurses aides were Mrs. Joe and Mrs. Gary De Witt and son two years. The first bill, for ap- who were recently married have district should have a larger con- Mrs. Louis A. Johnson returned
Jalving also brought up the ques- v.ho had driven it home bebeving
proximately 52,600, was paid. But taken up residence in Hamilton.
trol or larger percent of control home Saturday from Chicago
Roerink, Margaret Stegink and They returnedon Monday.
tion of whether the city would ac- it to be the one a garage attenMrs. I Martin P. Wyngarden I this yoar's" bill was around 56,600
The Rev. and Mrs. Paul Veen- than the government, the group where she had been a patient the
Mrs. L. W. Schoon. Gray Ladies
cept any areas for annexation and dant had left for her use while
were Mary Streur, Melva Crowle was a Thursday guest of Mrs. an(j jnciudcd depreciation on the stra announced the birth of a felt the school program should be past five weeks at Presbyterian
said it might be a good idea to hers was being fixed. The officer
Bernice Beyer and
new buildingas operating cost. We daughter, Nancy Kay, at Holland controlled locally to the best ad- Hospital. Mr. Johnson went to
annex now "while they indicate said the car would have been pick- and Milded Barense. In charge of
The Holland - Zeeland Chapter not a£rCe to assume the oper- Hospital or. Feb. 24.
vantage of each district.
Chicago to assist her in the return
the canteen were Mrs. Walter Reathey will take us."
ed up much sooner if owner of
of World Home Bible League held atjnl, cost.'’
On
the questionof standards, train trip.
The
Rev.
Norman
Van
Hcukcgan,
Mrs.
Ann
Wojahn,
Mrs.
Dan
After the meeting Chairman Wal- car had given correct license
their regular meeting in the Sixth Tho Hospital Board and the City lom list'd as his sermon topic last the group felt the state should
Mr. and Mrs. John Bast spent
ter Vander Haar said again that number and a better description Wright. Historianswere Mrs. Fred Reformed Church of Holland on
Council are at present working Sunday morning "The Christian have the authorityto set stand- Sunday with their daughter and
the purpose of his committee was of car and wouldn’t have happen- Beeu/wkes and Lena Brum mol. Sunday at 2:30 p.m. Mr. Ackerman
with township officials on a revi- and the Law of God." The Young ards.for equal educational oppor- family, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Mast
to provide the outlying districts ed at all if ignitionkeys had not Junior Red Cross aide was Ro- was the speaker.
sion of current bills.
and two children at Zeeland.
People's Christian Endeavor ser- tunities.
chelle De Vries.
with a plan to fall back upon in been left in either car.
Young peoples' catechism met "The cit*' has defaulted twice," vice featuredMrs. Robert Dyk- Unresolvedwas the question of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Grams
case the city did not annex any
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Van Dis and
on Wednesday at :00 p.m.. fol- Sybesma said, "and that is why stra as guest speaker with Jerome whether the state oversteps in re- were weekend guests of their
territory. He also pointed to item son Gary were Chicago visitors
lowed by Senior CE consecration we are so careful in dealing with Lubbers in charge of devotions. organizing school districts.
parents. Mr and Mrs. Gus Grams
3 in the report, which says the Wednesday.
meeting.
Holland now."
The Junior High C.E. group con- Harold Slagh took charge of the at Dundee and Mr. and Mrs. P. C.
consolidationof Ventura, LakeThe VolunteerFire department
The Sewing Guild meets on A member of the audience ask- sidered the topic, "Jesus, My meeting and Aebl Kuyers gave the Sommers of Ann Arbor
wood. W a u k a z o o, Pine Creek, responded to a call to the Fred
Thursday at 1:30 p.m. with Mrs. ed if. since North Holland, Noor- Savior" with Burton Brink, Bruce invocation.
Mr. and Mrs. William WoodaU
North Holland, Noordeloos, Beech- Davis home Wednesday. A grass
Dick E. Ver Hage serving as hos- deloos and New Groningen dis- Eding and Carla Haakma as leadand two children of Saugatuckand
wood, Waverly, Van Raalte, Ap- fire was reported.
3
tess.
tricts are not among those recom- ers and Kenneth Kaper and Mary
Mr. and Mrs/ Richard Jonathaa
ple Ave., Federal and New GroninMr. and Mrs. Adolph Frank have
Catechism for the local school mended for school annexation by Lug ten in charge of devotions.
were Sunday dinner guests of Mr.
gen "would be practicable."
returned from Florida.
GRAND HAVEN (Special) children will be held on Friday the city board of education, they Pianist was Karen Folkert. Guest
and Mrs. Carl Walter. In the
Questions on school annexation
Ed Memeter was in town Tues- Following a chase on US-31 from afternoon.
The annual World Day of Prayshould consider joining with the speaker for the Senior High C.E.
evening the group attendedconwithout political annexationwere
day. He reports Marie, Diana and Holland to Grand Haven, state poer was observed at the Monterey
All the women arc urged to at- Zeeland system to solve their high
service was Coach Russ De Vette
firmation services at All Saints
brought up and Boter answered
Center MethodistChurch of the Episcopal Church in Saugatuck.
Butch are all well.
lice finally overtook George A tend the Women's World Day of school problem.
with devotions by Kenneth Joost“it would be inexpedient of HolBumips MethodistChurch circuit
A group of juniors and seniors Donley, 44, Genoa, Ohio, at 1:30 Prayer at the Beaverdam Reform- The committee answered that
Jacquelyn WoodaU was one of a
land to annex for the schools withbems.
Friday afternoon. Invited were
from Saugatuck High spent “Gov- a.m. Friday and charged him with ed Church on Friday, March 8 at nothing of this kind has been
Floyd Kaper and Ben Nykamp^
class of 18 candidates.
out-gettingsomethingelse." From
members of the Market Street
ernment Day" in Allegan this week. speeding 100 miles an hour in his 2:00 p.m.
studied, but that it might be a good two local men have completed25
Mrs. Ida Martin returned home
the city standpoint, he said, it
Methodist and Bumips Methodist
Principal,Ira Plummer and Jerry station wagon.
The
Willing
Workers
meet
on idea for the three districts to learn
would mean Holland was paying
Friday from Kalamazoo where
years of employment with the
Keikoveraccompanied them.
Donley, who was en route to Thursday at 7:45 p.m. with Mrs. what Zeeland would demand con- Hamilton Farm Bureau Coopera- churches.
for two-thirdsof the cost of a new
she had been convalescing from
Mrs. Lois Hayes of Monterey
A shower was given for Miss Muskegon driving alone, could Lon Guigelaar and Mrs. Harris cerning such an agreement
school without getting any help for
& dislocatedshoulder at the home
tive, Inc., and were awarded
Center
will
entertain
members
of
Diana Meyers at the home of give no explanation for his speed. Schipperserving as co-hostesses. The building of a new elemen- watches at the recent stockholders
municipal projects.
of her daughter, Mrs. Richard
The Rev. Harry Buis will preach tary school in either of the debt- meeting in the Hamilton Audi- the Women’s Society for Christian
Jalving, who asked the commit- Susan Floto last Saturday evening. The tires on the station wagon
Rhodes.
Service
of
the
Monterey
Center
on
the
following
subjects
on
Suntee’s permission to address /the She received many gifts. Miss were hot and the motor steaming
free districtswould l>o a matter torium. The Co-op reportedthe
Mr. and Mrs John Peters and
Methodist church Wednesday,
group, drummed on the theme that Meyers will become the bride of when Donley finally stopped, po- day, March 10, “To-day, Paradise” for the consolidated board of edu- past year's business to the amount
two sons of Riverdale, 111, were
March 13, and an all day meeting
and “The Turning Point."
lice said.
the areas involved are a single James Gough soon.
cation. the committee said in an- of nearly six milUor. dollars. State
weekend guests of her parents.
beginning with a cooperative dinOn Wednesday,March 13 at 8:15 swer to another question.
Arraigned before Justice Lawcommunity and should think of
and county agriculturistsattendMr. and Mrs. John W. Weston.
ner at 12. The business and devorence De Witt Friday, he p.m. the day of prayer for crops
themselves as such and not let Steam Sets Off Alarm
ed this annual meeting, where
Mr. and Mrs. John Bast and
tional
meeting
will
be
conducted
and
industry
in
the
Vriesland
Rewas sentenced to serve three days
petty animosities stifle the growth
many matters of business were by Mrs. Marie Hanna, president.Mr. and Mrs. Raymond McCarty
formed Church. The offeringtaken
of the Holland area.
Zeeland Special)
Fourteen in jail and pay 5100 fine and 54.90
spent Saturday evening in Kalatransacted.
Clinics arc being held by the
The community must attract in- volunteer firemen and two trucks costs. If fine and costs are not will be for the Children's Retreat.
A
number of Hamilton people
mazoo visitingMrs. J. C. CarAdmitted to Holland Hospital attended the music concert at Allegan County Medical Society at
dustry to prosper, he noted, and answered an inadvertentlyset off paid, he will serve an additional Servicemen’s addresses: Pvt.
the Salem Township Community stenson and daughter, Mrs. Uoyd
Roger Hoove, R. A. 16533717,524th Thursday were Harold Taylor,
only with the city’s facilities and automaticalarm at the John Van 40 days.
Civic Center in Holland Monday
Jorgenson. The Basts showed picQM. Co., Fort Leonardwood, Mis- 3416 River Dr., Saugatuck;Dennis evening, presented by the Detroit Hall in Bumips this week for low
the townships’ space can this be Den Bosch feed mill at 509 East
tures taken recently on a trip
er grades and small childrenof the
souri; Capt. Kenneth Vander Kolk Frontz, route 1. Fennville; Carolyn*
done. Jalving asked Ab Martin, Washington
The
Symphony Orchestra, and con- area.
when they visited Mrs Carsten5"09
Luce
Ave.,
North
Highlands,
De Young, Durfee hall; Mrs. ducted by Paul Paray.
* general manager of the General alarm was caused by workmen
Prayer and praise service of the son's daughter and son-in-law, Mr.
California.
Bertha Nyenhuis, 242 West 17th
Electric plant here, if the plant cleaning with a steam hose, acMr. Gilmer has been in ButterRichard Essenburg led the JunMrs. John Vander Kooy and St; John Fogg, route 4; Mrs. worth Hospital.Grand Rapids, for Burnips Pilgrim Holiness Church and Mrs. Charles King, formerly
would have been brought to Hol- cording to mill officials.
of FennviUe The King’s now Uve
ior Archery club shoot Tuesday Faith of Jamestown visited Mrs. Truest Frank, 255 East 11th St.;
was held Thursday evening.
land if the city had not provided
surgery
during
the
past
week.
night, at Holland High gym with Floyd \cr Haar and children on Lauma Balks, 237 East Ninth St.
The Women’s Society for Chris- at San Antonie, Tex.
services.
The Junior Girls’ League of the
a
35S
score.
Richard
Vander
Kooi
tian
Service of the Bumips Meth- Mr.* and Mrs Fred MuehlenFriday
evening.
“No, sir," Martin said.
Discharged Thursday were Reformed Church met Monday
beck who recently purchased the
was runnerop with 333.
odist Church held its meeting at
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Raisinen, Pat- Charles Jones, 402 Fifth Ave.; Mrs.
Other scores include: Larry ty, and Bobby of Grand Rapids Martha Miles, 241 Lincoln Ave.; evening in the church rooms and the home of Mrs. JonathanKline- Marvin Higgins cottage on Hutchthe program will feature a "What s
Tawasi Camp Fire Girls
Dorgelo, 324; Vern York, 312; Jim were Sunday guests of Mr. and Donald Ten Brink, route 4: Mrs.
of Bumips on Thursday af- ins Lake, have had as their guests
My Line" panel discussion from steker
Crozier,
288;
Dave
Costello,
282; Mrs. Simon Broersma.
ternoon.
Mrs. William Fleser,pres- from Monday until Friday his
George
Brummitt
and
baby,
307
Hold Bundle Party
the Bible with Sally Kaper. Dar- ident of the organization, had brother and wife. Mr. and Mrs.
11m Grace, 279; David Bultema.
Mrs. Merton Wabeke and Mrs. West 13th St.; Mrs. William Bier256; Carl Van Vuren. 252; *Ray Adrian Brower attended a shower ema and baby, 53 West 33rd St.; lene Schipper. Caro. Rigterink and charge of devotions and the busi- Charles Muehlenbeck of Chicago.
The Tawasi Camp Fire Girls of
Ruth Ann Lohman as panelists. ness meeting.
Mrs. Esther Sharp, formerly of
White. 250; Walter Van Ooster- in honor of Mrs. Roger Wabeke on Mrs. Theodore Koppenaal and
St. Francis de Sales, School held
Special music by Marsha Kaper
Chicago,
came Friday to make her
The
Burnips
School
Parent
hout, 242 and Glenn Beckman, 236. Friday evening at the Alward baby, 240 West 10th St.; Mrs.
a Bundle party in the school audiand Donna Kuops with Mary Ann Teachers Association held their home with her sister and brotherJon Lee, 227; Danny Gebben, school in South Blcndon.
torium March
Letitia McNeal and baby, 227 DartLugtcn as accompanist at the March meeting last Tuesday eve- in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Keag.
225; Larry Grace, 222; Charles
Each girl invited a guest and
Will Feenstraof Zeeland was a mouth; Mrs. Kenneth Rozema and
Brower, 201; Junior Ruiz, 186; Monday supper guest at the home baby, route 2; Mrs. Raymond Tiet- piano and Bible Study by Mrs. ning
each brought a bundle of good used
Kenneth Heuvelmun completed The Rev. and Mrs. John F.
clothing for Hungarian refugees.
Jim Russell, 186; Rick Call, 179; of Mr and Mrs. Simon Broersma hof, 284% Fairbanks Ave.
Mr. and Mrs. Club Hears
the program . Social hostesseswere Dorsey of Chillicothe, Ohio, will be
The bundles will be sent to “Save
Caroline Connor, 176; Duane Vcld- on his birthday.Mr. and Mrs. John
Hospital births include a daughMaria
Lugtcn.
Darlene
Brink, gjaest evangelists at the Methodist Talk by Len Ver Schare
the Children Federation,” at Knoxheer, 173; Jack Elenbaas, 143 and Broersma were evening guests at ter, Cathy Louise, born Thursday
Barbara Slotman and Ruth Ann revival to be held In the Market
ville, Tenn.
Tm Lee, 137.
the S. Broersma home.
to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Van
Maureen Munro introduced the
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Ter Haar Slooten, 120 North 120th Ave.: a Lohman, sponsors for the group Street Methodist Church beginning Mr. and Mrs. Gub of Fourteenth
are Mrs. Dale. Maatman and Mrs. Sunday, March 10, and continuing Street Christian Reformed Church
girls who presented a style show
and children visited Mr and Mrs. daughter, Lauri Ann, born ThursParents
Fined
for
Failing
Addison Lohman.
through March 24. Meetings will met Thursday night In the church
which* was planned by Kathleen
Paul Ensing and family on Sunday day to Mr. and Mrs. Gary Visscher,
The King’s Daughters Missionary be held each evening at 8 p.m. with Jack Yeomans presiding.
Good, Mary Ruth Singleton,Marafternoon.
824 Central Ave.
To Send Child to School
group of the Reformed Church with the exceptionof Saturdays. Mr. and Mrs. Yeomans were in
lene Rauch, and Jacquelyn Rafstudied the work in South East There will be specialmusic at each charge of devotions. Mrs. Dick
fenaud. Margo Culver entertained
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Asia at their meeting , this week service. The Rev. Garold Trudell Geenen played a piano solo.
Three Cars in Crash
with selectionson her accordion.
Mr. and Mrs. William Lockard, Mrs. Beatrice Allen
using a game playing method for is pastor of the Market Street Speaker for the evening was Len
GRAND
HAVEN
(Special)
Virginia Bouillon, Ann Bishop, Barroute 1, Nunica, charged jointly Dies at Local Hospital
Three cars were involved in an the study of this field. The groups Methodist Church. The public is in- Ver Sohure, who spoke on “Juvenbara Scully and Linda Vukin were §iiii
with failingto send their 15-yearile DeUnquency.”
sponsor is Mrs. N. Van Heukciom. \ited.
in charge of games for the party.
old daqghter, Margo, to Fruitport Mrs. BeatriceAllen, 63, of 58 accident on US-31 and Third St.
After a short business meeting
The table was decorated with
Community School, paid 515 fine West Ninth St, died Thursday af- in Ferrysburg at 4:55 p.m. Friday.
Miss Joan Adele Siebdink
Tom Lindsay closed with prayer.
favors wrapped as foil bundles.
and 54.30 costs in Justice Eva ternoon at Holland Hospitalfol- Drivers were Louis Tobolt, 42. Ex-Holland Resident
Fisher Infant Dies
Several visitors were welcomed.
Spring Lake;- Harold Rau, 44,
Arrangements of the room were Mr. and Mrs. John Siebelink of Workman’s court Friday.
lowing an extended illness.
GRAND HAVEN (Special) - De- Refreshments were served by
done by Marcella and Margaret 912 South Lincoln Ave. announce They were also ordered to send
She was born in Muskegon in Spring Lake, and Paul Morrison. Dies in California
Wayne Henry Fisher, infant son Mr. and Mrs. Yeomans, Mr. and
Aman. Maureen Munro, Wllhel- the engagement of their daughter, their daughter to achool Monday 1893 and came to Holland 11 years 27. Jackson.State police charged
Robert Willis, 47. former HoUand of Mr. and Mrs. Leonard D. Fisher, Mrs. John Ottlng, Mr. and Mrs.
mina Ter Voort, Margo Culver and Joan Adele, to E. Kendall Maur- morning without fall
ago. She was employed as a maid Morrison with failure to stop in
assured clear distance ahead af- resident, died Thursday in Ar- Oak St., Spring Lake, died in Lindsay and Mr. and Mrs. Marvin
Elizabeth Gark were in charge of sey, son of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
The complaint was made by Ot- at the Warm Friend Tavern.
3
MunicipalHospital Friday.
, refreshments. Mrs. N. Vukin and Maursey of Midland.
tawa County Superintendentof Surviving are one daughter, Mrs. ter his car hit the rear of the cadia, Calif.
The bride-olectis a student at schools Jennie Kaufman who al- Virginia Nyland of Germany; three Rau car which had halted behind He was married to Marian Mc- Besides the parents he is survived
Mrs. R. Bouillonare leaders of the
A Pennsylvania
Bronson Methodist Hospital School leged that from Sept 5. 1956, to grandchildren; her father, Frank the Tobolt car >vhich was about Carthy of Holland and they moved by a brother, Leonard Mark, the
group.
of Nursing in Kalamazoo and Mr. Feb. 27, 1957, the girl had missed Dronkers of Vancouver, Wash.: to make a left turn. The Morrison to Cailfornia about 5 years ago. grandparents. Mrs. Margaret dinand Du rang,
Fallen leaves contain relatively Maursey is a student at Western school 89 days and had only been one brother, George Dronkers of and Rau cars were damaged Survivors Include the wife and Fisher, of Spring Lake and Mr. comrades, first
large amounts of valuable elemenu Michigan Universityin Kalama- present 31 days. The arrtst was Detroit and a sister.Mrs. Celia about 5300 apiece and the Tobolt three children. David,* Melinda and Mrs. De Wayne Pickard of
»
and John, all of Axadia.
car 525.
Derringerof Vancouver.
such as nitrogen and phosphorus. zoo.
by state
^
t
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Maps Plans

Gives Contracts

For Use During

For 18 Listings

Tornado Alerts

Materials,

HOLUND

With the dangeroustornado season only a month away Holland
city officialsThursday afternoon
met to review plans used sucess-

Equipment

Largely Cover Needs
For the Entire Year

fully during 1956.

GRAND HAVEN

(Special)

Authorities felt that procedures

•

7 .e Ottawa County Road Commission Thursday awarded contracts
for 18 listings involving materials

and

much the same
as last and operate within the
this year will be

framework of existing city depart-

equipment,most of which

ments.

cover needs for the year.
In addition, the commissionpassed a resolutionpaying tribute to
the late Carl Bowen for his sincere
and able services with the county
road commission for 34 years.
The contracts follow:
Miss Undo Megan Gordon
Mr. and Mrs. Robert W. Gordon
Flake chloride - Solvay Co. and
Dow Chemical,$29 per ton, fob. of 588 Crescent Dr., announce the
engagement of their daughter,
_
Blades - Shults Equipment Co., Linda Megan, to Richard L. Den
Uyl, son of Mr. and Mrs. George
Ithaca,95tt cents per foot
Year’s supply gasoline— Stand- A. Den Uyl of 221 Lincoln Ave.
ard, Gulf and Shell, 14.55 cents- per
gallon with escalator clause.
Bituminousmaterials — Seneca

Midland.

,

Petroleum Co., in Chicago at 13.39
cents per gallon fob. Grand Haven
and 13.31 fob. Zeeland.

Weed

spray

-

Chemi-Trol

Chemical Co., at Gibsonburg, Ohio
10-10 sprayer, $4.25 per gallon, and
245T spray at $8.90 per gallon.
Concrete culvert pipe— Lamar
Tile and Pipe Co., in GrandviHe
and Midwest Pipe Co., in Grand
Haven, discount from list price.
Aggregate bin at Coopers ville
earage — Industrial Welders at
Ferrysburgat $2,697.40.

Holland police aided by police
reserves will again be responsible
for manning the observation post

Architect's Sketch of

between Holland and Saugatuck

w

New $140,000 Addition 4o New Groningen School Near M-21

overlooking Lake Michigan during
alert periods.
Increased radio communications
between this post and other lookout points was discussed and tests
are planned for later today to
determinewhat is the best opera- The New Groningen School held and trombone music by Zeeland the project and Van Dorp ex- and said the cooperationof the iba it to the limits of its capacity.
open house Friday night and dedi- Junior high students,and by New pressed gratitude to the Holland contractors,architectsand owners Prime contractors were Elzinga
tional plan.
The Red Cross Disaster Unit cated the new $140,000 addition Groningen students. Second and Board of Educationtor the assist- had been the key to the final re- and Volkers, Parkway Electric,
and Civil Defense will again co- which gives three additionalclass- third graders performed in a ance of its building consultant, sult of a good building.He point- Bert Reimink, Maerose Glass, Kooi
ordinate their operations with city rooms, a gymnasium, kindergarten rhythm band, plus an original ver- Arthur Read. Van Dorp comment- ed to structural items such as
ed on monetary savings and many pipe tunnels designed for emergen- IndustrialPainting, Robertson
room, foyer, shower room, kitchen, sion of “Billy Goats Gruff.’’
officials.
rest
rooms
and
storage
rooms.
C. A. O’Bryon of the O’Bryon other benefitswhich resulted from cy tornado shelter,steel - acoustic Steel Deck Co., T. Keppel’s Sons
A test alert will be held in Holceilings in classroomsand corri- Hardware, Grand Rapids Steel
About 450 person from the com- and Knapp architecturalfirm in this arrangement.
land sometime within the next 10
Read,
who
reviewed
building
de- dors, and provisions for building Co., Peninsular Slate Co., William
munity
were
present
and
the
first
days to iroi^ out any bottlenecks.
Grand Rapids, presented the keys
velopments, emphasized commun- expansion and economical addi- Mokma, Allen Westenbroek and
The test will only involve the warn- half hour was devoted to a general
to Richard Van Dorp of the school ity spirit and participation.
William Huizenga.
He said
tour
of
the
new
building.
A
proing system and will not be a gentions of equipment.He said since The new section adjoins a school
eral roundup of all men and equip- gram followed with the Rev. John board. O’Bryon noted the good un- the board had insisted on a design
den Ouden of Zeeland giving the derstandingand harmony which of substantialstructure,good func- the entire community had built it, built sbe or seven years ago now
ment.
housing three classrooms.
Officials felt this was not neces- invocation, followed by clarinet existed throughoutall phases of tion and low maintenance cost, the entire community should now

New Groningen School Dedicates Modern Addition

sary since basic plans used

at

Open House

in

1956 are still good and could be
put into actual operation in the
city within minutes.
Additional meetings are also to
be held during the coming weeks
Two wheel-type tractors and
to bring plans up to date where
mowers— Holland Tractor Sales,
needed.
$3,890 for both with trade-in.
The Holland High Schooi band
Attending Thursday'ssession A noted naturalist,Mrs. Ray- second vice president; Mrs.
Three two-door sedans to Botbyl
The role of casualty insurance under the baton of Arthur C. Hills
held
in
Mayor
Robert
Visscher's nond Watts, entertained members George Smit, recording secretary;
in Grand Haven, $3,692 with tradeoffice were Visscher, City Man- of tiie Holland Garden Club Thurs- Mrs. Thomas McCormack,corres- in the recovery from the heavy, won a Division I rating Saturday
ins
ager Herb Holt, Police Chief day afternoonwith her delightful ponding secretary and Mrs. Earl widespread destruction caused by at the Western Michigan Band and
Two % ton pickup tanick8 R. E.
Jacob Van Hoff. Officer Garth talk on “These Changing Gar- Wright, treasurer.Election will last spring's tornadoes, wind and Orchestra Festival in Grand
Barber Inc., Holland, $2,724.66 with
Newman, Hans Suzenaar,Fred dens.” Meeting at Grace Church be held May 2.
Haven.
hail storms was described to mem__ .
Miss Phillis Joan Enstam
DivisionI is defined as representEleven 3 to 4-ton trecks-Krob- Mr. and Mi*. Philip Enstam of Suzenaar, Fred Hieftje, Vern parish hall, Mrs. Watts showed Mrs. J. D. Jencks presided and ber of the Holland Rotary Club
ing “the best conceivable perforSchipper, Sandy Meek, “Doc colored slides pointing out cus- announced the April 4 meeting
len GMC Truck Sales, Inc., Grand 763 Maple Ave. announce the enThursday noon (March 7) by C.
Grysen and a representative of toms in gardening clung to over which will be a combined meeting B. Kingman, representing the mance for the event and the class
Rapids, $43,125 for total with nine gagement of their daughter. Phillis
Holland
of participants being judged and LANSING (Special)
with
District
4.
The
all-day
meeta
100-year
period.
the Sentinel.
Michigan Insurance Information worthy of the distinctionof being and Morley will swap mayors
Jean, to Norman Dale Witteveen.
She said the types of outdoor ing is to be held at the Woman’s
tlChip spreader — Telford Equip- son of Mrs. Grace Witteveen, 1595
Service.
recognized as a first place winner.’’ Monday, May 20 as a part of MichThe Red Cross Disaster Unit garden accessoriesstill express Literary Club. Mrs. William H.
ment Co., in Unsing, $1,315.
Kingman detailed the manner in
Perry St.
The Holland band played “Scep- igan Week as a result of exchange
Thursday night held an organiza- the English influence.Over a 100- White of Muskegon, district tour
Gradall for Grand Haven
A summer wedding is being tional meeting to bring their plans year period the naturalist took a chairman will preside. Luncheon which casualty insurancecompa- ter of Liberty," concert march by community drawings Monday. '
Triford EquipmentCo., in Lansing, planned.
nies and adjusters move immediQKvadoti; “ H Pasticcio,”overture Nearly 500 cities, towns and vilfor the coming tornado season up house and showed by way of will be' served at noon. The after$20,000 phis trade-in.
ately into storm - damaged areas
by Lathan, and “First Suite in E lages were picked from a hat by
noon
session
will
be
“A
Day
with
to
date.
slides
how
the
house
had
changed.
Ope treated wooden culvert exto expedite loss payments and
Gov. G. Mennen Williams, honora
Flower
Arranger."
with
Mrs.
Chairman
Hans
Suzenaar
said
a
Flat,’’ Holst.
Her material was humorous yet
tension for Adams St. in Jamesspeed reconstruction.
The band is now eligible to com- ary chairman of Michigan Week
A. F. Steubing of Pittsburgh, Pa.,
written plan containing names and informativeand practical.
town township, -Replogle Sales of
Such activity,he explained, is
pete at the state level in A n n and Lt. Gov. Philip Hart, honorary
phone
numbers
of
key
personnel
Mrs.
L.
E.
Towe,
chairman
of
as
guest
speaker
John Westveldwas taken to the
Iowa. $5,002.24.
i routine elsewhere for the insurArbor April 27 in the finals.It co-chairman.
will be published sometime this the nominating committee present- All Garden Club members must
Season requirement of tar— Kop- Holland Hospital Monday
ance companies,but not until this
Quite
competes in class A competition. Zeeland will switch executives
month.
Past
procedures
were
represent
membership
cards
to
ated
the
slate
of
officers
for
the
ners Co. at 20.2 cents per gallon.
a serious condition but re some- viewed and correctionsmade erming year. Nominated for presi- tend this all day meeting,it was year was Michigan considered to
Next Saturday, the Holland with Ashley and Grand Haven and
Gravel processing 30.00 cubic
be part of the tornado belt.
Public Schools music department Coldwater will also exchange
where
needed.
pointed
out.
Mrs.
Carl
Cook
of
the
what
improved
at
this
time.
dent
is
Mrs.
Carl
Cook.
Mrs.
yards fai Jac Jungle pit-Picket
Because it now appears that torentering the Junior High mayors
He said his unit will also hold Arthur Read was nominated for local club will be chairman for the nadoes may be expected in Michiand Schreur of Allegan, 47 cents Mrs. James Polezoes is improvSchool Band and Orchestraunder Other pairings include Allegan
meetings
in
the
next
few
weeks
ing
steadily
from
major
surgery
day.
vice
president;
Mrs.
Joe
Moran,
a yard. 20,000 cubic yards for
gan each spring and summer, he Raymond Roth and Carleton Kelch and Athens, Saugatuck and Oak
Scharl pit, Denriow end Denskw which she underwent Saturday at to iron out final plans which will
said, the Michigan casualty Inrespectively,as well as the High Park, Fennville and Coldwater,
of Weidman, Mich, 43% cents per Douglas Hospital. Mrs. Polezoes be immediately put into operadustry’s speakersbureau is relatSchool Orchestraunder Arthur C. Hudsonville and Howell and DougBridal Shower Given
is the former Lois Starring,daugh- tion during all alerts.
ing the experiences of last Spring's
Hills. This festival, a regional las and Charlevoix. One of the
y Two other bids tor calcium ter of Mr. and Mrs. Linus StarOfficer’s
storms for the information of the
For Miss Nancy Moran
longest trips for the day will be
event, will be in Grand Rapids.
ring.
chloride distributors and four more
public.
made as a result of the exchange
Mrs. Waldo Phelps underwent
trucks were referred to the enMiss Nancy Moran was enterHe warned against failure to
between Spring Lake and Iron
gineer for tabulation and recom- surgery Thursday at the Bronson
tained at the Klaasen home, Lawn- keep windstorm insurance abreast
River, high in the upper peninsula.
Hospital in Kalamazoo and is remendation.
The pairings were made entireMr. and Mrs. Jake Boonstra
dale Court, at a bridal shower Sat- of increased property values, citThe commission also will ad- covering as well as can be exing an estimated $14,000,000inly by chance. No effort was made
were in Muncie, Ind., this week ALLEGAN (Special)
urday
evening
given
by
Miss
Jane
A
54pected.
vertise for bids tor the season’s
sured loss last Spring against an
to match cities of equal size or
visiting at the home of their chilyear-old Grand Haven man was Klaasen and Miss Joyce Cook, as- estimated total damage of between
Mrs. William Adkin is recoverrequirements of liquid calcium
close geographicallocation.
dren, Mr. and Mrs. R. Kershaw.
ing
from
surgery
performed
last
held
in
Allegan
jail
March
9
facing
sisted
bv
Mrs
dargnee
Klaasen
chloride,also three storage tanks
21 and 23 millions of dollars.
Dr. Cornelius Dozema of Grand
Mr. Boonstra has returned home
drunk driving charges, and
' - .
.
for *each, and for equipment in- week at toe Douglas hospital.
Some storm victims, he said, Rapids was speaker at the annual
but Mrs. Boonstra is making1 a sibly felonious assault, as the re- and Mrs- Larl Ux)kJoyce Wright, daughter of Mr.
surance. Bids must be in April
carried insurance only to the limit spring meeting of the Christian
longer visit.
suit of attacking a city police offi- ! Duplicateprizes were won by
and Mrs. Lloyd Wright was taken
The
Ottawa County District cer with a knife Friday night. 1 Miss Marcia Welch, Miss Alice of a mortgage or land contract, Reformed Unit of the Hospital Aux4
commission tentativelyto the Douglas Hospital with
without protection for their equi- iliary Thursday at ProspectPark
Nurses’ meeting will be held at
scheduled a meeting April 4 with pneumonia.
Ralph McDonald of Grand Hav- Hacklander,Miss Shirley Meiste ty in the propety, and very few Church.
Zeeland Community Hospital on. en was stopped by City Police Of- and Miss Julane Brower.
the Good Roads committeeof the
Miss Linda Miller, daughter of
destroyed or damaged businesses
Dr.
spent several
Monday evening, March 11, at 8 ficer Carl Simmons at 8:30 p.m.
Board of Supervisors.It also ap- Mr. and Mrs. Hamihon MiUer has
Others invited were Mrs. Joseph l^d business interruption protec- months doing dental work for hosp.m. A very interestingfilm will Friday on M-40 about 4% miles
proved a plat for Ridgewood sub- been ill the past two weeks.
pital pereonnel and paitents at the
be shown entitled, “Midwifery west of Allegan as a drunk driv- Moran and the Misses Barbara tion.
A hopeful sign of an early spring
division in section 7, Holland townStanley Stokes and son Robert
Wenzel, Wanda Vanden Berg, Sue
interdenominational United ChrisAmong the Hill People."
ing
suspect.
Simmons
had
been
is today’s announcement that the
ship, and issued an annual tree attended the funeral of Mrs.
Russell,
Junice
K
u n k e 1, Kay
tian
Hospital
in
La
Hore,
PakisThe Ladies Aid of First Reform- on the lookout after a radio mestrimming permit to the Holland Tomina Olsen last Wednesday in
Keane, Marsha Glanton, Mary L/xi
tan. His comments accompanying Holland Coast Guard station will
ed Church held their regular meetsage from Otsego.
Board of Public Works and to the Northport, Mich. Mrs. Olsen died
Vander
Poel, Leah Broker, Beverhis slides revealed a keen wit and go on full time duty status March
ing in the church parlors last
After McDonald was put into
General Telephone Co., of Muske- at a convalescent home in Lanprofound insight into the habits, 21.
Thursday afternoon. Mrs. William Simmons' cruiser, the 210-pound ly Kammeraad, Ruth Wendt, ShirsL'ig on Sunday following a long
gon.
customs and re 1 i g i o n of the Boatswain’s Mate 1-c Walter
Staal read the scripture and a McDonald turned on the policeman ley Seidelman, Mary Lou Van
illress. She was the mother of
natives. He also pointed out the Sears, commander of the station,
story on the "Life of Mary of and tried to get his gun. Then he Putten, Carol Luth, Helen Wade,
to
Sandra Dressel,Carol Nies, Joanne
Mrs. Julia Haile, who with Mrs. Bethany." Prayer was offered by
sacrifices made by missionaries said three men have been added
attacked
the
officer
with
a
broken
Thelma Harvey of Laasing, and a
Van Naarden, Marilyn Weller,
and that satisfaction of serving to report here for duty March 20
Mrs. A. Pyle. Miss Ann Huizenga bladed jackknife, slashing him on
Analysis of building permits for
Sonja Bouwman, Clarine Olin.
son, Alfred of Northportsurvive.
more than compensated for these resultingin a full seven-man crew.
read an article on Service. The the face and ' hands. After SimMiss Moran will become the February reveals that 30 building sacrifices.
Another daughter, Mrs. Stanley followinghymns were sung: “Jesus
Scars said a 36-foot rescue boat
mons finally got McDonald to jail, bride of Charles F. Rorick of Kal- and nine heating permits were isStokes and a son. Nels Halseth,
The speaker was introduced by will be put into the water on
Calls Us O'er the Tumult and
having preceded her in death. “Work for the Night is Coming.” he went to a physician and seven amazoo on Friday evening at Third sued by the city building inspec- Mrs. Gerald Vande Vusse, presi- March 21. From then on the stator’s office. The combined fees
Both were Ganges residents.Mrs. Mrs. Plasman president,conducted stitches were required to close the Reformed Church.
dent. Devotions were led by Mrs. tion will go on full-timeduty simcame to a total of $179— $152 for J. T. Hoogstra. A saxophone solo ilar to hours during the summer
wounds.
Nels Halseth of this place and the business meeting. The annual
The Robart school board and subuilding permits and $27 for heat- by Marcia Westenbroek, accom- months.
Otto Burger of Chicago also at- Aid banquet will be held March 22.
pervisor Chris Fendt met with tended the rites.
ing permits.
One man has been ordered here
panied by Georgia Bouma, was
Hostesses w'ere Mrs. Simon Elhart
The breakdown of building per- the music for the afternoon.
from Grand Haven. Muskegon, and
members of their School district Mrs. James Me Goldrick was
and Mrs. Henry Boes.
mits shows repairs ahd improveNew officers of the Unit in- South Haven Coast Guard stations.
and the Connell school board hostess to the membere of the
The Zeeland Lions Club will prements to be the most frequent clude Mrs. Louis Damstra, vice The local station was not in full
North
Casco
Home
Extension
Thursday evening to discuss consent its annual play, “Sittin
reason for building,accounting for president; Mrs. John H. Jansen, time operation in 1956 until May L
Group at her home Monday evc- Pretty’’ on March 20, 21 and 22 in
solidation.
15 of the permits.
nmg. The lesson “Window Treat- Zeeland High school auditorium
secretary; Mrs. Arnold Hoek, asPermits were issued for two new sistanttreasurer. Retiring officers
Robart is now operating a two- ment,” was given by Mrs. Ben
Play Highlights
at 8 p.m. This fast moving, hilarihouses, two garages, four additions
GRAND
(Special)
room school which will not acco- Barden.
are Mrs. Clarence Grevengoed,
modate the expected enrollment Among those who have returned ous comedy will give an evening Donald Kuney. field worker of Saugatuck High School, possessors to houses and two for other build- Mrs. John Terpsma and Mrs. Mission Meeting
of unrivaled fun. The following are the Michigan Society for Mental
next semester. Connell also has
after spending the winter in i.i the cast: Melvin Boonstra, Dr. Health in the western Michigan of its first class D district cham- ings and five for repairs and im Ralph Teerman.-Onthe nominattwo-room school but may fall short Florida are Mr. and Mrs. Earl
pionship in three years, drew provementsto other buildings ing committee were Mrs. H. BeeThe Missionary Society of the
area, and Walter W. Scott. Holland
Pewamo for its first regional test One permit was issued for the con- len, Mrs. F. Ver Schure and Mrs. Calvery Reformed Church held its
ot sufficientenrollmentand go Thompson of Tampa and Mr. and Vande Waa, Lavina Karsten, Daisy
Meengs, Jack Curnick, Virginia School superintendent,spoke at an
structionof a barber shop.
regular meeting Wednesday night
back to a one-roomschool.
Thursday at 7 p.m. in
W. Vander Veer.
Mrs. Vernon Margot of Lakeland.
Connell school board voted Mr. and Mrs. John Vojvodic, Boonstra, Stanley Berghorst, Flor- “OperationBrainstorm" workshop Rapids Burton gymnasium.
The combined cost analysis New representative to the Cen- in the church. Mrs. Henry Plakke.
ence Van Eenenaam, Libby Kooi- meeting in the CentennialRoom
against consolidationwith Robart. two children Rickie and Rhonda
The Indians took home the dis- shows that the entire building for tral Board is Mrs. Fred Kluner; vice president, led the devotions.
Members of the Robart district of Otsego were Sunday dinner man, Alvin Johnson, Dr. Paul Van of the Warm Friend Tavern last trict trophy after toppling Holton, the month cost $60,595.
Highlighting the program was a
retiring representative, Mrs. W.
Thursday for Ottawa County memLenenaam and Oney Piers.
voted 32 to 1 to consolidatewith
play
"The Dishpan Missionary."
57-51,
Saturday
night.
Hoeksema.
representatives
guests in the home of Mr. and
350 annuals have been sold in bers of the Allegan-OttawaComthe Holland Township and park
Saugatuckwas down, 14-11, after
from
the
individual churches in- Included in the c*ist were the MesMrs. Richard Stride and family. Zeeland High School this year. mittee for Mental Health.
Township school
k
the first period but rallied to a Mr*. Milo Dc Vrie*
clude Mrs. P. Kaashoek for Mrs. dames Denekas, R. Marlink, S.
Mr. and Mrs. Merle DresselSpeakine at the morning meetThe Robart school board was house and son Alan of Jackson, March 1 was the last day /the an26-26 halftime draw. Looking well- Succumb* in Florida
H.
Beelen. Central Ave., Mrs. Wil- Vander Bie, Jack Boerigter.
ing, Kuney outlined the role of the
nuals could be ordered.
authorized to get permission to
drilled, they rolled to
40-32
liam
Postma for Mrs. F. Ver Mrs. Charles Vander* Bie sang
and Mr. and Mrs. Charles Flora
Michigan
Society
in
the
field
of
March 20, the freshmen
use the basement for
third
Word
has
been
received here of Schure, Montello Park; Mrs. M. two selections, “He Took My
lead at the end of the third quarof Kalamazoo spent Sunday here class in Zeeland High will have mental health education. He exthe death of Mrs. RJilo De Vries, Driesenga for Mrs. W. Vander Place" and "I’ll Sing It Today,"
room.
in the Lome of their parents, Mr. their class party in the elementary plained the structure,aims, goals ter and held on to win.
A business meeting followed conAlthough
Holton’s
Larry
Dilts the former Ruby Van Putten, Veer, Holland Heights.
and Mrs. Albert Nye.
school gymnasium. A film will be and programs of the society and
ducted
by Mrs. Plaake.
grabbed
scoring honors with 25, daughter of the late Mr. and Mrs.
The closing prayer was given by
Weekend guests in the home of shown followed by refreshments. said that it is a volunteer ciUzen
Emblem Club Gathers
Hostesses were Mrs. Denekas,
the Indians offset that with a bal- Lane Van Putten of Holland. Mrs. Mrs. Louis Damstra. At the social
group
working
for
adequate
menMrs. Ida Halseth were her sister
Several Zeeland High students
Mrs. Marlink, Mrs. Vander Bie,
For Social Meeting
and brotliei-in-law, Mr. and -Mrs. took part in the vocal Solo-En- tal health facilities for the men- anced attack. Bob BrackenridgeDe Vries died Thursday in New hour following the meeting, the
Mrs. Kaper, Mrs. Arens, and Mrs.
Joe Schneistl of Milwaukee, WLs. semble Festivalheld in Grand tally ill. He pointed out that pre- deposited 17, Chuck Schoppe 14. Pert Richey, Fla., of a cerebal hostesses from Prospect Church
Boogerd.
A regular monthly social meethemorrhage.
Her
home
address served refreshments.
vention
of
mental
Illness
through
Harvey
Slotman
12
and
Frank
Miss Marie Stride was guest of Rapids the past week. Receiving
Umbe nine in the Saugatuck col- was 123 Homecrest Dr., New Port
ing of the Emblem Club was held honor at a family birthday dinner
a first divisianrating was Hildred promotion of citizen understanding
umn.
Richey.
of
the
need
for
early
detection
and
Thursday evening at the home of Saturdayevening at the home of De Witt. Second division ratings
World Prayer Service
Before tackling the regionals,Vrieses formerlylived in Detroit.
treatmentof the emotionally disMrs. Walter Reagan with Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Richard Stehlev were received by Ron Beyer, Judy
the
Indians
held
a
victory
celebraSurviving besides the husband are
Held at North Holland '
Guests were John Stehle, sons Lokers, Arlene Cranmer, Norma turbed had a vital place in the proRussell Picard as coliostess.
Mr. and Mrs. Vem South and
tion Saturdaynight. Pewamo bare- several cousins in Holland. A son,
An Interesting account of her Robert and Gerald, and daughters Boh man and Ellen Surink. Ron gram of the society. The local ly gained the right to go to Burton Donald, died In the spring of 1956. family of Hopkins were recent NORTH HOLLAND (Special)
Beyer and Judy Lokers also sung committeeis affiliated with the
month’s trip to San Juan. Puerto M^ri?rie_an<! Mane.
Michigan Society for Mental Health when they downed Ashley, 46-45,
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Decker of guests of Mrs. Adrian Brower and The annual World Day of Prayer
Rico, was narrated by Mrs. A St. Patrick's Day supper will a duet and received a second diviService tor the North Holland,
which
is supported by the Michigan Friday night
Lakewood
Blvd., who are visiting children.
be held Tuesday evening.March sion rating. Accompanyingthe
George Lowry.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Swenson and Harlem and Ottawa churcheswas
United
Fund
and
by
gifts
and
In Now Port Richey at the present
The nominating committee meet- 12 at the Ganges Methodist church, contestants were Carol Dekker,
annual memberships. Half of all
time. wilLgo to Detroit with Mr. family, Mr. and Mrs. Gale Vande held in the local church Friday
ing will be held at the home of serving to start at 6 p.m. Mrs. Linda Hansen and Millie De Witt. membership dues to the Michigan Mr*. Holbrook, Former' *
De Vries, their brother, to attend Moore and fa: '.ly of Byron Center, afternoon. Speaker was Mrs. MarMrs. Peter Botsis. 299 West 29th LaVerne Foote and Mrs. Martin Zeeland High School Band will Society is returned for work at the
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Kleymeer and tin De Wolfe who spoke on India.
die services.
Holland Resident, Die*
parade In the DistrictBand FestiSt, Thursday at 8 p.m. Nomina- Meldrum are in charge.
Mrs. James Brower presided and
family of Grand Rapids were recounty level.
tion and election of officers will be * Mr. and Mrs. Herbert plough val held In Grand Haven on March
cent supper guests of Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Glenn TenBrink played the
Scott told of progress in the Mrs. Remlnna Holbrook, 84,
held at the next business meeting. have moved from the farm home 9. The required number tor the
organ. Mrs. J. H. Keuning led in
Merton Wabeke and family.
Holland area which has been made widow of the late W. L. Holbrook John Etterbeek Die*
Installationdate was confirmed on US-31, which they recently sold Class B bands this year is “Catho- during the last five year period.
devotions
Mrs. Donald
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harold
Ter
Haar
of Wellington, Ohio, died Thurs- Alter Long Hines*
by Supreme President Louise Shea to Mr. and Mrs. Howard Hunt, to dr^l Cavon." The band will also He explainedhow important the
were recent evening guests of Mr. Bloemers and Mrs. John Stegenga
day
morning
at
Lodi
Community
to be Saturday. April 20, with the their home on Base Line Rd. near play “Mightier Than Circum- “climate" of a community must
and Mrs. Bartel Mulder of Hol- presented a vocal duet. Mrs.
stance."
“Champion of be before progress can be made Hospital after three weeks illness. John Etterbeek, 54, of 165 West land.
Supreme District Deputy Dorothy South Haven.
Francis Dykstra gave the offerWestern St., Muskegon,former HolShe
had
lived
in
Holland
16
years,
Brandon of Benton Harbor as In- Mr. and Mrs. Paul Stickcl were Champions."
in developing preventative mental
tory prayer. The Rev. J. H. KeunThursday
guests
at
the
Simon
land
resident,
died
Saturday
in
eight years at the Warm Friend
Mr. and Mrs. George Kamps of illness measures.
stalling officer. The tentativedate saddened by the death of the
Muskegon Convalescant Home after Broersma home were Mrs. Bob ing pronounced the benediction.
Tavern.
the Installationbanquet will former’ssister, Mrs. Guy Hay- Ottawa St., are visitingtheir son
The afternoon meeting was
Followingthe service the audian illness of several months. He Brown and Ross Allen of West
Saturday, April 6, at Van man who passed away at her home nd daughter in law, Mr. and devoted to an exchange of ideas Mrs. Holbrook was post worthy
Olive, Friday guests were Mr. and ence was invited to the basement
had
moved
to
Muskegon
about
five
in Battle Creek Sunday evening. Mrs. Sherwin Kamps. in Alabama, on ways and means of presenting matron of Wellington Order of
In Zeeland.
years ago and was employed there Mrs. Bert Drooger, Mr. and Mrs. for an hour of fellowship and reners for the evening Funeral services were held Wed- where Sherwin is stationed with mental health education in various Eastern Star and a member of
Floyd Jousma of Holland, Satur- freshments.
Wellington Congregational Church. until his illness.
George Botsis, Mrs. nesday in Battle Creek with burial the army.
communities. Available pamphlets,
Surviving are one son, Kenneth, day guests were Mr. and Mrs. Bill
She
is
survived
by
two
sisters,
Mr . and Mrs. Harmon Den films and plays were discussed.
I Mrs. Gert- in Allegan.
Van Houten, Mr. and Mrs. Charles The Falkland Islands consist of
Mrs. Dena Barnard of Lodi. Ohio, three grandchildren,the father.
Herder returned home this week
Gerrit, and a brother, Chester, all Berry, Steven, and Susan of Grand a British colony and two depenThe Suez canal is more than from a southern trip at Gulf Ranch, A full-grown St. Bernard dog and Mrs. Grace Gonser of Canton,
dencies in the South Atlantic,
Rapids,
may weigh from 160 to 210 pounds. Ohio. Her husband died in 1931.
wlce «u long as the Panama canal. Florida, on the jGulf of Mexico.
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